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The"information shops" have been establishedin four villages:
Kizhur, Mangalam, Embalarn and Veerampattinam.The shop at
Embalam is located on the premises ofthe village temple, whichis
owned by the community through an informal trust. In each shop, a
PentiumPC with multimedia and a deskjet printer have been
installed in a specially designed box to prevent rodent attacks on the
instruments. The computer can be connected to the wirelessnetwork
through a modern and a speciallydesigned interface. The shop
volunteers, at their discretion, write in more news from the locality.
The four villages are linked to the foundation's hub at Villianur
through an ingenious wirelesssystem.V. Balaji, a graduate ofthe
Indian Institute ofTechnology at Kanpur, who oversees the project
for the foundation, dreamed it up. The value addition centreacts as
an exchange point for a variety oflocal-specificinforniation. Each
shop has a board to display bulletins received from the value addition
centre. A local area network basedon Very High Frequency (VHF)
radio has been establishedwith the Vilhianur office serving as a hub,
handling voice communication as wellas data.
While the foundation's model is relativelycostly and mayprove
difficult to replicate on a large scale, the government ofPondicherry
nonetheless plans to expand the project to more villages. The
spread ofthis approach to more of India's óoo,ooo villages would
ultimately require government money and manpower,with support
from NGOs and philanthropies.

o

BACKGROUND& CONTEXT
Pondicherry, which was the administrativeheadquarters ofthe French

in India, comprises 130 villages and the Pondicherry town,
and is spread over an area of i,ioo square kilometres.Tamil is the
language spoken with English and French as languages of the administration. More than 60 percent ofthe population ofPondicherry lives
in the rural area. Dominant crops are rice and sugarcane.Approximately 20 percent of the rural families have been officially classified as
territories

living below the poverty line.
The Madras—based MSSRF was establishedin July 191*1 as a
nonprofit and nonpolitical trust committed to a mission of harnessing
science and technology for environmentally sustainableand socially
equitable development. MSSRF'S research,training, Communication,
extension and networking programmes, in the fields of agriculture
and rural development, seek to link ecologicalsecurity to livelihood
security in a mutually reinforcing manner. The Foundation projects
include: Coastal Systems Research (CSR), Biodiversity and
Biotechnology,Ecotechnologyand Sustainable Agriculture,Reachingthe
Unreached,and Education, Communication,Training and Capacity Building.

vingc KnowledgeCentre,
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biological absorption and utilisation.The Knowledge System aims to
create conditions conducive to a healthy and productive life for all.
Theprojectis based upon the understanding that value addition, by
professionals or trained individuals,to networked information is a key
step in enabling ruralfamilies to have accessibility. A small office in a
centrally located village,Villianur, serves as the value addition centre,
where the projectstaffscans the Internet,especiallythe WorldWide
Web, for useful contacts or technologies.
Each shop varies slightlyin the way it is operated and supported.
In Kizhur the volunteers were chosenby the Village Development
Council,which also nominated a 23-member (14 men and 9 women)
group to guide the shop's operations.At the shopin Embalam all the
volunteers are womenin the 21—27 yearage group; each ofthem
spends half-a-day at the shop, rotating the schedule.
CONSTRAINTS

The vast majority ofWeb sites are in English, a language that more
than 9S percent of Indians do not speak. Nonetheless, the projecthas,
since its inception, challenged this by translating and producing local
contents in Tamil.
Poverty itselfis a huge limitation. Only 12 public telephones and
27 private telephones exist in the projectarea, which covers 19 villages
with a population of22,000. Routinepowerfailures and overloaded
telephone lines make connecting to the Interneta frustrating proposition. There are serious questions about whether countries like India,
weighed down by high rates ofilliteracy and illness, should spend
heavily to provide villages, that desperately need schools and health
clinics,with what most would consider a luxury.
Project overseer Balaji notes that one immediate obstacle,is that
local bureaucrats are often reluctant to give up their monopoly on
information, which can be a source ofpowerused to extract bribes.
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Box2 ICTsand livelihood assets
ICTs impact on livelihood assets in a number of ways depending on the local context in which they are
introduced. Assuming open-access, community models such as telecentres (IDRC: Acacia Initiative,
UNESCO:MCTs)and 'knowledge centres' (MSSRF)can be expectedto have an impacton livelihood assets
in the followingways:
Human Capital: Improved access to education and training through distance learning programmes, and
education tools in a wide range of different formats. The potential to transfer digital content to remote
locationseasily in the form oftext, images, video and radio combined with the vast storage capacity of PCs,
CDs and DVDs reduces many of the costs associated with barriers to broad-basedinformationaccess. The
impact of increased information flow on human capital development will depend equally on the effective
translation of material into differentlanguages and appropriateformats for the intended users and theirlocal
cultural context.
Natural Capital: Improved access to institutions dealing with different aspects of natural resource
managementincluding administrativeand legal informationsuch as land records. Communication channels
can be enhanced with appropriate authorities, landowners, government ministries and local government
officials.The experiencesof other individuals and communitiescan also be sharedand the informationused
to compare strategies and develop local solutionsto problem and conflict situations.
Financial Capital: Support and strengthening of the local financial institutions including micro-credit
organisationsto improve informationprovision on services and facilities availablesuch as loans and savings
schemes. Extended access to financial information can also improve transparency and more equitable
service provision such as through highlighting excessive rates of interest charged by moneylenders.
Community-based financial management such as savings schemes can also be introduced together with
extendedcommunicationamong a widercommunityof financialinstitutions.
Social Capital: Improved 'networking' both at the community level with existing networks and potentially
amongst a much widercommunity.The ability to build new social networks at a regional and national level
can help to bring benefits to existing networks and institutionsat a local level such as CBOs, FOs etc. The
reduction in the cost and time taken to travel to pursue social networking goals can also have a positive
impact at a household level with family members spending less time away and less money on transport.
Expanded social networks may also result in increased opportunitiesfor employmentboth locally and away
(potentiallyincreasing rural-urbanmigration).
Physical Capital:Access to markets and market informationhelps to improve choicesfor the sale ofgoods on
local markets according to enhanced informationon prices, comparativesupply and demand forproducts. In
the longer-term new markets, techniques and processes for production, processing and marketing of
products, both farm and non-farmcan be explored.
Source: Chapmanet al., forthcoming

the pooractively participate in the generationofdevelopmentknowledgein order that it reflects or
at least takes into account local truths. The potential of ICTs to enable articulation, sharing and
storage of local knowledge within and between groups and to facilitate improved mutual
understandingbetween developmentpractitionersand beneficiariesat the 'project interface' (Long
and Long, 1992)is considerable(seeSection 2.3).
The potentialofusing ICTs to promoterural developmentlies partly in increasingmarket efficiency
through addressing information gaps and blockages. But also in informing and strengthening the
decision-making capacity of the rural poor and institutions that represent them. In particular
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for its products and servicesglobally are largely unknown.It is the acceptance of this
fact that makes HP's approach stand out in the private sector as one that potentially frees HP
designers to work by the ethos that we willdesign ICTs for the future needs of a global society that
includes the 4bn low income users in developing countries. The alternative and perhaps prevalent
approachamongst technologycompanies (and one that HP must also take to a certain extent) is that
we have inventedfor the future needs of a global society, more specificallythose who can afford it,
and we will maximise our share of the market.' Perhaps HP's strategy is based on the belief that the
market for ICTs is as big as they want it to he. and therefore ratherthan focusing on iicreasing their
share of it they are looking to dominate in a vast new market in which they will he ahead of their
competitors,if not on their own. They are not alone, however, in the perception that this is more
than just a PR4PR' (poverty reduction for public relations) exercise and it has been called the
most visionarystep ever taken by an IT company.'
requirements

2.4.3 Information catalysts
The MS Swarninathan Foundation(MSSRF) in Tamil Nadu, Southern India has been experimenting
with ICTs as a means of facilitatingdevelopmentin poor rural communities. Funded by the IDRC,
Swaminathan's e-vil/ages have developed a novel approach to empowering people through
increased access to information. Computer terminals (rather than telecentres)have been pre-loaded
with a database of useful information relating to government services, such as agricultural
extension, health and the police that contain the relevant contact details for each village. Ten
villages have been requested to allocate a building With public access for the computer to he
installed in and to identify a group of volunteers to run the village centre. in each case where the
computers have been installed women have been encouraged to take control of the running of the
centre, to provide informationservices to the village and to run training courses for other women.
Support and daily information bulletins are provided by a central huh' located in the nearby town
of Vilanur. The huh is staffed by trained IT personnel with support stall that are on hand to respond
to requests for informationand training l'rom the villages. Training courses for up to 25 people can
he held at the Vilanur huh and larger courses such as for making incense sticks and small scale
paper production from banana leaves have been developed to facilitate livelihood diversification
through small business activities. The daily information bulletins are sent by e-mail to the
networked villages which receive a summary of the main news stories from the local news papers,
the local weather report and prices, and are collected Irom local markets each morning. As the evillage experiment has developed, new approaches to the technology, such as solar power and
spread spectrum masts, are being tested to establish the minimum running cost for the villages.
Support is currently provided by the MSSRF through external funding, hut it is expected that the
villages will become self-supporting.Therefore if more villages can be connected their share of the
cost of running the huh can he reduced.However,it is already a comparatively low cost approachto
improving access to information for communities and individuals that are isolated hot only
geographically hut also socially. Compared to telecenter models that can cost between S 150200,000 each to provide trained staff, multiple computer access points, printers, photocopiers, email, telephoneand web services and a purpose built centre in many cases, the c-villagesprovide a
more localisedand low-key service at a fraction ol the cost.
The focus of the c-villageconcept is on enabling the villagers to access information that is useful to
them for their daily lives and to discover opportunities for improvingtheir income generation.The
initial database and daily bulletins are intended only to act as catalysts, to reduce the sense of
Kirkpatrick.D. (2001) 'Great Leap Forward: Iookiri br Piolits iiiI'overty.' Fortune maga:ine. February5th. 2001
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isolation, andto extend public information to those who need it most. The way informationis then

used and the benefits ofimproved access varies between villages andindividuals, and requests for
further informationcan be made to the hub or through the other channels that are opened up. The
village database is, therefore, designedto be expandedto include a wide variety of informationthat
has been collected andgeneratedspecifically for use within that community.The village centres are
decentralised knowledge centres that can be developed to reflect local priorities and needs and
perhaps more importantly, to integrate the ICTs and 'external' information sources at a pace that
suits the specific local and cultural context. MSSRF has recognised that whilst there are obvious
andimmediateinformationgapsthat can be filled (such as the daily news andmarket prices), using
ICTs to their full potential in rural communities will require longer term integration into the
communities themselves.This process of integration should not be consideredas delaying the full
benefits ofthe digital revolution, andtherefore a constraint that needs to be overcome,but ratheras
a positive developmentalprocess in itselfthat returns a senseofcontrol to thecommunity.
Villagers often discover uses for information that extend beyond what was originally intended.
Agriculturalprices, for example were collected and sentout to the villages based on the assumption
that farmerswould fmdit useful when dealing with middlementhat cometo the villagesto purchase
theirharvest. This information was also found to be useful to landless labourers, whose payment
was often received in kind. The labourerswere better able to determinewhetherthe quantity ofrice
they receivedreflected the amountthey could actuallypurchase accordingto the most recent market
prices. MSSRF is therefore providing access to information as a catalyst for empowerment. The
process of empowermentand the extent to which it occurs depends on the extent to which people
can and do act on the informationthey have available. ICTs can make more informationavailable
but it is up to individuals to choose what is relevant to them and demand useful information.
MSSRF is empoweringpeople to make those demands. The most sophisticatedtechnology in the
most sophisticatedmarkets are now wholeheartedlyfocused on one thing — giving theconsumer
choice.Digital television,for example, is transforming the most popular informationmedium to
facilitate demand driven andconsumer specific programming.The World Wide Web is an eclectic
mix of informationsources with some sites that are never visited and those that receive millions of
hits a day, powered by search engines that guide people to the informationthat is relevant to them.
The potential of ICTs in future rural development strategies is therefore not only to provide
informationthat is relevant to developingcommunitiesbut to empowerthem to choose and demand
the informationthemselves.

2.4.4 Remoteaccess
Worldspace Corporation has launched a digital Sateffiteradio service capable of broadcasting to
over 4 bn people in Africa, Asia, the Middle East and Europe. The service includes a number of
channels unique to Worldspace that are intended for regional listeners. The service provides rural

areas with a far greater choice of channels than is usually available and there is a range ofreceivers
available for both indoor and outdoor use. Worldspace is also developing a number of services
aimed at addressing some of the developmentalgoals of the areas it covers. A distance education
channel broadcastseducationprogrammesand a mobile telekiosk is travellingthroughoutAfrica to
assess the demand for a range of services using information and communication technologies,
including Worldspace radio, Internet telephone calls, VSAT telephony, web browsing and local
broadcasting. Worldspace receivers can be connected to PCs and digital content from the Internet
can be delivered directly without the need for a telephone line. Worldspace offers data downloads
on a daily basis from a wide range of sources from the British Medical Journal to Africaonline
news. Distance learning programmes can also use this facility to download course materials and
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The MSSRFcatalyst model specifically aims to address the issues of content andcontrol in order to
empower the most marginalised groups directly by giving them access to the ICTs. In fact, in
recognising the potential for 'modern' equipment to raise an individual's status the women who
have been selected to run the informationcentres in their villages have been those who hadthe most
to gain from the increased status. The Grameen phone similarlytargets marginalisedwomen (e.g.
widows) in rural areas to run the mobile phone service and found that they were very quick to learn
how to use the mobile phone and charging equipment. Much of the underlying difficulties of
running the mobile phone service require numeracywhich is much less of a problemthan the level
ofliteracy required to run an informationcentre. The telephoneladies alsoreceive supportfrom the
local GrameenBank office that helps to ensure the telephonecharges are fully covered.MSSRFhas
also centralised the provision of much of the external informationthat requires skills in searching
andliaising with national and internationalinformationsources. The support to the users is isolated
from control of both the ICTs and the information that they are used to provide. The devolved
control of both the technology and the information exchanged is a clear element of these two
approachesthat are designedspecifically to maximisethe potential of ICTs to empowerthe poorest
withinrural communities.

3.2 Encouragingparticipationand demand-drivenICTuse
In order to integrate ICTuse into local knowledge and informationsystems the underlyingcontrol
and local ownership discussed above needs to be developed by encouraging active participation.
Local radio stations for examplerecognise that theirpopularity stems from engendering a sense of
proximity with the listening communitythat other media cannot achieve.The most significantway
to achievethisis through the use oflocal languages and dialectsthat are for some the only language
that they understand and for others their preferred language for discussionson local issues. Simli
(Friendship) Radio operating in Northern Ghana also actively promotes communityinvolvement
in its programme content and developsits schedule accordingto the priorities establishedthrough a
close relationshipwith its listeners.The programmescheduleconsists ofbasic education,health and
agriculture.The programmeproducers use a range ofresources for the agriculturalprogrammesuch
as the local University Department and Animal Research Institute, extension officers and NGOs.
However, the producers spend at least 12 days a month recording in the villages to ensure the
programmes are both appropriate to local communitiesand topical for the kinds of activities and
problems that are occurring at that particular time of year. The cross-cuttingnature of the local
radio programmes aims to address different groups in the communityat different times, when they
are most able to fmdthe time to listen andarrange to listen in groups.Group listeninghelps both to
stimulate discussion and to maximise the use of the radios available. Educational programmes
therefore, target children, through 'schools for life' classes for 8—12 year olds in the afternoonand
adult learning programmes are broadcast in the evenings. The schools for life classes also
specificallytarget those falling outside the formal educationsystem that are often workingas farmhands and baby sitters. The radio stationhas builtover 200 schools for classes of up to 25 children,
with a minimum of 50% girls in each class, and a further 200 official schools are used in the
afternoons for these radio based classes. 50 officers are employed to mobiise teachers and local
communities and encourage students to join the classes which last 9 months and provide basic
literacy skills, often at a faster rate than standardclasses.
The station also produces tailor made courses on income generating and diversifyingactivities or
subjects of special interest. Programmes on a range of subjects such as bee-keeping, compost
AspanoftheGhanaian Danish CommunityProgrammefundedby Danida.
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of many ICTs and in providingincreased flexibilityfor alternativeuser choices has already catered
for the alternativeepistemologiesthat co-exist in developingcountries. This process now needs to

incorporatean even greater rangeofuserrequirements,some similar andsome different from those
already identified and it needs to continue to assess ICTs in the context of alternative epistenuc
requirements and adapt them accordingly. In recognising that the World's poor are not one
homogenous group it is evident that the 'digital divide' cannot be bridged by a single 'universal'
application for the poor especially when the digital revolution itself has been fuelled by the
increasingflexibility ofthe technologiesto suitthe user's wayoflife.

3.4 Communityknowledge partnerships
In

the short term, strategies for integrating ICTs into rural development need to focus on
widespread,cross-sectorallocal adoption.ICTs remain relatively new in many rural areas and there
is a fundamentalissue of increasing access to potentially useful technologies. As discussed above
this will require a plethora of approaches to correspond to the complex multi-dimensional
livelihoods of the poor in rural areas. To promote knowledge as a catalyst for development,ICTs
could be used as flexible tools for supporting and capacity building across a wide range of
innovative institutional partnerships. There have been a number of experiments by international
organisationssuch as the FAO, UNESCO and IDRC and national governments(India, Brazil) and
NGOs such as M.S.SwaminathanFoundationthat aim to improveinformationprovision through the
use ofICTs. The approach advocatedby the authors is to build on these through the developmentof
communityknowledgepartnerships (CKPs) that can extend existing informationnetworks such as
by connectinglocal radioto the Internet, and make newlinkages such as by providing audio-visual
and radio programmes to community centres and schools for adult learning. The partnerships
approach emphasises the potential to share the responsibility for the provision of information
widely through innovative and decentralised institutional relationships. These will necessarily
include a broad range of usergroups andpartners, as indicatedin Box 7. The process ofdeveloping
CKPs can be locally driven based on local choices and priorities and to reflect the local context in
which informationflows. However,rather thandevelop according to historic institutionalbarriers to
information flows, a range of ICTs must be made available to ensure that even the most
marginalisedgroups can find a way of improvingtheiraccess to andchoice ofinformationrelevant
to their livelihoods. Both public and private sector partnershipscan be developed to this end with
government, academic, mass media, and market based information sources. The range of
information sources available should be used strategically to support those partnerships that
promote informationaccess and use amongst the most marginalisedgroups. ICTs therefore need to
be presented as options, alternativemeans for increased communicationandinformationexchange
that correspondto local priorities.
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The informationvillagesresearchprogrammehas now been renamed"Knowledge System for
Sustainable Food Security" to reflect the growinginternational andnationalinterest(e.g. the Systems
Review Processin the CGIAR; the NATP in India) in the role modem informationand
communication technologies can play in promotingsustainable agriculture. Organisedas an
experiment, the project aims atbuilding a model for the use ofICTin meetingthe knowledge and
informationrequirements of ruralfamilies takinginto accountthe socio-economic contextandthe
gender dimension. The modelwould furtherenable the understanding of the extent to which effort
shouldbe madeto transformgeneric knowledge into locale-specificknowledge that canbe acted
upon. The project has established a hub at Villianurvillage wherevalue-addition activity is carried
out,so that generic knowledge is transformed to become relevant or usefulin the local context.
The value-addition centre at Villianur has access to the Internet throughtwo dial-up accounts. This
also functionsas the hub ofa local area networkfor data andvoice transmission coveringthe
projectvillages.An EPABX, similar to the ones used in offices for providing intercomfacility, is the
keyinstrumentin thishub. Everylocationon the network,including the officeatVillianur, is a node
in this "intercom" network, which functions with VHF radio (full duplex) ratherthan copperwires
as the mediumof signal transmission. With the help of regular modems,PCs canbe connected to
this network.
As ofJune'99, village knowledge centres (earliertermed "informationshops") have been setup in
four places otherthan Villianur. The locations are Kizhur (21 km west ofPondicherry) Embalam,
(19 km southwest), Veerampattinam (13 km south) andPillayarkuppam (13 km northwest). Prior to
setting up these Village Knowledge Centres, participatory rural appraisal was carriedout in 14
hamlets.

In eachcase,the community has identified andprovided an accessibleplace and 2—4 volunteers. A
genderexpert, supportedby the Gender MattersAward ofIDRC,was invited to participate in the

inceptionstages to ensurethat gendersensitivitywasbuilt into all the operations. All the identified
volunteers andthe project staff were also given orientation to the importance ofincorporating
gendersensitivity,through aworkshop.The gendercomposition ofvolunteers is as follows: Kizhur
— 1M: iF; Embalam— 4F
(all); Veerampattinam —2F:1M.
Duringthe firstphase, the volunteers havebeen trainedin all the basic operations ofusinga PC
runningMS WINDOWS95. Theyare also familiarwith despatch/receiptof messages usingMSEXCHANGEwhich was found to be the optimal protocol for use on the analog wireless network.
In addition, they have been trainedin composing documentson MS-WORD 97 (using I-LEAP
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Tamil fonts andthe keyboard layoutdeveloped by C-DAC,Pune). Training in elementary
maintenance, such as defragmentation ofhard disk, has alsobeen provided. It was found that a
period oftwo weeks is necessary to traina volunteer in all theseoperations, giventhat he/shehas
not seen a PC beforeandthat the level ofeducation is limited to 10 years in school. A small number
ofvolunteers, on their own, havepicked up the use ofHTML;the techniques ofrecordingvoice in
*.wAv format and the compressionof *WAVfiles usingREALAUDIOfor ease oftransmission
ofvoice as an e-mail attachment.The trainers were the project staff with occasional helpprovided
by the staff ofthe Informatics Centre.

Content creationto suitlocal needs is the key element in this project. Prior to commencing contentbuilding activity, extensive consultations were held with the participating villagecommunities,
through smallgroups.It emerged that provision ofdynamic information on prices and availabilityof
inputs for cultivation — seeds,fertiliser or pesticides —was importantto all farmers, especiallythe
medium and small farmers. Knowledge of grain sale prices in various markets in andaround
Pondicherry is critical to farmers duringthe harvestseason. The agriculturallabourers, especially
women,whosewages are partlyin grains, arealso anxious to knowthe saleprices. Detailed surveys
revealed that women in rural families are interested in obtaining health-related information,
particularly concerningdisorders in the reproductive tract, andin childhealth. The village centres,
accordingto them, should providesuch informationin a substantial way. Also emphasised by them
is the need for informationon opportunities to augment income, such as training in new skills in
manufacture (e.g. incense sticks). There is near consensus that the village centres shouldprovide all
informationon public schemes for ruralwelfare and the government'slistof eligible families living
below the povertyline.

The value-addition centre in Villianur has generated a numberofdatabases to fulfil at leastsome of
these requirements. Theseare:
• Entitlementsto Rural Families
This database providesdetails ofabout 130 schemes whichare operational in Pondicherry
UT duringthe currentPlan (up to 2002).
•

Families Below Poverty Line
The details of familiesin the communes ofAriyankuppam, VillianurandNettapakkam have
been providedin this database whichhas been compiled from the UT Administration and
updatedtill April '99. Appmximately 22,000 families are listed.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Grain prices in Pondicherryregion
Input prices (quality seeds/fertilisers) in Pondicherryregion
Directoryofgeneral andcrop insurance schemes
IntegratedPest Management in rice crop
Pest management in sugarcane crop
Directoryofhospitals and medical practitioners in Pondicherry—Groupedwith specialisations
suchas orthopaedics, paediatrics etc.
Bus/train timetables—CoveringPondicherry region andtwo nearby towns.

•
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Thesedatabases in Tamil (except the familiesbelowpovertyline data,which is an official document
in English) are availablein all the villagecentres. Updates are transferred usingthe wireless network.
In addition, interactive CD-ROMs for health-related issues havebeen developed, where FAQs
(frequently askedquestions) are posed to medical practitioners, whose replies are videographed and
convertedto REALVIDEOformatfor retrieval usinga PC. Topicsrelated to general hygiene,
dental andoral hygiene, andeyehavebeen covered. (Videographywas conductedin health camps
organised by the village communities). Veerampattinam is a coastalvillagewith 98% ofthe families
involvedin fishing. The informationrequirements in this village are different andmore focusedon
the safety of fishermen while at sea, on fish/shoaloccurrence near shore, andon techniques for
post-harvestprocessing.

In additionto such defined content,daily transactions take place covering importantpublicevents

andgovernmentannouncements(ofsignificance to rural families).Cricket informationis much
soughtafter throughwellknownWeb sites. Oneimportantservice providedis the announcementof
results of 10th and 12th standardexaminations duringJune '99. The resultsandthe marksheets were
available on the WEB, andthese were madeavailableto a total of 931 students residentin and near
the project sites, cuttingshortthe time ofwaiting by at least one week.
An analysis ofusers' registers maintained in the villagecentres reveals that the proportion ofwomen
usersvaries from 34% (Kizhur) to 50% (Embalam). The proportionofusers who arebelow the
povertyline is 16% on the average (theaverage proportionofrural familiesliving belowpovertyline
is about 21%).Just over 60% ofthe use is for voicetelephony, indicating that voiceis still the
importantmediumfor transactions in rural areas. It is found thatthere is increasing differentiation
in the informationsoughtover a periodof six months (e.g. not onlyinput prices but theiravailability
ex-stock in a specific period;the differences betweencommittee-fixed sale prices and those offered
by commission agents, etc.).
This programmehas benefitedby the visits ofeminentindividuals. Prof. Bruce Alberts, Presidentof
the US National Academy ofSciences, andDr. R.A. Mashelkar, DirectorGeneral ofCSIR, jointly
launchedthe Knowledge System for Food Securityprogramme,while inaugurating the Embalam
centre. The Hon. Dr. Maurice Stronginaugurated the centre at Veerampattinam alongwith SirJohn
Maddox,editor EmeritusofNatumagazine in April '99. On theseoccasions, the Lt. Governorand
the ChiefMinister ofPondicherrypresided over the events. This project received mentionboth in
India and abroad,in detail in the 136th Presidential Address atthe US National Academy of
Sciences (April '99) by Prof. Alberts. It has also been noticedin the Coiwmunicat#ins oftheACM
(November98), On theInternet (January'99), andin Science (11 June'99). TheHuman Detthpment
Report 1999 of UNDP cites this as an example of a creative projectin addressing the global
information divide.

Recently,a significant new dimensionwas added with the commissioning of solar-mains hybrid
power systems in all the fivecentres. MSSRF has seven years experience in operating the
Informatics Centrewith solar photovoltaic system as the primary source ofpower. Based on this,
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in this village at the southern tip ofIndia, the century-old temple has
two doors. Through one lies tradition. Peoplefrom the lowest castes and
menstruating women cannot pass its threshold. Inside, the devout perform
dailypujas, offeringprayers.Through the second door lies the Information
Age, and anyone may enter.
In a rare social experiment, the village elders have allowed one side of

the temple to house two solar-powered computers that give this poor village
a wealth ofdata, from the price of rice to the day'smost auspicious hours.
Some months back, Subrayan Panjaili,a round-faced woman who
cannot read or write, sat in the courtyard of her small homein the village
ofKizhur, in Pondicherry, with the family's only milk cow, Jayalakshmi.
For five days and nights, the cow moaned while in labor. Something had
gone wrong and she was unable to deliver her calf Mrs. Panjaili grewever
more fearful that the cow would die.

"This is the onlygoodincome we have, " she said, explainingthat the
four gallons ofmilk the cow produced each day paid the bills.
Word ofMrs. Panjaili's woebegone cow soon spread to Govindaswami,
a public-spirited farmer who uses one name. The village'scomputer, obtained
through the Swaminathan Foundation, is in the anteroom ofhis home.
The computer is operated full-time and for no pay by his 23-year-old, collegeeducateddaughter, Azhalarasi, who used it to call up a list of area veterinarians

ViIl;gc Knowledge Centres
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the villageknowledge centreswere also providedwith solar-hybrid system as the primary sourceof
power. This is the first time that such systems have been installed in the country. They have been
designed and supplied by the BharatElectronics Limited (BEL). The BEL and MSSRF are jointly
involvedin monitoringthe performanceofthese devices whichprovidebackuppower for a PC with
awireless transceiver andinkjetprinter for up to 5 hours.
Venkataraman BALAJI
M.S. Swaminathan Research Foundation
Third Cross Street, Taramani Institutional Area, Chennai 600 113, INDIA
+91-44-2351698, 2350698
+91-44-2351319
informatics@kmssrf.org,MDSAAA51@giasmdO1.vsnl.nct.in
http://www.mssrf.org http://www.mssrf.org.sg
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____ New technologies and the global race

for knowledge

The recent greatstridesin technologypresent
tremendous opportunitiesforhuman development—butachieving thatpotentialdependson
howtechnologyis used. Whatis technology's
impact on globalization—and globalization's
impactontechnology?
THE RACE FOR KNOWLEDGE

Withthe knowledgeeconomyatthe forefront

of global interaction, much attention has

become focusedon new technologies: on information and communicationstechnologiesand
onbiotechnology.Why do these stand out?
For both, there have been fundamental
leaps in innovation—notjust better ways of
doingoldthingsbutradicallynew ways ofdoing
previously unimaginedthings. The fusion of
computing and communications—especially
through the Internet—hasbroken the bounds
of cost, time and distance,launchingan era of
globalinformationnetworking.In biotechnology the ability to identify and move genetic
materials across species types has broken the
bounds of nature, creatingtotally new organismswithenormousbutunknownimplications.
Both technologies are fuelling globalization, opening new markets and giving rise to
new actors.Communicationschangeeconomic
competition, empowerment and culture,
inspiring global conversation. Genetic engineeringleadstocomplexlinks betweenfarmers
and indigenouspeople inbiorich countriesand
the multinationalpharmaceuticaland agricultural industries.
Andboth technologies arebeingshapedby
globalization. Writing computer programmes
and revealinggeneticcodes have replaced the
search for gold, the conquest of land and the
commandofmachineryasthepathtoeconomic

power. Knowledge is the new asset:more than
half ofthe GDPin themajor OECD countries
is now knowledge-based. With such importance placed on these technologies,the new
rulesofglobalization—liberalization, privatization and tighter intellectualproperty rights—
are shaping their control and use, with many
consequencesforhuman development.
Globalization'srules have set off a race to
claim
to knowledge.A global mapfor the
lay
new technologiesis beingdrawn up fasterthan
most people are able to understand the
implications—letalone respond to them—and
faster thananyone'scertaintyoftheethical and
developmental impacts. The global gap
between haves and have-nots,between know
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know-riots, is widet'

and know-nots, is widening:
• In private research agendas money talks
louder thanneed.

• Tightenedintellectualproperty rightskeep
developing countries out of the knowledge
sector.
• Patent laws do not recognize traditional
knowledgeand systems ofownership.
• Therushand pushofcommercialinterests
protectprofits, not people, despite the risksin
thenewtechnologies.
THE NEW TECHNOLOGIES—DRIVERSOF
GLOBALIZATION

Communications technology sets this era of
globalization apartfrom any other. The Internet, mobilephones and satellite networkshave
shrunk spaceand time. Bringing togethercomputers and communications unleashed an
unprecedentedexplosionofways to communicateatthestartofthe 1990s. Sincethen tremen-

dous productivitygains, ever-falling costs and
rapidly growing networks of computers have
57

more than3,000 people by2000. InthePhilippinesnewmobilephoneoperators—usually sewing an elite market—arealso requiredto install
400,000 landlines—servingpoor communities—
within fiveyears. Computinghardwareand softwareareneededtotransfomitelephonelinesinto
Internetconnections, and policies areneeded to
promote this. To encouragecomputerownership,thegovernments ofBangladesh and Mauritius,for example,eliminated tariffs and taxeson
personalcomputers.
The satellite revolution promises greater
connectivity,sinceeverypointontheglobecan
bereachedinstantlywithout aneedfor expensive land-based infrastructure. User costs are
still veryhigh, but with severalmajor satellite
networksduetobelaunchedbefore2001, corn-

petition couldbringrapidlyfallingpricesinthe
future.
Competition is hard to ensure in the
telecommunicationsindustry—especially for
local calls, as even the most developed countries haveseen. Strong regulationand antitrust
laws,well implemented,are needed to ensure
that private markets are competitive markets
and that public needs are met. This will be a
challenge forall countries.

Communityaccess. To bring connectivity to people, community access is key, not
individual ownership. The concept of one
household, one phone is unrealistic in many
developingcountries, especiallyinruralareas
and among poor communitieseverywhere. A

BOX2.5

Innovating with the Internet
The Internet is an evolving tool and can be
creativelyused inmanyways.Somecountries
areattheforefrontofinnovatingtomake this
technologywork fortheirneeds.
Egypt—enrichingtelecentres

Attheendof1998therewaslessthan oneInternet userfor every1,600 peopleinEgypt. Connectionsareincreasing daily,butmainly among
thewealthy andwell educatedinurban areas.
To reach out to people in poor and remote
areas, UNDPhaslaunchedthreepilotTechnologyAccess Community Centres(TACCs)inthe
governorate ofSharkeya.
Each TACC telecentre, equipped with

Internet connectionand many computers,is
located in a public building oralocal chamber ofcommercetoensure thatit isaccessible to all—individuals, civil society groups,
small businesses, low-incomecommunities.
Butthecentres providefarmorethanwalk-in
access. They offer training in computer literacy, email and Web searches, Webpage
creation, desktop publishing, computer
maintenance and technical support. These
skills can be used for distance learning,
telemedicine, networking and electronic
commerce.Future plans include integrating
women's health centres into the TACCs.
Internet accessis initiallyfree to encourage
people to explore the potential. Later, low
fees will be supplemented by charges on
other services: fax,photocopies andtraining
programmes.Thisistheway forward fortelecentres.
Source:M.S. Swarninathan ResearchFoundation
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Estonia—raisingtheroof
Estonia,among the first of EasternEurope's
transition economies expected to enter the
EuropeanUnion, is wasting no time catching
up. Along with economic reform, thecountry
hasmade greateffortstopromoteaccess tothe
Internetforits1.4millioncitizens. Small countries,oftendisadvantaged bytheir sizeinother
areas,can be among thefirsttocreateaninformationsociety. As PresidentLennartMen of
Estoniahassaid,"TheInternetistheroofofthe
worldforasmall nation."
Public Internetaccess pointsare provided
throughout the country, even on remote
islandsin theBaltic Sea. InschoolstheTiger
LeapProgramme,launchedin 1996, provides
information-based learning systems for all
pupils,rapidlymodernizingeducation andcreating strong conditions for an open learning
environment. hascopehaswidened,aiming to
createanopen anddemocraticsociety by providingaccessto modern communications for
all,notjustschool pupils,citydwellersandthe
well-off. With few natural resources, Estonia
hasrealizedthatitswealthis itspeople and is
investing intheta for the21stcentury.
Thecountlyhasindeedtiger-leaped aheadof
othertransiticn economiesinintegrating intothe
information society. Morethan onein 10Estoniansarenow on-line—usingtheInternet—and
Estonia ranks among the top 15 countries in
Europe in computers per capita, ahead of
France and Italy. Surveys of users showthat
they usetheWorld Wide Webmainlyto find
information for work, for school and for

1998;Mehta1999;UNDP1998b;BMFGallupMedia1999.

leisure—spending littletimeplaying games or
watching videos. Clearly, in Estonia theInternet isbecoming learningtool, not an entertainmentcentre.

a

India—reachingthevillages
Someoftheremotest villagesintheworldhave
modern communication. Ironically, it usually
bringsonlysatellite television fullofimages of
distantlives,irrelevanttolocal issues.

The M.S. Swaminathan Research FoundationinSouthIndia istryingtochangethis—to
tacklelocalproblems. TheVillage Information
ProjectinPondicherrybeganwithanin-depth
studyofvillageneeds—and onlywhenthiswas
completedid itturn to technology. Reconditioned second-handcomputerswere donated

by Byte by Byte, a Tokyo-based organization
that collects discardedequipmentfrom companies such as Reutersand FordMotors and
sends them off for second lives around the
world.

Even invillageswithouttelephones, theVillage InformationProject brings people the
knowledge they need. Free-standing, solarpowered computers are updated daily with
information relayed through radio handsets
and cell phones from a regional centre with
direct Internet access. The village computer
acts as abulletin board for the availability of
medicine inhealthcentres andcreditinmicrofinance schemes, for marketprices, transport
services and input costs, for warnings ofpest,
weather and water risks and for educational
materials forschoolchildren.
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Abstract
IDRChas telecentreevaluation initiatives inAfrica,AsiaandLatinAmerica. Eachofthese isin
the process of establishing evaluation frameworks and each is adopting very different
approaches. The currentpaperseeks to buildon the outputs ofIDRC'sFarHills Workshop on
TelecentreEvaluation (September 1999) to explore the experiencesin the two regions. These
explorationswillin turn contribute toIDRC 's currentinitiativetodevelopaframeworkfor ICTs
evaluation.

Far Hills Workshop, and the resultingreport entitled Telecentie Evaluation: A Global
Perspective, hadasobjectives to explore challenges andopportunitiesfor telecentreevaluation;
The

understandandcompareemerging evaluationframeworks andmethodologies;assessneedsand
resources available; identify salientissues affecting telecentre performance; andprovide an
opportunity to exchange experiences andlessonsacrossregions.

Undeitanding Telecentres
Telecentrcs ate anewtrend in international development. Looselydefined,telecenires ate aphysical
spacethatixo',idcspublic access toinfonnatiosandcommunication technologies,notablytheInternet,
for educational, personal, social, and economic development (for more detaileddiscussion on
telecentre definition see Gome 1999t When it comes to evaluating what kind of benefit or
development telcoentres bringto a community, we ateonly beginning toscrapethesurface. Aboutsix
months ago IDRC's PAN and AcaciaNetworking initiatives organised international meeting in
Quebec, Canada,todiscuss telecentieevaluation mdhodologtes.Atthemeetingweestablished listof
cnteria for telecenire evaluation (Gómez, 1999). Based on this work, we suggest the following
guidelines to assessICT evaluation that is usefll, financially responsible, builds local capacity, and
enables shared learning:

a

a'

a

GuidingPrinciplesfor sound TelecentreEvaluation
Building from discussions atGlobalTelecentre Evaluation Meeting, Far Hills Inn, September 1999
Guiding principles to help evaluation be USEFUL, FINANCIALLY RESPONSIBLE, BUILDS

IA draftofthis paperwas presented atthe 50th AnnualInternationalCommunication
AssociationICA Conference
June 1-5,Acapulco, Mexico

TheElectronic Journalon Information SystemsinDeveloping Countries
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Beausestonesmustbtoldtmevaluator,andbecauseanugorcntezionforevaluationasdetermined

by the Far Hills workshop is participation, thegroupalso expbredtheidea ofhaving thetelecenires
evaluate each other. Thus, neighbouring telecentres would exchange,compareand document their
expenences, providingan opportunity for both pnmaiy learning in the form oftelecentre capacity
building, andfor secondary learning intheformofevaluation capacitybuilding. Theapproach has been
dubbeda learningevaluation.'

Afirst exploration ofthismethodologyhas beenearned outby PANTLEG.InNovember 1999, the
group realised amissionto study the project oftwo IDRCpartnerorganisations in India.Two IDRC
representatives accompanied Roger Harris of Malaysia, Merlita Opena of the Philippines and
Narangerel DanderofMongoliato visitV. BalrjioftheMS Swaminathan Research Centre(MSSRF)
and LoyolaJosephoftheFoundation ofOccupational Development (FOOD),both in Madras. This
entiregroup ofproject coordinatocsvisitedsixvil1ete1ecentresoneofwhichactsasaninfoimation
hub forthree othersadministered by MSSRF,and one centreofoperalioishookedtoonetelecentre

adnimistered by FOOD.Thegroup haddiscussions with telecentre usersand operators to, "discover a
range oftypical stories that described instances oftelecentre use whichwereperceived bytheusers to
have led to successful outcomes," and to, "discover any success stories concerning operational
problems,and the means that were used to overcome them" (PANTLEG,1999). Story collection
typically started with village leaders (mostly male), then users (first male andthen femaleusers) and

fmally operators (in one case the operatorswere part ofa woman'sco-operative). In all, thegroup
uncovered24success stories, each ofwhich, "owes itsoutcometothe sensitive andtimelydelivery of
useful information that contributed to local knowledge whichfacilitated something desirable forthe
recipient"(PANTLEG,1999).

Theevaluation groupsummarisedtheir thoughtsforthe2projectorganisersofFOOD andMSSRF.
They then reviewed the impact assessment section of an MSSRF project proposal. MSSRF had
proposedregularsurveysofkeyindicators throughouttheirprojectsinonlerto measure improvements
atiiibutable to thetelecentres. An importantlesson ofthe exercise for thePANTLEGgroup was that
evaluation ofatelecentre projectis notstraightfonvanl. Theysuggested that theproposalbechangedso
that baseline surveys were followedby storygathering and the collection offreshempirical data, a
process more akinto actionresearch. This approach recognises that theimplementationofthetelecailie
projects canshiftthefocusoftheresearchquestion and generatenewavenuesforinquny. Furthermore,
the mixofapproaches wouldprovideamuch richerpicturethancould comefrom a uniquely survey
approack Anotherrecommendationwasthat MSSRFfocusless on specific projectoutcomes which
may be haiti to quantify and measure. Instead, the evaluation group suggested that, "it mightbe
beneficial toacknowledge... uncertainty ofoutcomes attheoutsetandtodemonstrate thecapability of
theprojecttoteaseoutunpredictable benefitsthrough theskilful and sensitiveapplicationofappropriate
methods suchasActionResearch,Participatory Rural Appraisal, RapidRuralAppraisal and Outcome
Mapping"(PANTLEG, 1999).
ThemissiontoAsiagatheredseveral stories indicatuig thepositiveimpactthat telecenties car have in
undenleveloped communities. Forexample,in one instance, afanner discovered late atnightthat ifa
cowdidn'treceive treatment withinafew hours,itwould likelydie.PANTLEG'sreportexplainsthat,
'The farmer was able to swnmon help from the telecentre staff who searched their networked
information sources foraveterinary sweonwho wouldwas closeenoughto apply treatment withina
short tune. The surgeon was contacted by telephone and he arrived in time to save the cow"
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fromeach other.Itwouldhavebeeninteresting tofosterevaluation throughexchanges atthetelecentre
level.Thiswould allow telecentreoperators anduserstoexchange information on service provisionand
uses.Furthermore, itwould make evaluations more particatoiy,strategic and reflective ofthe local
visionofthetelecentre community.
Beforethese groups canbeexpectedto carryouteffective evaluations, training willbe requireci Stoiy
telling requires facilitation and interviewing skills. The evaluator would notsimplylistenandrecord
stones,butwould alsoneedto effectively managethe information that is uncovered. In suchan openendedprocess,the stories toldcouldunearthsomedifficultquestions forthe stakehokiers. Inthiscane,
theevaluatormay becalledonto suggest solutionstotheproblemormoderatedisputes. Theapproach
alsorequiresthat evaluation results beusedinanappropriate manner.Storiesaresometimespersonal,
sothereshouldbesomediscussionoftheethicalaspects ofliowtheinformation isused. Closely related

tothisistheimperativethatthepwposesandresultsofthestudybemadepublichiamaimer
appropriateto all stakeholders.

Trainingontheapproachwould alsohelptoovervome another potential pitfalLWhentwoteleceniresor
twoprojectco-ordination teamsarebrought togetherthereis arisk that successes will be emphasised
over failures, as was seen inthe initial PANTLEGexperiment. This particularprojectwas operating
successfully at the time ofIre evaluation, and as a result,the evaluation produced a list ofpositive
outcomes. However,it shouldbe noted that the language ofthe PANTLEGreporton themissionto
India (PANTLEG, 1999) does emphasisesuccesses. Furthennore,two telocentres establishedby
MSSRFhad beenclosedandreplacedbytwo alternative centrespriortothemission.Thereasons for
these closures should have been examinedto bring out lessonsfor use in other centres. While the
PANTLEGgroup wantedto focus on how telecentres canpositively impact development, ignoring
failures canleadtoproblemswithprogram implementationandthesustainabilityoftelecenires.Closely
related to this experience is the concernthat learning evaluations may be at risk of emphasising
successesoverfailures becauseofinter-groupcompetition, adesiretoshowhospitality,orincentives to
gainfimdingorothersupport. Anemphasis mustbeplaced onhonestsharingofinformationforthesake

oflearning.

ThePANTLEGgroupcontinuestodevelopitsapproach to evaluation (PANTLEG, 2000). Sincetheir
visittoIndia,PANTLEGhas recognised fivecommoncauses ofconcerninIclecentreoperation anduse
including: standards for telecentre operation,policy environments fortelecentre propagation, cultural
contextoftelecentre deployment,slurring ofknowledgebetweenPANTLEGpartners, andextending
capabilities to non-PANTLEGindividual and organisations. lii order to address these points,
PANTLEGhas adoptedcomparative evaluationand exchange ofparticipants, amongotherthings, as
crosscutting objectives fortheirwork.A studymissionto Sarawakhasbeenproposed to evaluate the
IDRC-supported remote communitytelecentre researchprojectbeing carriedout by the Universiti
MalaysiaSarawak. A goal oftiemission will betofurtherdevelopthe evaluation methodologyandto
"define a pilot implementation ofevaluation methodologies and techniques suitable forthe Sarawak
pnject andcapableofenhancing theGroup'scapacityforevaluating telecenire activiies"(PANTLEG,
2000). Theyarealsoworking towardsdeveloping adaptable andreplicable learningevaluation methods
that couldeventually becomepartofa Iraining program.

PANTLEGin Lightofthe GuidingPrinciplesfor TelecentreEvaluation

Telecentres in Rural Asia: Towards a
Success Model
Roger Harris, Ph.D.
Abstract

The global digital divide threatens to deprive millions of people of the benefits that
are attainable from having access to Information and Communication Technologies
(ICTs). Most of these people live in rural parts of developing countries and they are
unlikely ever to own their own computers. However, international aid agencies,
governments and NGOs are becoming increasingly enthusiastic about the potential for
generating rural development from community based telecentres. This report
describes five telecentre projects that are concerned with bringing about social and
economic development in rural communities in Asia. Existing success models from
the field of Information Systems that relate to similar ICT based innovations in
organisations, namely the Information Centre and End User Computing, are examined
to establish how they might be adapted to the community based innovations
represented by telecentres. A success model for telecentres is derived and applied to
the five Asian projects. Results indicate that earlier research offers promise in
understanding what leads to a successful community telecentre. In particular, the
characteristics of communities emerge as the most potent influence on the success of
community telecentres, yet are probably the least manageable. Suggestions for future
research and implications for practice are drawn.
Introduction
The uneven global distribution of access to the internet has highlighted a digital
divide that separates individuals who are able to gain access to computers and the
internet from those who have no opportunity of doing so. The United Nations has
noted in its Statement on Universal Access to Basic Communication and Infornation
Services:
"The information and technology gap and related inequities between
industrialised and developing nations are widening: a new type of
poverty — information poverty — looms. Most developing countries,
especially the least developed countries are not sharing in the
communications revolution". (UN, 1998)

A few statistics serve to highlight the alarming differences at either ends ofthe digital
divide:

• All the developing countries of the world own a mere 4%

of the world's

computers,

• 75% of the world's 700 million telephone sets can be found in the nine richest
countries,

• There are more web hosts in New York than in continental Africa; more hosts
in Finland than in Latin America and the Caribbean combined,
• Tokyo alone has more telephones than t1 entireAfricancontinent,
• There were only 1 million internet subscribers on the entire African continent
in 1999 compared with 15 million in the UK (World Bank, 1999).
Conference Proceedings of International conference on Information Technology,Communications and Development
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Table 1 shows the gap in Internet access between the industrialised and developing
worlds. More than 85 per cent of the world's internet users are in developed
countries, whichaccount for only about 22 per centofthe world'spopulation.
Table 1. Internet access by region, selectedregions, June 1999
People connected
(millions)

CanadaandUSA

97.0
40.1

Europe
Asia and the Pacific*
LatinAmerica
Africa
Middle East

27.0
5.3
1.1

0.9

171.4

Global
Percentage of
of
percentage
global population
people connected
56.6
5.1
23.4
13.7
15.8
3.1
0.6
0.5
100

56.2

8.4
12.9

3.6
100

*Including Japan and Australia
(Henry et. al, 1999)
Drilling down into the access statistics reveals, further levels of inequality within the
developing countries that are least served. Typically, a high percentage ofdeveloping
country residents live in rural areas. The proportion can rise to as much as 80 per cent
of the population in the least developed countries and is estimated at 75% overall in
Asia. Rural access to communication networks in developing countries is much more
limited than in urban areas. Table 2 depicts teledensity levels across a range of
countries based on comparative income levels. The data overestimates rural access
because the "rest of country" includes everything except the largest city.

Table 2. Access to telecommunications,countries ofdifferent
income categories,1999
Country
classification
High income
Upper middle
Lower middle
Low income
(ITU, 1999)

Teledensity (Telephone lines/lOU)
National
Urban
Rest ofcountry
46.0
52.9
43.8
13.7
25.7
11.5
7.2
9.7
22.1
2.5

6.5

2.3

Unsurprisingly, the digital divide mirrors divides in other resources that have a more
insidious effect, for example, access to education, health care, capital, shelter,
employment, clean water and food. In the sense that the digital divide can be seen
more as an absence of access to information than as an absence of access to
technology, these other divides can arguably be seen as more of the result of an
imbalance in access to information than as its cause. Information is critical to the
social and economic activities that comprise the development process. If information
is critical to development, then ICTs, as a means of sharing information, are a link in
the chainof the development process itself(ILO, 2001).
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The 2000 summit of the Group of Eight (G8) countries in Japan acknowledged the
digital divide with its declaration of the "Okinawa Charter on the Global Information
Society". The Group established an international task force to assist developing
countries to embrace the IT revolution (Japan Times, July 23 2000). The Group also
declared that "bridging the digital divide in and among countries has assumed a
critical importance on our respective national agendas" and it agreed to establish a
Digital Opportunity Taskforce (dot force), whose task will include promoting
improved connectivity, increasing access and lower costs. Japan's own initiative
announced at the same time was to extend $US 15 billion to developing countries over
the coming five years to help narrow the digital divide
However, eliminating the problems that the digital divide represents requires more
than the provision of access to technologies. According to the ILO, ICTs can
contribute significantly to socio-economic development, but investments in them
alone are not sufficient for development to occur (ILO, 2001). Put simply,
telecommunications is a necessary but not sufficient condition for economic
development (Schmandt et. al, 1990). Martin and McKeown suggest that the
application of ICTs is not sufficient to address problems of rural areas without
adherence to principles of integrated rural development. Unless there is minimal
infrastructure development in transport, education, health, and social and cultural
facilities, it is unlikely that investments from ICTs alore will enable rural areas to
cross the threshold from decline to growth (Martin and McKeown, 1993).

One approach to the problems ofthe digital divide has beenthe community telecentre.
Telecentres come with a variety ofnames, such as telecottages, or information shops,
and no single definition serves to satisfy all of them. However, a common
characteristic is a physicalspace that provides public community based access to ICTs
for educational, personal, social and economic development. Telecentres are usually
designed to provide a combination of ICT services, ranging from email to full
internetand World Wide Web connectivity (Harris et. al, 2001). Colle (2000) says
there is great diversity in what is called a telecentre, and provides a set ofkey bi-polar
variables associated with telecentres, summarised in table 3.
Table 3. Key Variables Associated with Telecentres
Narrowfocus

Provides access to technology only
Community-based
Represents a broad constituency

Standalone
Not associated with another institution
Thematic
Specific to theme, e.g. education, health.

Independent

Operates alone

Public sector
Operated by a publicbody
Profit oriented

Multipurpose
Provides services, e.g. training,
development information

Establishment
Top-down government or business
organisation based
Attached
as
of
another
institution,
Operates part
e.g. school, government units
Universal
Whole community needs
Networked
Works with other telecentres
Private sector
Operated by a private body
Serviceoriented
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Operates as a business

Publicfunded

Funded by public funds
Commercial
Charges clients for its services
Urban
(From Colle,2000)

Operates as a service

Privatelyfunded

Obtains funds privately

Free
Provides services for free

Rural

Telecentres provide an alternative to the model of one-to-oneindividual access to a
computer that predominates in the developed world. As community resources,
telecentres offer opportunities for development that are predicated on improved access
to information for whole communities. The study of Community Informatics (CI) is
emerging in part in response to the challenge of achieving economic and social
development for communities through the use of ICTs. CI pays attention to physical
communities and the design and implementation of technologies and applications,
which enhance and promote their objectives. Studies in CI show how ICTs can help
communities achieve their social, economic, political, or cultural goals (Gurstein,
2000).
Telecentres have been introduced to many communities throughout the developing
world. Significant examples include the Acacia project that aims to empower subSaharan African communities with the ability to apply information and
communication technologies to their own social and economic development. Acacia
works in Mozambique, Senegal, South Africa, and Uganda, mainly with rural and
disadvantaged communities, which often find themselves isolated from the ICT
networks to which their urban counterparts increasingly have access (IDRC,
http://www.idrc.ca/researchlxacacia_e.html). The Pan Asia Networking Program
(PAN) focuses on information-poor communities to determine how the leastdeveloped countries and communities can best achieve sustainable and adequate
national and local connectivity, participate in global network resources (internet), and
develop local expertise in computer networking. Activities address community-level
access to internet-remote areas in Asia and Latin America and incorporate questions
of impact and sustainability of services in the context of communities that have
minimal resources. PAN explores how the internet can help empower local
and
other
communities
(IDRC,
populations,
indigenous
groups,
http://www.idrc.ca/panlprojects_e.htm)
rural community in a developing
substantial
innovation
for
that
community. For many rural
country represents
telecentre
will
be
their
first
encounter
with a computer. In one
dwellers, a community
into
a
rural
in
case ofa telecentre introduced
community Malaysia, of 140 households
surveyed, only one contained anybody who had even heard of the internet (Harris et.
al, 2001). Moreover, telecentres that seek to overcome the barriers to access to ICTs
in rural areas of developing countries are mostly experimental. Currently, there is
very little experience of the impact of such centres in the context of rural and remote
areas in developing countries and there are many questions to 1e answered before
embarking on ambitious and costly programmes at a national level (Ernberg, 1998).
Given the novelty of access to ICTs and the shortage of guidelines for establishing
and operating community telecentres, many research questions remain open as to how
this type of innovation can bring about equitable access to information resources that

The introduction

of a telecentre into a typical
a
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will lead to sustainable development among the most disadvantaged sections of the
world's population.

The researchreported here addresses such questions. Against the backgroundof the
digital divide and the impact of its effects among rural populations in developing
countries, the report considers the rural telecentre as a particular kind ofinnovation in
order to understand the extent to which existing theories in Information Systems (IS)
can be applied to its adoption. By examining five case studies of rural telecentres in
Asia, we will consider similar kinds of innovation from IS theory, namely the
Information Centre and End User Computing, in order to advance the theory building
that will be required to support and explain telecentre adoption and success in rural
developing country settings. The analysis will attempt to scale up existing theories
from the organisational level to the societal level. Table 4 suggests why this might be
worthwhile and valid by suggesting that community-basedaccess to ICTs is part of a
continuum that includes IS as a discipline with an evolving field of theory closely
aligned to the technology that its members promote.
Table 4. Information Systems as an EvolvingDiscipline
Information
Dominant
Dominant
Work Group
Referent
Scope
Systems
Focus

Technology
1960-70

MINI

Locus
Electronic
Data
Processing
Management
Information

COMPUTERS

Systems

MAINFRAME
COMPUTERS

1970-80

1980-90
PERSONAL
COMPUTERS

1990-2000
NETWORKS

Discipline

Clerical staff

Computer
Science

Managers

Management

End-User
Computing

Knowledge
workers

Organisational
Behaviour

Strategic
Information

Shareholders

Economics
Marketing

Citizens

Social Science

Systems

2000THE
INTERNET

Community
Informatics

THE
ORGANISATION

SOCIETY

Harris, 2001
Table 4 models the evolving IS discipline by mapping its historical trajectory against
that of ICTs. As Information Technology (IT) evolved over the period oftime since it
came into common use, the IS profession emerged as a forum for understanding the
impact of IT upon the structures and communities who were its most prevalent users,
as well as developing an understanding of how to optimise the effects of that use. In
the process, IS relied upon varying referent disciplines from which it adapted its
theoretical foundations and practices. At the turn of the millennium, IT has evolved
into ICT and the scope of its use has stretched far beyond the original purposes of
organisational data processing into a society-wide phenomenon whose full impact is
still unfolding. Nevertheless, even though ICTs have consistently spread into new
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categories of use and user, it is reasonable to suppose that certain underlying themes
ofadoption mayhave endured from one phaseto the next.

In attempting to relate past theoretical frameworks to contemporary events, it is
evident that some similarities exist and that they might be capable of pointing towards
new or adapted theories for understand and guiding the newer trends. In the case of
the community telecentre, there would seem to be a parallel with the Information
Centre (IC), as an organisational innovation of the 1980s which was concernedwith
the promotion of End User Computing (EUC). Just as the IC was designed to foster
organisational improvement though the adoption of EUC, telecentres encourage and
promote the use of ICT among their communities in order to cultivate community
development. Accordingly, theories of IC and EUC adoption that were meant to
explain how they could contribute towards organisational development might be
useful for understanding how telecentre adoption can contribute towards community
development.

TheoreticalBackground
Information Technology Diffusion
This section presents some important outcomes of IT adoption research that are
considered relevant to the theme of community adoption of telecentre services. We
start with a broad perspective of IT diffusion and then focus more closely onto
research outcomes relating to the success of Information Centres and End User
Computing, as these areas are considered to have potential for informing an
understanding oftelecentre adoption.
Cooper and Zmud (1990) present a stage model of IT implementation, which tly
define as an organisational effort directed toward diffusing appropriate information
technology within a user community. The model has six stages, each with a process
and a product, as follows:
Stage
Initiation

Process

Product

Active and/or passive scanning
oforganisational problems /
opportunities and IT solutions
are undertaken. Pressure to
change evolves from either
organisationalneed (pull)
technological innovation (push),

A match is foundbetween an IT
solution and its application in the

or both
Adoption

Adaptation

Rational and political
negotiations ensue to get
organisational backing for
implementationofthe IT
application.
TheIT application is developed,
installed and maintained,
Organisationalprocedures are
revisedand developed.

organisation

A decision is reached to invest
resources necessary to
accommodatethe
implementation effort.

TheIT application is available
for use in the organisation
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Organisationalmembers are
trained both in the new
procedures and in the
application.
Acceptance
Organisationalmembers are
induced to commit to IT
application usage.
Routinisation Usage ofthe IT applicationis
encouraged as a normal activity

Infusion

TheIT application is employed
in organisational work.
Theorganisation's governance
systems are adjustedto account
for the IT application;the IT
application is no longer
perceived as something out of
theordinary.
The IT application is used within
the organisation to its fullest

Increased organisational
effectiveness is obtainedby
usingthe IT applicationin amore potential.
comprehensive and integrative
manner to support higher aspects
oforganisational work.

A comprehensive research model such as this provides a basis for recognising
research questions whichbuilduponprior research and whichhave a good probability
of significantly enhancing an understanding ofthe implementation process as well as
facilitating the interpretation of empirical results (Cooper and Zmud, 1990). The
model can be used to assessthe extentto whichtelecentre services have been takenup
by a community and to gauge the level of maturity of a telecentre. In turn this can
guide decision-making with regard to the actions that might be needed to ensure a
telecentre reaches its optimum level ofcontribution towards community development.

Information CentreSuccess
In the specific cases of the innovations represented by the IC, previous researchhas
highlighted a number of factors that have influenced their adoption. The IC emerged
in the 1980s as the principal organisational response to the growth of EUC. The
introduction of the IC as an organisational mechanism for the support ofEUC was to
ensure an appropriate response to EUC, by way of its voluntary adoption. Gunton
(1986) contended that the role of the IC '.as to facilitate, co-ordinate, support, and
control EUC, and to enable business professionals to increase their productivity and
improve their decision-making capability. Gerrity and Rockart (1986) described the
IC as a centrally located group of personnel to whom users can come for guidance
concerning the selection and use of appropriate hardware, software and data. Christy
and White (1987) categorised the role ofthe IC as promoting and encouraging EUC,
and classified services provided to end-users into; training, problem-solving, hot-lines
for rapidresponse to user problems and administrative/technicalsupport for extraction
ofproduction data from databases.
Saarinen, Heikkila and Saaksjarvi (1988) pointed out that ICs that adopted strategies
for accelerating the growth of EUC within their host organisations were more likelyto
be judged successful by their users than those that did not. The IC should
aggressively pursueopportunities for EUC, and should adopt a perspective of creating
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business value, more towards the transformation of business processes, helping users
to performcompletely different tasks than before through the use of computers, and
providing benefit to the organisation at the rate ofmany orders ofmagnitude in excess
ofprevious practices (Arnoudse and Whalen, 1989).
Bergeron, Rivard and De Serre (1990) examined some aspects of the role of the IC,
which were thought to influence users' satisfaction with its services. Both the
proximity and variety of services to users were found to be positively correlated with
dimensions of end-user satisfaction, indicating the value of quick responses to
requests for help. Users also seemed to prefer the more personalised service
obtainable from ICs with fewer staff The importance of the service approach was
further highlighted by Franz (1991), who found that the display of helpful and caring
attitudes by IC staff during their inter-actions with users significantly influenced those
users' acceptance of the IC function. One finding was that erti-users accept and use
their ICs because of the quality interface they experience with the IC specialist.
Although end-users expect IC personnel to possess expertise, their primary reason for
changing over to the IC is the availability of a personat the IC site to consultwith the
end-user (Franz, 1991).
Magal (1991) further testifies to quality of services as a good predictor ofIC success.
His study listed three dimensions of users' satisfaction with their IC. These were;
quality of user-developed applications, quality of service and user self-sufficiency.
Magal (1991) concludes that an IC must provide services aimed at making end-users
self-sufficient in developing quality applications. The means of achieving this
emphasise the personal nature of IC services. As Gunton (1988) pointed out, IC
personnel must have interpersonal skills; their business skills are generally more
important than technical skills. Rainer and Can's (1992) catalogue of services
offered by ICs ranked the most frequently offered as consulting on user problems.
They concluded that there was evidence that the focus of end-users appeared to be
changing from how to use automation to how to apply computers and software to their
business problems (original emphasis).

The study by Bergeron, Rivard and De Serre (1990) proposed a researchmodel of
user satisfaction with the IC, depicted in figure 1.

End User Computing Adoption
Apart from the support function ofthe IC, several otherfactors have been identified in
relation to the diffusion, adoption and success of EUC in contributing towards
organisational development. Many studies placed an emphasis on the influence of
users' characteristics on user satisfaction with EUC, with satisfaction acting as a
surrogate for success. These characteristics include demographic variables, attitudes,
training and education, involvement with systems development, expectations for EUC
and computer anxiety. The influence of individual characteristics on EUC adoption
and success wasnoted by Yaverbaum (1988) who discovered that anxiety and fear are
often associated with the introduction of new technology. Her prescription for
overcoming this barrier was the provision of user support centres and computer

education. Igbaria (1990) also found that computer anxiety affected attitudes toward
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EUC, which in turn influenced satisfaction with EUC.
Additionally, researchreportedby Doll and Torkzadeh (1988) Torkzadeh and Doll
(1991) and Etezadi-Amoli and Farhoomand (1996) emphasise the influence of
application characteristics on user satisfaction with EUC. These characteristics
include content, accuracy, format, ease of use, timeliness, security, quality of output,
functionality and documentation. EUC satisfaction is again presentedas a surrogate
measure for EUC success. The underlying perspective of user satisfaction in these
studies is that it is derived from the users' judgement of certain attributes of an
individual system.
Rivard and Huff (1988), Amoroso and Cheney (1991) and Mirani and King (1994)
highlight the influence of organisation characteristics on user satisfaction with EUC.
These characteristics include the Data Processing (DP) department's readiness for
change, degree of DP push (promotion of EUC), and goodness of fit between
concepts which were labelled user pull (demand for EUC) and DP push. In addition,
user satisfaction with independence from DP is included as well as user satisfaction
with the environmental set-up. Perceived application backlog (of DP) is also
examined and perceived helpfulness of EUC policies, EUC support and perceived
organisational support of EUC application development. Mirani and King (1994)
pointed out that providing end-users with appropriate types and level of support
considerably enhances satisfaction with EUC. Therefore, the provision of EUC
support appears to be critical to overall information systems and organisational
effectiveness (Mirani and King, 1994).

A further group of research into EUC adoption can be traced to the theoretical
perspectives provided by attitude theorists for explaining the psychological causes of
social behaviour (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975; Ajzen, 1985). The study by Igbaria
(1990) is based directly on the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) derived from
Davis, Bagozzi and Warshaw (1989). The TAM is a specific derivation of the
theories of reasoned action and planned behaviour by attitude theorists (Fishbein and
Ajzen, 1975; Ajzen, 1985) as applied to the adoption of new technologies by their
users. TAM research places less emphasis on EUC satisfaction as a surrogate
measure for EUC success. Instead, acceptance or usage of the technology
(microcomputers) by users becomes the dependent variable, and is used an indicator
of EUC success. Harris (1999) found that attitudes toward microcomputers were the
most immediate determinant of microcomputer usage. The study by Igbaria,
Guimares and Davis (1995) confirmed the effects ofexternal variables in the TAM on
users' beliefs. Individual characteristics, organisational and system characteristics,
were all found to influence the users' perceptions ofthe ease ofuse ofmicrocomputers
as well as their perceived usefulness.
Harris (2000) proposed a model of EUC success derived from a meta-analysis of
earlier studies, and this is depicted in figure 2. The model synthesises a range of
factors said to lead to positive outcomes as a result of deploying EUC technology.
They are suggested to arise from a combination of factors relating to the individual
user's characteristics, the application system in use and the organisation in which it is
being used.
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The IC can be seen as the mechanism used by organisations to adapt to the changes
taking place in IT throughout the 1980s, as desktop personal computing became
ubiquitous and EUCbecame the predominant form of computing. The concept of the
knowledge worker gained common currency, whereby office work was characterised
by the need to deal with information in a variety of different forms; within nonrepetitive and unpredictable tasks; where there is a need to interact with individuals in
a flexible manner and where outputs are judged by the timeliness and correctness of
decisions (Gunton, 1988). The IC provided services that promoted the adoption of the
EUC innovation, which targeted orga nisational development through the
empowerment ofknowledge workers making effective use ofdesktop computing.
Applying TheoriesofICandEUCAdoption to Rural Telecentres
This section explores the opportunities for relating the theoretical perspectives of the
innovations of IC and EUC adoption to the newer type of innovation represented bytelecentres. Table 5 summarisessome characteristics of the theories examined so far,
and compares them to the corresponding characteristics of a theory for telecentre
success.

Theory

Table 5. Characteristics ofIT, IC and EUC Theories
Outcome
Unit of.
Focus
.
Scope

Variable

Information
Technology
Diffusion

Organisation

Generic
Information
Technology

Information
Centre
Success

Organisation

Specific to IC
services

End User
Computing
Adoption

Organisation

Specific to

Telecentre
Success

Community

Analysis

IT infusion,

IT application

where the
application is
usedto fullest
potential
User
satisfaction
with IC
services in the
promotion of

The IC

EUC

EUC
Specific to
telecentre
services

EUC success
in terms of
organisational
effectiveness
Telecentre
success in
terms of
community
development

EUC

The telecentre

Table 5 suggests the areas where the theories of IC and EUC success might be
applicable to a theory of telecentre success and it also indicates where important
differences exist between suchtheories. The following observations can be made and
implications drawn:
1. The scope of a new theory of telecentre success needs to be extended beyondthe
organisation to that of the community. Community development is a new field for
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IS practitioners and academics, who have traditionally been concerned with the
organisational use of ICTs. An intimate understanding of organisations underlies
the IS discipline, especially with regard to the design and application of
methodologies for systems development and for the planning of activities
necessary to exploit the strategic opportunities ofICTs. In the case of the IC and
EUC, outcomes were often predicted in terms of the flatter organisation, with
fewer levels of decision making, which was now pushed down organisational
hierarchies towards ICT-empowered knowledge workers. Telecentres are
designed to help communities achieve desirable developmental outcomes from the
use of ICTs and if the IS profession is to participate in this application of ICTs,
then it will be required to understand processes of community development as
opposed to being familiar with organisational behaviour, management and
marketing. The social complexities that exist even within relatively wellstructured organisations are hugely magnified within much less formally
structured communities.
2. The focus of the existing IC and EUC theories corresponds closely to that of
telecentres, in that they represent innovations that are concerned with the adoption
and diffusion of ICTs and that they were intended to promote theuse of computers
within their target audience. Telecentres do this by providing a range of services
to community members, who are encouraged to use computers, perhaps not their
own, but those that are provided in the centre. The services that the IC provided
are similar to the services that telecentres provide, ranging from training in the use
of the technology to assistance in finding and accessing useffil information.
However, whereas the IC was able to focus on the use ofcomputers to manipulate
information that was mostly internal to the organisation, telecentres address
information that is mostly external to the community, i.e. that which can be found
on the internet or which is specificallyprovided via the internet to the community
from an outside agency. Moreover, whilst organisational EUC is concerned
mainly with a restricted range of financial, marketing and operational data,
telecentres potentially engage with information that is related to a much wider
range ofhuman activity; e.g. health, education, commerce and cultural activities.
3.

The outcome variable for a telecentre is also the fullest use of its technology, as
well as the satisfaction of its users, but these factors are now directed towards
community development. Telecentre services are optionally utilised by
community members, just as organisational members optionally used IC services.
One difference though, is that telecentres may charge for their services, making it
more critical that they aretrulyuseful, otherwise they would not be used. The key
aspect that remains common though is the optimal use ofICTs by a specific group
ofpeople towards a defined goal.

4. The unit of analysis becomes the telecentre, which is the IT application. In the
structural conditions of rural telecentres in developing countries, the telecentre is
the means through which the community engages with ICTs, as in the most
common situation, users will be highly unlikely to possess their own computers.
So EUC merges conceptually, and physically, with the services ofthe telecentre.

In addition to the above four observations with regard to the opportunities for relating
the theoretical perspectives of previous innovations to telecentres, Colle (2000)
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suggests some issues surrounding the diffusion of what he calls communication
centres, which are worthy ofinclusion in a discussion of a general theory oftelecentre
success. Some of the issues relate to what Markus and Soh (2001) describe as
structural conditions, which impact how IT innovations are implemented in different
countries or regions. Structural conditions differ from country to country, and even
from location to location within country, but they are not necessarily related to
dimensions of national culture. Therefore, valid explanations of differences in IT
implementation activity require a careful assessment of relevant structural factors.
For example, in the case of telecentres, the role of government policy and political
leadership needs to be incorporated in order to account for the crucial impact that they
have on a country's development activities, including appropriate regulatory
environments. Also, the role that partnerships can play appears to be critical;
particularly international agency partners and local champions Colle (2000). Colle
also emphasises the need for participation by local communities in order to make
telecentres understood, as, he says, the concept of participation in telecentre
development is not absolutely clear. Additional issues relate to the planning of
telecentre activities; their product mix; the localisation ofknowledge and information
resources; the nature of their start-up; the extent to which telecentres are networked
among themselves; telecentre financing and evaluation (Colle, 2000).
Arising from the discussion of the role ofthe telecentre in bridging the digital divide,
and from a review of previous theories relating to IT innovations, the following
section describes research that proposes a researchmodel of telecentre success. This
is thentestedagainst a description of fiveruraltelecentre projects in Asia.
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The ProposedResearch Model

The Community Informatics literature reveals a varietyofoutcomes from CI projects.
O'Neil (2001) summarises five outcomes that CI projects have targeted; enhancing
strong democracy, increasing social capital, empowering individuals, revitalising
senseofcommunity, and providing economic development opportunities. In defining
the dependent variable for rural telecentres in developing countries, these all have
merit, but some are facilitating goals, e.g. democracy, empowerment, social capital
and sense of community are valuable if they lead to something else. It is proposed
here that the dependent variable should be relate more closely to what a community
wants to achieve, or can be motivated to achieve, from its use of a telecentre, and that
success outcomes should therefore be defined by the user community. The dependent
variable of a model of telecentre success is proposed here as desirable development
outcomes at the community level.
This is not the same as the user satisfaction construct in the models of IC and EUC
success, which was used as a surrogate for other success related constructs. As
McNamara puts it, access to communications is essential for the development of rural
areas (McNamara, 1998). Focussing on developmental outcomes as the dependent
variable unambiguously targets the prime purpose of telecentres. Although
telecentres will target intermediary goals, and user satisfaction may be considered as
such, as long as development does not occur then the telecentre is not fulfilling its
primary purpose. Satisfaction may emerge from some aspect ofthe eltounter with a
telecentre service, but it has to lead to developmental outcomes for it be of lasting
value.

Additionally, projects exist that are concerned with rural ICTs as demonstrator
projects or awareness raising exercises, which have their value and which are often
useful precursors to development- inducing telecentre implementations, but they are
not to be confused with the true developmental goal offull bodied telecentres. As the
World Bank points out, countries should ensure that (new ICT5) are extended to
remote and rural areas (in order to) upgrade education systems, improve policy
formation and execution and widen the range of new opportunities for businesses
(World Bank, 1999). Richardson (1998) sees the internet in support of rural
development in developing countries falling into five main areas; economic
development for agricultural producers, community development, researchleducation,
SME development and news media networks. The proposed model is shown in figure
3.
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The proposed model of telecentre success incorporates the following independent
variables:
Telecentre Characteristics
These variables are the equivalent of the IC characteristics in the Bergeron, Rivard
and de Serre (1990) model of user satisfaction with the IC, though with appropriate
modifications for the telecentre. The circumstances of project start up appears to
influence the adoption process, depending on whether the project is instigated by an
NGO, a government agency or a research institution. Adoption seems to be facilitated
when a level of local ownership is established early in the life of the telecentre. The
level and quality of services and the product mix that is offered by the telecentre is
likely to influence its adoption by the host community. Just as with the IC, service
and product delivery should be sensitive to community requirements. The closer the
software tools match the needs of the community, the more likely they will be used.
The use of suitable language has an impact. Telecentre financing is critical to
viability and sustainability. The quality and responsiveness of management planning
for maintaining suitable levels of service is important as well as the extent to which a
telecentre is able to effectively network with other centres in order to share
experiences,cross- fertilise ideas and promote joint learning.

In fulfilling the support role of the telecentre, staff providetraining and assistance to
community users. In addition, the role of the infomediary has been identified as an
individual working in a telecentre and drawn from the community that the telecentre
serves, who is capable ofusing computer and internet technologies in order to respond
to requests from members of the community for information or for help in solving
some problems that might yield to an internet enquiry. The term is drawn from the
phrase information mediator and is sometimes characterised as a knowledge broker.
In some instances, the infomediary will pro-actively seek information from the
internet that he/she knows will be useful from their personal knowledge of the
community, and will then broadcast or otherwise publicise that information
throughout the community. In addition to the infomediary role, the style and
mechanics of telecentre management are seen to be crucial factors in influencing
telecentre outcomes.
Community Characteristics
These substitute for the organisation characteristics of the EUC success model.
Telecentres serve communities as opposed to organisations. From observation during
the research reported here, it has beenrealised that a variety of social factors influence
the extent to which communities engage with and ultimately embrace telecentres as
community resources (PANTLEG, 2000). Avgerou and Walsham (2000) have also
influence of contextual social factors on information systems in
pointed to
developing countries. It appears that the technology that is introduced is quickly
embedded within these social factors and outcomes are a result of their interactions.
Some of the social factors that have been observed to define outcomes of telecentres
are:

tl

Community Aspirations
Experience suggests that technology cannot function successfully in the absence
of some form of community ambition for a better life. Moreover, aspirations
often need to be ignited, sometimes by an outside influence, and they need to be
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kindled and re-kindled over time. The source of inspiration that sets off
aspirations often changes during the adoption of the technology, sometimes to
unexpected sources e.g. school children, and there are usually many different
sources at any one time.

•

Learning
The communities that have been observed in this research are all capable of
learning new things, skills, ideas, and roles. They blend new information with
pre-existing knowledge and build it into something of lasting, perhaps growing,
value to themselves. Learning seems to take place at all levels of the community,
and its impact is accelerated by the rapid spread of new and useful knowledge
within the community. The
of learning seems to accelerate as technology
unfolds its capability and potential, further feeding the desire for new knowledge.
People discover new knowledge and they teach each other. The learning that then
occurs is usually deeper and more focused on real needs than the learning that is
introduced from outside.

ce

• Capacities
Learning often leads to expanded capacity, but this is of little value without the
aspiration to take advantage of the extra capacity. The researchhas observed the
pride that individuals take in the new roles and accomplishments that they have
been able to achieve as a result of having their capacities expanded and their
aspirations realised. It has also been noticed that the processes that are
specifically designed to achieve it, e.g. training, do not always trigger capacity
building. People seem to act as a result of a combination of circumstances, and if
the right combination does not exist, any single factor in isolation may not be
optimally effective. While it is probably a question of timing, the challenge is to
be ableto recognise the right time to engage with community capacities, i.e. when
to trigger aspirations, or whento conduct training.
• Organisation
The extent to whicha community is and remains organised seems to influence the
use it can make of a telecentre. Community organisation in this context relates to
the role of co-ordinating the dynamics of many social processes that occur

simultaneously, towards a desirable result. Telecentre activities impact all
sections of a community and they participate in many of the social processes that
define its identity. Organisation then, is a function of harnessing the social
dynamics of a community towards its own betterment, with, in our case, the
introduction ofnew information. This usually requires some locus of community
influence, but when new technologies are introduced this is often not the one
occupied by the traditional leadership.

• Unity

Some of the stories derived from research experience depict a sense of unity of
purpose within the community that transcends the many differences that usually
existwithin any body ofpeople. Desirable results emerge from, and contribute to,
the unity of those affected, engendering a camaraderie that further acts on
aspiratkns,capacity building and organisation.

• Participation
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Participation refers not only to the researcher-community relationships and the
adoption of equality between them, but also to the inclusion of all sections ofthe
community. Descriptions ofthe most desirable telecentre outcomes indicate a will
to include ratherthan to exclude sections ofthe community. Relativeadvantage is
a less appealing benefit than is the greater good. Pride and its spin-offs
(aspirations and capacity expansion) are nearly always evident when outcomes
have a wide, inclusive, impact. Individuals who achieve community-wide
solutions earn respect and status. Those who exploit technology for selfish
purposes lose it.
Relationships
Research observations nearly always reveal ore or more relationships that were
important contributors to a beneficial outcome. Sometimes it appears within the
researcher-community relationships, but more often (and more potently) it is a
factor ofthe relationships that exist or which emerge within the community itself.
Moreover, relationships seem to amplify the effects ofthe other factors mentioned
here and the influence is recursive, so that good relationships breed aspirations
and accomplishment,which in turn generate further goodrelationships.

•

Personalities

of desirable telecentre outcomes indicate the presence of an
individual within the community whose personality seemed to have an important
role in the outcome. The IS literature refers to "champions" as opinion leaders in
IT implementation and adoption (McConnell, 2000).
Stories of positive
developments from telecentre adoption often feature an individual's action as a
trigger to community adoption. Ernberg (1998) stated that "the need to find local
champions who are motivated and ableto drive the project, cannot be overstated".
Many stories

Information Characteristics
This variable recognises the application characteristics in the EUC success stream of
research. Information should be useful and useable (Davis, Bagozzi and Warshaw
(1989) as well as being local and relevant, according to Colle (2000) who argues that
a telecentre that is designed to support community development should be aggressive
and creative in localising its knowledge and information resources (Colle, 2000).
Structural Conditions
Developing country governments should formulate national strategies to narrow
knowledge gaps, including those for technology acquisition and distribution,
education and training and expanding access to technologies by de-regulation and
privatisation (World Bank, 1999). The Bank goes on to say that societies require
policies and institutions to facilitate the acquisition adaptation and dissemination of
knowledge, saying that the appropriate course of action for any country will vary
depending on the circumstances. Government policies and political leadership will
determine the success of such policies. The participation of the major international
donor and aid agencies such as the United Nations Development Programme (IJNDP)
or the Canadian Government's International research Development Centre (IDRC)
can heavily influence telecentre pilot projects and hence nation-wide roll-out
programmes.
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Individual Characteristics
The characteristics of individual telecentre users as an independent variable represent
the individuals' characteristics in the EUC success stream of research. Their
inclusion allows the model to take account of variables that have been demonstrated
to influence the adoption of computer usage behaviour. They include; personality,
demographics, computer anxiety, involvement with application development,
expectations, training and education.

IT Implementation Stages

of IT implementation by Cooper and Zmud (1990) indicates a
dimension
for the research model of telecentre success. Accordingly, it is
temporal
included here to add a dimension within which the other independent variables
operate over time. The stage model suggests that an IT innovation will take time to
become fully integrated into the natural life of its user community. It is conjectured
therefore that as a telecentre innovation proceeds throughthe various stages towards
maturity, the factors that characterise the other independent variables will adjust
accordingly.
The stage model

Research Questions

The nDdel proposes that the ability of telecentres to induce desirable community
development will be a function of the telecentre characteristics; the characteristics of
the community in which the telecentre is located; the characteristics of the
information that the telecentre obtains and distributes; a variety of structural
conditions relating to telecentres in the country or region in whichthe community is
located; and the characteristics of the individuals who use the services of the
telecentre.
The model allows the compilation ofmore detailed research questions that can help to
explain how telecentre outcomes lead to desirable community development. A
number of possible enquiries will serve this purpose, for example, by hypothesising
the following:
Telecentre Characteristics:
• Telecentres that are started by community-based actors will achieve greater
development outcomes than those started by outsiders;
• Telecentres with staff who pro-actively seek and disseminate useful
information for the community will achieve greater development outcomes
thanpassive staff who do not;
• Telecentres that actively network with other telecentres will achieve greater
development outcomes than those that do not.
Community Characteristics:
• Communities with high development aspirations will achieve more desirable
outcomes from their telecentres than communities with low development
aspirations;
• Communities with
greater capacity for learning will achieve more desirable
outcomes from their telecentres than communities with low capacity for
learning;
• Communities that foster harmonious internal relationships will achieve more
desirable outcomes from their telecentres than communities that do not foster
harmonious internal relationships.
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Information Characteristics:
• Telecentres that distribute local information to their communities will induce
more desirable development outcomes than telecentres that do not;
• Telecentres that distribute relevant information to their communities will
induce more desirable development outcomes than telecentres that do not;
• Telecentres that distribute information that is usable
by their communities will
induce more desirable developmentoutcomes than telecentres that do not.
Structural Conditions
Government policies will influence the ability of telecentres to induce
desirable development outcomes;
• Political
leadership will influence the ability of telecentres to induce desirable
development outcomes;
•
Partnerships between telecentre implementation organisations and outside
agencies influence the ability of telecentres to induce desirable development
outcomes.
Individual Characteristics
• The personalities of telecentre users will influence their ability to achieve
desirable development outcomes from theirtelecentre;
• The expectations of telecentre users will influence their ability to achieve
desirable development outcomes from theirtelecentre;
• The
training of telecentre users will influence their ability to achieve desirable
development outcomes from theirtelecentre.

Method
The Case Studies
Cases are drawn from an initiative by the IDRC, the PANAsia Telecentre Learning
and Evaluation Group (PANTLEG) consisting of five Asian telecentre projects that
have received funding from the IDRC. The objective was to join the projects together
in a closer partnership
mutual benefit (PANTLEG, 1999). The projects are as
follows:
• e-Bario,
Malaysia
• MS Swaminathan Research Foundation (MSSRF) Village Information Shops,
India
• Foundation ofOccupational Development (FOOD) Chennai, India
• Multipurpose Community Telecentres, Philippines
• Internet Information Centres, Mongolia
Case descriptions are drawn from evaluations that were conducted by PANTLEG
members, i.e. the project leaders, plus an additional project member. This section
provides a brief description of each project. Data collection took the form of
interviews of project staff, telecentre operators and users.

ir

e-Bario'
This is a telecentre in Sarawak, whichis one of the two Malaysian states on the island
of Borneo. The State is characterised by its diffused population spread across hilly
and forested terrain with an under-developed infrastructure. The research project's
The author initiatedthis project.
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objective is to understand how ICTs can be used to achieve sustainable human
development in a remote area. A telecentre has been established which will serve as a
community resource for the members of the community to use computers, connect to
the intemet, and use a variety of associated services that will affect sustainable social
development ofthe community (Songan et al., 2000).
The settlement of Bario with a population of around 1,000 people is inaccessible by
road, and is normally reached by a 20-seat aircraft operated by the Malaysian Airline
Rural Air Service from the coastal town of Miri. The community is predominantly
made up by people ofthe Kelabit ethnic group, one of Sarawak' s smallest among its
26 or so identifiable ethnic minorities. Forested mountains surround the plain in
which the residents cultivate wet rice. People in the older part of the settlement live
in a traditional longhouse, containing two communal areas that run the length of the
building. One contains a kitchen space for each household whereas the other is used
for formal occasions involving the whole community. In between, each household
has its own private living apartments. Longhouses are the traditional form of
dwelling on Borneo island.
An initial survey indicated that the community placed most importance on
information relating to agricultural, medical and religious practices. Information
technology, job ipportunities, government policies and family matters rated slightly
less important. Current patterns of information actually received were dominated by
religious information, with agricultural and family matters ranking next. Most
information that is sent outside of the community concerned families, with religious
information ranking closely behind. Relatives were the major source of information.
In this respect, face-to-face contacts outweigh all others as channels of incoming
information, with the radio, church congregation and community meetings ranking
about equally next. (Harris et. al, 2001)
Initially, a computer laboratory of 10 PCs was set up in the junior secondary school
and a teaching programme for IT literacy installed. This has been exterded to
interested community members after school hours. Subsequently, a temporary
teleceritre was established in the local lodge, which is a common meeting house for
the community, pending the construction of a custom-designed building to house the
telecentre. The telecentre was equipped with fourPCs and two printers. Bario is offgrid for electricity supply and in both the school and the telecentre, additional
electricity generators were provided to augment existing supplies. All equipment had
to be flown in by chartered aircraft. Telekom Malaysia has partnered with the research
project and has installed VSAT (Very Small Aperture Terminal) satellite equipment
to connect the computers in the telecentre to the internet. The researchers organised a
symposium for community members and other Kelabit people in order to identify and
prioritise suitable information systems for use the Bario people.
E-Bario has attracted considerable public attention, mainly because of the remoteness
of Bario and the unique nature of the community's culture. Although the community
has been sensitised to the value ofICTS, significant development outcomes are yet to
be achieved. At the time of writing, it is probably too early to expect any major
impact on the community, who need more time to mobilise local resources into
development-inducing activities that make full use of the telecentre.
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MS Swaminathan ResearchFoundation (MSSRF) VillageInformation Shops, India
MSSRF operates an extensive programme introducing the benefits of emerging
technologies to the rural poor. The project takes the view that to be of use to farm
families, the generic information found in the internet should be rendered into
locality-specific knowledge that rural people can act on. The Foundation's approach
to the dissemination ofnew technologies in rural areas is premised on the statement of
its founder, Professor M.S.Swaminathan: "whatever a poor family can gain benefit
from, the rich can also gain benefit; but the reverse does not happen" (personal
communication). Thus, involvement of the ultra-poor in rural areas (there are over
300 million of them in South Asia) in managing the use of ICTs was considered
essential for the success ofthis project.

Theprojectwas started in 1998 in Pondicherry ii South India. The level ofpoverty is
high in rural areas there, where about 21% of the resident families have less than
US$1 per day as family income. The objectives ofthe project are:
• To set up of villages information shops that enable rural families to access a
basket ofmodem information and communicationtechnologies
• To train educated youthand women in rural areas in operating information shops
• To train rural youth in the organisation and maintenance of a system that
generates locally relevant information from generic information

• To maintain update and disseminate information on entitlements to rural families
usingan appropriate blend ofmodern and existing channels ofcommunication
• To conduct impact assessments based on surveys, participatory rural appraisal,
and otherappropriate methods of datagathering
• To build a model of information dissemination and exchange in rural areas that
uses advanced information and communication technologies.
A value addition centre was set up as an information hub in the village of Villianur,
located in the western part of the Pondicherry region. A wireless hub was placedhere
and dial-up accounts to the Internet were also established. This becamethe project
headquarters, as well as an interface for the public and the government offices in the
locality. Additional village centres were then set up in places where the community
offered secure space, free of cost. A total of five such village centres were set up
duringthe initial project period. One ofthese is a village on the coastwith 98% ofthe
population involved in fishing. The total population ofthe 5 villages is approximately
13,400 with about 47% illiteracy.
In each village centre, a group of individuals identified by the community took charge
of daily operations. They function as volunteers withoutreceiving regular payments
from the project. The village centre volunteers were trained in PC operations and in
using the datalvoice network. The project staff have implemented many locally
useful databases. Much of the information is accessed from local sources, on the web
or otherwise. All of them are transformed into locally useful material, in various
formats (voice/digital audio, in some cases) and in the local language, Tamil, spoken
by 98% ofthe population.
The centres receive an average of 12 visitors per day. The asset-less, ultra-poor
families are among the major users. About 18% ofthe users are women. The pattern
ofusage indicates that educational purposes (such as use ofCD-ROMs) and accessing
government data are the two most important uses of this system. There have been
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many instances where local residents have derived benefits from the use of data and
information derived from this network. E.g.:
• Price information related to grain sales: this is the most important benefit
according to every farmer as it helps himlher with better negotiating position in
dealing with price-fixing middlemen.
• A fishing hamlet receives information on wave heights downloaded twice daily
from the US Naval Oceanographic laboratory satellite. This is considered by the
fishermen to be life-saving information.
(MSSREF, 2000)

In many ways, this project is exemplary for rural telecentres. The technological
implementations are innovative and the communities have been filly mobilised
towards making good use of it. Project staff are also committed.
Foundation ofOccupational Development (FOOD) Chennai India
This project is concerned with the lackofcommunications in rural India, in which the
majority of the population live, and the lack of opportunity for NGOs and other
development agencies to make effective use of contemporary ICTs. Due to the lack
of exposure to developments in the field of social & sustainable development and
cost-effective appropriate technologies, development organisations working in rural
areas are conducting their activities through conventional practices with little or no
technology input.

The project is based in Chennai, south India, with the goal ofincreasing the capability
of NGOs and Community Based Organisations (CBOs) through electronic media as
one of the options to spread development into remote areas. Theproject established a
remote area electronic networking capability usingpacketradio modems in 10 remote
sites, one of whichis featured in this research. This was to enable NGOs, CBOs, and
other development organisations working in remote, rural and tribal areas to network
with other organisations within the region and with national and international NGOs
and partner orinisations. The technology used consists of wireless radios coupled
with packet radio modems connected to a sub-host computer running TCP/IP host
software. The packet radio network is used for accessing external databases, sharing
data, electronic mail, bulletinboard services, and newsgroups by interconnecting a
series ofpacketradio sub-hosts to the Internet gateway host in Chennai.
Specific objectives included:
• To provide electronic networking capability in remote areas withoutaccess to
information, thus strengthening the role of local NGOs as a knowledge-broker
To offer e-mail, bulletin boardand conferencing services
• To establish internet services and act as an Internet Service Provider
• To promote original and innovative networking solutions to specific development
problems in the region
• To pilotpractical networking activities that couldcreate replicable results and
havepotential for application throughout the region.

'

The most significant characteristic of this project was its innovative adaptation of
technologies that could provide information and networking capability to relatively
remote communities in southern India. The wireless radio modem technologies that
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were utilised achieved a cost-effective means of communication and internet access.
This has helped NGOs and CBOs working in these rural and remote areas to develop
community based applications that are contributing to their social and economic
development. The community featured in this research used the facilities to establish
a herbal cultivation business, obtaining the information they needed from the intemet
and using it to market their products. The community had previously been engaged in
catching snakes, but was encouraged to switch to a more sustainable occupation.
(FOOD)
This project has achieved a focused and stable outcome, with sound technology and
capable and committed community members to maintain it.
Multipurpose Community Telecentres,Philippines2
This project is being run in four farming and fishing villages in northern Mindanao,
southern Philippines. The purpose is to develop and test a pilot information and
communication system encompassing people, organisation, infrastructure and
processes that will support rural communities in achieving sustainable development.
Activities are as follows:
• To identify specific information and communication needs of the people in rural
villages where ICTs can facilitate in obtaining solutions to these identified needs
• To establish the availability of local resources and local commitment to serve rural
communication needs by encouraging the local population to participate in
developing a conceptual framework of, developing operating, and maintaining a
MCT
• To design, establish and experiment with the operation of four MCTs in
villages (in Agusan Norte and Lanao del Norteprovinces) in Mindanao by
building on the physical infrastructure (village public calling office) established
by the Department of Transportation and Communication through its Municipal
Telephone Project
• To develop the needed content and information services through the collaboration
of public, private and civil society organisations which have information and/or
expertise in health, agriculture, education, livelihood and rural enterprises
• To develop the capability of the local population and partners in developing
indigenous information applications, and in operating, managing and maintaining

fo

aMCT
• To determine the enabling factors (ownership, legal, financial, operational, and
technical issues) that relate to the sustainable operation ofa MCT
• To determine the impact ofMCTs in the village life and in neighbouring villages
• To document the process of setting up a MCT, including the concerns whichrelate
to its sustainable operations, to deliver practical guidelines for expanding MCT
site coverage in Mindanao, in particular, and in the country, in general.

The project aims to develop and harness people'scapability to use ICTs to create and
use information for rural development. Implementation is by the Philippine Council
for Health Research and Development of the Department of Science and Technology.
UNESCO and the IDRC provide support. The villages provide space for the MCI,
staff, utilities and other supplies. Partner information providers from government and
2 The authorconducteda

paidevaluation ofthis project for the IDRC.
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other institutions deliver information to the MCTs. Each MCT is staffed by at least
10 volunteers, trained in computing, the internet and web development. MCT
services include word-processing, printing, training and coaching, and information
referral services. Each MCT is expected to serve a cluster of five or more other
villages.

The primary output of this project is a model of operation for MCTs, in the form of
guidelines, how-to materials, technical specifications and a sustainability plan, that
will guide the local people and programme managers in expanding MCT operation to
the rest of the country. The other outputs are information services that will be
provided by the MCTs to enable the local people to have access to information
resources and people with the right information thus mobilising them into positive
action. It is also expected that local capability is developed in terms of co-operative
organisation, technical expertise on important subject matters as health, agriculture,
education, rural enterprises, information and communication technology. (Project
documentation).
This project has achieved considerable levels of co-ordination between various
government agencies and other institutions to establish telecentres that are operable
and adequately supported. The communities are yet to be fully mobilised to make
effective use ofthem, yet all indicators are that this willhappen.

InternetInformation Centres, Mongolia
The purpose of this project is to deliver Internet access to rural areas in Mongolia.
Mongolia has about 1.57 million square kilometres of territory and only 2.4 million
inhabitants. Nearly one-fourtl ofthe population lives in the capital city Ulaanbaatar.
Most of the remainder are engaged in a nomadic life-style, herding livestock across
the grasslands. The telecommunications infrastructure is under developed, especially
in rural areas, and the telephone network is based mostly on obsolete Russian
technology. The project covers 4 provinces; Erdenet, Khovd, Dornod and Umnugovi
representing the north, west, east and south part of Mongolia respectively. At the
time of the research, telecentres had been established in Erdenet and Dornod
provinces. They are connected to the Internet via VSAT satellite system at a speedof
up to 64Kbps.
The main sponsors of this project are the Open Society Institute (OSI) in Mongolia,
sponsored by the SorosFoundation, and Datacom Co.Ltd. ofMongolia. The IDRC are
also in support. The project has established telecentres, known as Public Internet
Centers (PICs), which provide free internet connections to secondary schools, local
government offices and NGOs, These are requirements are stipulated by the project
sponsors. The PICs serve their members, who can be NGOs, such as local women's
group. The local library is one of the members ofthe PlC 's Board of Management.
Whilst NGOs enjoy subsidised usage, business users are charged for internet access.
Secondary schools and local government offices are being connected through radio
modems. The PlC works closely with local government offices as they provide
support by way of accommodation for the PlC. The PICs provides the following
facilities and services to their members and customers:
• internet room with 6 PCs, modems and related equipment
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Dial-up access with 6 ports
Internet access
Email
Fax service
Webhosting anddesign
Localtelephone service

The price for these services varies according to the type of service and to the users.
Several problems have been encountered:
• The electricity in rural areas is not stable and power outages occur frequently,
requiring installation of a generator.

• The rural telephone network is still based on the old Russian technology. The
telephone connection is unreliable and its speed is low.
• Language is a problem as most documents on the Internet are in English
• The PC penetration is very low in ruralareas, so computer literacy is also very
low compared to the urban population.
This project has achieved reliable and well-managed telecentre implementations that
have alerted their communities to the potential of the internet. There is some
evidence that they are being used to achieve desirable community-based
developmental outcomes, but most use at the time of writing was for lower level
achievements of literacy training and communications.

Table 6 summarises the salient features ofthe case projects.
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Central Northern Highlands
in the East Malaysian State
of Sarawak, on the Islandof
Borneo.
Malaysian Institute of
Micrelectronics (MIMOS)
A research project
involving a school
computer laboratory and
community telecentre for
social and economic
development.
Bario is a remote
community ofaround 1,000
people who make up the
traditional home of one of
the smaller ethnic groups in
Sarawak. Access is
practical by air only as no
roads lead in from the
outside.
Ten computers in the
school laboratory, four in
the telecentre. VSAT
internet access. Locally
generated electricity.
Land line telephone and
four computers.

Threeto four computers in
the telecentres, linked by
wireless and land line
communications.

Mixed models of telecentre
design, one in mining town
which is supported by the
mine, another sponsored by
the Soros Foundation in a
remote town, and the centre
in the capital supporting
NGOs and providing public
internetaccess.
Fourto six computers in the
outstation centres, more in
the capital. VSAT
connections to the internet.

Mongolian Government,
SOROS Foundation
Internet centres in two
small towns supported by
one in the capital.

Three centres in northern
Mongolia, in Choibolsan,
Dornod and Ulan Baatar.
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Internet Information
Centres, Mongolia.
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centre, landline telephone
dial connection to the
internet.

Threeto four computers per

Typical small rural
Philippine communities,
include a coastal location,
Information provided
mostly by government
agencies, with training and
other support by local
institutions.

One telecentre in a rural
tribal community in a
relatively remote location
in Tamil Nadu.

A hub and spoke model of
information delivery,
between one "value
addition centre" and
satellite community
telecentres. All locations
are rural.

Pilot community telecentres
for social and economic
development in rural
communities.

telecentre.

A rural village community

FOOD

Four villages along the
northern coast of the island
of Mindanao, southern
Philippines.
Philippine Government

Research into community
telecentres in six rural
villages,

The Union Territory of
Pondicherry, in southern
India. The MSSRF in
Chennai, Tamil Nadu.
MSSRF

* All projects are funded by the Canadian Government's International Development Research Centre (JDRC)

Technology

Distinguishing
characteristics

Project description

Project sponsors*

Location

Table 6. Background Information on the Telecentre Cases
.
Foundation
.
MS Swaminathan
. of
Multipurpose
.
.
Occupational
Research Foundation,
.
Community
—
e-Bario Malaysia
Development,
(MSSRF). Village
Telecentres,
..
(FOOD)
Chennai,
Information Shops
Philippines.
India

Findings
Table 7 summarises the telecentre projects in terms of the developmental oilcomes
that have been achieved so far, along with an evaluation of each project against the
independent variables in the research model. However, the individual characteristics
of telecentre users have not been assessed as yet, so there is no data to report against
these variables. For most ofthe projects some such data is available community-wide
and for the MSSRF project, some demographicsare known for telecentre users.
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Research organisation
Local recruit

Research funding and
government grant.
Research based with
community participation
Minimal as yet.

focused its commercial
livelihood from unsustainable
snake catchingto more
sustainable herb cultivation
utilising the telecentre for
product development and
marketing activities.

The community has re-

Foundation of Occupational
Development,(FOOD)
Chennai, India
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Internet Information
Centres, Mongolia.

Research based with
community co-operation
Within the project's four
telecentres.

Research funding.

Central, provided by the
community
Development oriented
information provision,
suppliedby government and
other agencies in a help desk
arrangement that responds to
community requests.
E-mail, internet, wordprocessing.

Minimal as yet.

Donor agency and income
generation
By the NGO/Private
organisation partnership

E-mail, internet, wordprocessing.

NGO/Private organisation
Local paid management and
volunteer staff
Central, shared with
government establishment
Mostly communications and
web site development.

community members are
beginning to exploit the
telecentres for higher-level
benefits.

to happen.

Government
Local school pupil volunteers

Mostly confined to improved

Significant developmental

communications, although
gains are yet to emerge, but
the conditions are ripe for this there is evidence that

Multipurpose Community
Telecentres, Philippines.
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Research funding and income
generating
Locally by a community
based NGO
Focuses on their prime
commercial activity.

and Development

E-mail, internet, databases.

databases, word-processing,
graphics, audio.
Research funding and
governmentgrant.
Research based with
community participation.
Between themselves, within
the five telecentres.

Central, provided by the
community
Communications and
commercial information
concerned with a single
activity, herb cultivation, that
the community specialises in.

Central, provided by the
community
Development oriented,
devisedby the community
and project staff,
Communications and
information provision,

E-mail,internet. spreadsheets,

Locally recruited volunteers

NGO

Research organisation
Locally recruited volunteers

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
Telecentre Characteristics

Communities are enjoying
considerable benefits
associated with a rangeof
commercial, employment,
educational and health gains
as well as social well being.
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Networking

Budget/
Financing
Planning

Software e-mail, internet, wordtools processing

Services I
Product mix

Development oriented
communications and
information provision
planned in conjunction with
the community.

community lodging
Location Central
house(temporary)

Staff

Start-up

PROJECT
OUTCOMES

At an early stage still, so
development outcomes are
limited to higher levels of IT
literacy within the school and
among some of the
community plus improved
social communications via email, which are important for
this isolated community.

e-Bario, Malaysia

Table 7. Project Outcomes

MS Swaminathan Research
Foundation, (MSSRF)
Village Information Shops,
India

High, with diaspora support.

High
Willing and anxious to learn,
taking place rapidly

Not providedyet, but targeted
to be so. Language will be an
issue.

Not much yet, but there is a
community-generated
development agenda that
focuses on local information,
Not yet, but expected.

Close and deep, based on
common ethnic background
and extensive extended
family relationships.
Influential champions within
the community have
consistently supported the
project, adding to its
community aceptance.

Tight and focussed. Basedon
common ethnic affiliation,
locally differentiated as
"tribal" peoples.
Individuals specialists with
particular roles that support
community use ofthe
telecentre.

Self-governing.

Proficient at what they need
to know for their specialised
need.
Sufficient.
Sufficiently for tight focus on
specific requirements.

High
Capable. Focused on specific
needs,

Distributed in local Tamil
script, some available in
sound files for those who
cannot read. Also visual.

Highly relevant to local needs
and with varied topics.

Almost entirely local, relating
to the cultivation and
marketing of local herbal
products.
Highly relevant to local
needs, but limited in range of
topics.
Local script and tightly
focussed on the needs of the
main commercial activity,

Information Characteristics
Extensive local and regional
information databases,

make.

Influence of young, capable
volunteers is basedon their
achievements with the
technology and the
community contribution they

Shared responsibilities, but
transiting towards the
communities,
Complex, with a variety of
social strata, including those
based on caste.

Considerable.
Sufficient, maintained with
help ofproject staff.

High
Advanced. Pioneering with
local script, multimedia and
wirelessand solar technology.
Highly motivated.

Some, but not much.

anyway.

Language is an issue, and
there is not much available

Not much of local relevance.

Not much of local relevance.

some local consultation.

Little, but developing as local
web sites get under way.

Local management and
volunteers encourage usage.

throughout a range of
stakeholders.

Varied and scattered

Consultative and rather
passive.

Diverse across various
stakeholders.

Proficient but withpotential.

Not fully exploited but
probably high.

groups.

Low to medium, to be ignited
Willingbut restricted to small

Not much yet, information
provisionbegan much as a
top-down programme, with

Influential local leadership
support plays a positive role
in community acceptance.

Began as collaborative more
than participatory, but
changing.
Close and co-operative, based
around community belonging,

Burgeoning.
Considerable.

Latent but probably high.

Slow but willing.

Low, as yet un-ignited
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Useable

Relevant

L0cat

Personalities

Relationshi

Participation

Unity

Traditionally tight but
emphasisesconsensus
finding.
Community has equal rights
withproject.

Organisation Loosebut locally focused.

Capacities

Learning

Aspirations

CommunityCharacteristics

Supportive. Malaysia is
pursuing ICTs aggressively
for its national development,

Extremely useful, making
significant contributions to
community well being in the
form of commerce.

Not so important, as mostly
self-sufficient.

Not a significant feature.

Neutral.

Important for the project as
government is anxious to
develop Mindanao.
Important funding and
learning from the IDRC.

Supportive and instrumental
to project inception, but
telecommunications problems
arose due to the transition in
the regulatory environment.

Not to a great extent yet.

Significant funding from the
Soros Foundation, plus
learning from the IDRC.

Not a significant feature.

Newly supportive in the
telecommunications
regulatory environment.

Not much yet.

IT ImplementationStages

Most of these factors have not been systematically measured at the individual level among the telecentre users.
Some demographic data is availablefor some of the communities.

Individual Characteristics

Funding and learning with
IDRC projectpartners, also
other source of external
funding for MSSRF.

Initially a hindrance, but
lately coming round to the
extent of the project forming
a partnership with local
government to extend its
activities to new areas.
Not a significant feature at
the pilot stage.

Structural Conditions

Extremely useful, making
significant contributions to
community well-being in
educatrnn, health, and
commerce.
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Training
Education

Expectations

Computer
Anxiety
Involvement

Demographics

Personality

Partnership

Instrumental with the IDRC
for inception, later with
quasi-government institution
for extended support.

Political Substantive support for ICTs
. in general and also forrural
leadership ICTs, from the top.

policies

Government

Useful

Expected to contribute to key
areas of community concern:
commerce, culture, education,
and health.

Discussion
Research Outcomes

The research has set out to achieve greater understanding of the factors that influence
telecentre success with reference to examples in rural Asia, where success is indicated
by positive and desirable developmentaloutcomes for the communities that are served
by the telecentres.
We begin with the projects that have achieved the latest stage on the IT
implementation model (in this instance, routinisation), and which have probably the
most significant development outcomes, the MSSRF project and the FOOD project.
The following observations can be made. Firstly, it is important to keep in mind that
the projects have been running for different times and at different paces, so that
additional outcomes for the later projects might be expected in the fullness of time.
However, examination of table 7 suggests that some community characteristics and
some information characteristics might differentiate the betterachieving projects from
the others and that those characteristics could be argued to have been instrumental in
achieving this result.

In both the MSSRF and FOOD telecentre projects the aspirations of the communities
seem to have been harnessed in a positive way, propelling them towards positive
outcomes with their telecentres. Observations of the telecentre volunteer staff
indicate a deep sense of motivation and pride in what they are able to achieve and the
enthusiasm of the community is evident in the manner in which they describe the
operation of theirtelecentres. Such encounters also testify to the rate of learning that

the communities have displayed through, for example, the ease with which the semiliterate volunteers are able to work with a westem keyboard in entering Tamil script.
Community capacities are clearly elevated and are sustained by the capability of the
communities to organise ard operate effective services from their telecentres. The
other important contributor is the characteristics ofthe information that the telecentres
provide to the communities. Examples include local databases of families that live
below the government's poverty line, which entitles them to certain government
support schemes. The centres have sought this information from the local
government, made it available to the communities and the staff seek out those families
who are entitled to benefit and help tlm to claim it. Information is useable by the
local population as much of it is distributed in hard copy, or posted on notice-boards
in visible locations and is mostly presented in the local Tamil script.
The projects that have the achieved the next latest stage on the IT implementation
model (adaptation), the Philippines Multipurpose Community telecentres and the
Mongolian Internet Centres, depict strengths in the government policies variable,
compared to the other projects. The Philippine project is operated by a government
agency and therefore enjoys access to high government officers. The Mongolian
project is closely allied to government offices at the local level, even providing
subsidised services to themat one stage. It seems likely that this close affiliation will
leadto additional support to compensate for external funding drying up.
The final project, e-Bario, is strong on the community factors, but is held back by the
structural conditions relating to its isolation. All equipment has to be flown in,
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communications are difficult, individual households and government offices generate
their own electricity, and technical support is distant. Nevertheless, the community is
motivated, united and highly resourceful (a pre-condition for survival) and there are
grounds for optimism in supposing that the telecentre will make a substantial
contribution to community well being.
Overall, the findings indicate some promise for the model of telecentre success to be
able to account for the outcomes oftelecentre innovations. Insofar as all the centres
provide public e-mail, there is a minimum achievable level of success associated with
that, which may or may not translate into desirable development outcomes. All the
communities taking part in the research are rural, some are remote and isolated, but all
are with rudimentary communications, so any improvement in communications will
represent a desirable outcome. Whilst such outcomes can be praised, they are
insufficient testimony to the full promise of ICTs for rural development that is being
held out by the promoters of such innovations. The model will be useful when it can
be shown to be capableof differentiating between those telecentres that only provide
improvements in communications from those that precipitate more profound
developmental outcomes, as in the MSSRF and FOOD projects. That the other three
projects have yet to demonstrate such outcomes is not a criticism, as the time scales
are different, but the model may be helpful in indicating the variables that they need
to address in order to progress to higher orders ofdevelopmental outcome.

Conclusion
TheoryBuilding

A general theory oftelecentre success is urgently required. International aid agencies,

governments and NGOs the world over re becoming more enthusiastic about the
perceived potential for inducing social and economic development at community level
through the deployment of ICTs. As the technology becomes more approachable,
cheaper and powerful, so this enthusiasm is further fed. Moreover, as stories begin to
emerge of the successes that some pilot projects have experienced, there is a danger
that more institutions and individuals begin to accept that hitherto marginalised
communities need only be given access to technology in order to share in the benefits
ofa wiredsociety and the information age. The time is now rightto stake stock ofthe
experience obtained from such pilot projects and begin to make sense of what is
working and why it is working. Furthermore, there is also a danger in assuming that
the lessons learned from pilot projects that exist under intense scrutiny and lavish
resources can be easily extrapolated into wider implementations without a full
understanding of the difference between pilots and live roll-outs.

It is contended that earlier research in IS can inform the newer styles of ICT use that
telecentres represent. It is not necessary for the development community to climbthe
same learning curve that organisational computing climbed as practitioners can see
where previous experiences can guide their own ICT-promoting activities. The
opportunity exists for development professionals to short cut the learning that they
will have to make for ICTs to be applied successfully to the problems of the poor.
Similarly, IS professionals should recognise a new constituency for their expertise,
development practice, in which admittedly the context is vastly different from the
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traditional organisational context, but where many of the principals might be
applicable.

In the absence of more detailed research, it is only possible to conjecture at this early
stage of theory building in telecentre success issues, but the findings so far might
seem to suggest that the community characteristic variables are the most potent m

predicting telecentre success in terms of desirable development outcomes for
communities. In many ways, the variables that have been identified so far pointto the
concept of social capital, which refers to the quality and depth of relationships
between people in a community (Coleman, 1988). According to Putnam(1995), in a
community with a substantial stock of social capital, networks of civic engagement
foster sturdy norms of generalised reciprocity and encourage the emergence of social
trust. Such networks facilitate co-ordination and communication, amplifyreputations,
and thus allow dilemmas of collective action to be resolved. Networks of civic
engagement embody past success at collaboration, which can serve as a cultural
template for future collaboration. Additionally, dense networks of interaction broaden
the participants' sense of self, converting an individualistic perspective into a
community perspective that fosters collective benefits. The relationship between
community telecentres and the social capital ofthe community needs further research
in order to understand the interactions and theirimpact on eachother.
Much of the experience from implementing information systems in organisational
settings indicates that whilst technology is necessary for the transformational
opportunities that are available, of itself, technology is insufficient. A model of
innovation success must reveal what else is required for technology to achieve its
potential within the circumstances that it is being applied. The IC and EUC theories
of success addressed the multiple variables that are involved in achieving success with
these innovations. A first step towards such a model for telecentres is proposed here.
Further research will illuminate its limitationsand strengthen its potential.
Limitations ofthe Research
Most of the data in the findings section is derived from short evaluation visits of four
to five days to the project sites. However, these were conducted by a group of
between 7 to 12 experienced individuals with a common purpose and with no vested
interests. Detailed reports of each evaluation were recorded and they included
quantified data where available. The research is limited to the five telecentre projects,
involving 14 communities, a small sample and selected for the researchonly as they
all receive funding from the IDRC.
Implicationsfor Practice

The findings suggest some practical lessons that might be of use by development
professionals, donor agencies and governments involved with development-oriented
telecentres as innovations within communities. The lessons relate to how project
managers engage with each of the postulated independent variables. To a certain

extent, telecentre characteristics and information characteristics are relatively
mechanical in nature in that a telecentre has to be well managed and it has to provide
information to its community that will be put to good use. Mechanisms for
accomplishing these outcomes are reasonably prescriptive. Suitable methods for
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telecentre management are relatively simple and universally applicable. Techniques
for eliciting information needs may be a little more demanding, as this requires
intimate knowledge of the user community. Nevertheless, there is a wealth of
practical experience in the Social Sciences and Information Systems fields to guide
this task. The structural conditions surrounding telecentre innovations are likely to be
less tractable, being subject to external influences and agencies. The individual
characteristics of the user community are only partially likelyto yield to the actions of
telecentre staff or promoters. Computer anxiety is known to be diminished by
training and user involvement and expectationscan be managed to a degree.
However, the characteristics of the community that uses the telecentre are much less
likely to be subject to influence by the activities of telecentre staff, management or
project promoters. Various techniques ofcommunity development have demonstrated
their capacity for igniting community aspirations, e.g. Future Search Conferences
(Weisbord and Janoff, 2000) and Appreciative Inquiry (Hammond, 1996) but it is not
known that such techniques have been utilised to induce development aspirations in
connection with the promotion oftelecentre services. As it appears that community
characteristics might be the most potent factor in influencing telecentre success and
are simultaneously the least manageable, practitioners face a considerable challenge
in achieving success with their telecentres innovations. Moreover, due to their
structural conditions, all the projects described here required a variety of innovation
technical solutions involving wireless internet access, including satellite and radio and
electricity provision, requiring diesel generators, solar panels and battery power. The
challenges of putting this technology together in less than perfect surroundings, whilst
wholly necessary, tends to divert project officers from other critical path factors such
as the community characteristics highlighted here.

It is expected that continuing research will generate the knowledge that is required to
assist ICT innovations in development and that more communities who might not
otherwise dream of being able to use computers and the internet can begin to share in
the benefits that are now taken for granted by the fortunate minority for whom this is

a regular

daily activity. Previous research into the adoption ICT innovations that
resemble those that are now taking place in a few rural communities throughout the
developing world appears to be capable of guiding such activities towards fruitful
outcomes.
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Prometheus riding a Cadillac?
Telecentres as the promisedflame of knowledge
By Alfonso GUMUCIODAGRON

It as become a common place to talk about the infamous "digital divide", the gap between
those that have access to new informationand communicationtechnologies, and those that
are excluded. The digital gap is clear between countries in the North and in the South, but
even more dramatically explicit within Third World countries (the politically correct name is
"developing countries",though some are actually going backwards).The gap between urban
areas and rural areas and the divide between rich and poor are the main causes for the
imbalance betweenthose that have access to new ICTs and those that haven't. However,it
would be tricky to isolate the question and reduce the imbalance to only a matter of
technology. Unfortunately,this is what is happeningmost of the time, specially when ICTs
are perceived as the "solution" for poverty and underdevelopment, as if social injustice,
discrimination, corruption, unfair trade agreements, lack
health systems, etc., were only mere marginal factors.

of services, poor education and

lCTs entered the development world with enormous strength; suddenly during the eighties
and early nineties there was a big push to "provide access" to new informationtechnologiesin
poverty areas of the world. This push was obviously supported by the emerging computer
and Internet industry,in need of rapidly expandingits markets.
Developmentagencies,who seldom in the past supported communityradio or other peoples'
centred communication initiatives, suddenly came up with a whole new theory about how
ICT5 could bring poor rural communitiesout of their marginalisation.In their "letterfrom the

field" from India, P. Thamizoli and K. Balasubramanianremind us all that, accordingto the
IDRC, "such a perspective has categorized the rural community as a user of telecentres
rather than a manager ofknowledge".

Suddenly, some governments in developing countries placed in the top of their agenda to
provide "universal access to telecommunication services", often forgetting their own
incapabilityto provide national accessto basic services (let alone "universal"). At least, on the
sunny side ofthis trend, telephone lines are expandingto remote areas.

The word "access" became the synonym of bringing the light of knowledgeto those that are
desperately poor and excluded becausethey are ignorant. That is what was and still is in the
minds of many of those that push ICTs over developingcountries: "if poor peoplecould know
more of what we already know, their lives could get better". A paternalisticassumption that

An additionalissue to be consideredalong with the languageissue is computerliteracy, which
is more than learning to hit a keyboard or to move the mouse. There is a whole cultural
background necessary to understand the logic of digital technologies, and the usually short
skills training courses that are offered in telecentresmay not be enoughfor a factory worker in
Pakistanor a peasant in Ecuadorto fully take advantageofthe possibilitiesof a computer and

of Internet. In plain words: even us who sit in front of our computersfor several hours every
day do not utilize the 10% of the capacity of our hardware and software. In spite of this we
have seen many telecentres equipped with state-of-the-art expensive computers, which in
four or five years will need to be replaced.
Next to language, the most important issue is the generationof local contents. It may not be
enough to translate what is already in the World Wide Web, becausethe content of the web
is, once more, 90% irrelevantto the needs of 90% of the people in poor communitiesof the
world. If a rural woman in Brazil or a shepherd in Mali has the opportunity(and the ability) to
navigate the World Wide Web, how much could they get from

it that is useful for their daily

lives?

'Who is telling the stories?"...

The question that George Gerbner raised to analyse the
contents in television programmes in the US could be extended to the contentsof the World
Wide Web. 'Who is telling the stories in the web"? Whose voice are we all subject to? It is
amazing that while we have been during decades so critical about the polarization of
information generated mainly in the US and some European countries,we are fascinated by

the same trend now happening within the World Wide Web. When during the seventies
UNESCO proposed a New Information Order in the world, which would allow developing
countries to contribute with their own perspective in the internationalflow of information,the
United States boycotted the international organization and suspended its contributions.
Shouldn't we all in the Third World be worried about the fact that we haven't been able until
now to contribute in terms of contentsto the growth of the web? Actually, this questiongoes
also for powerful countries in Europe, which in terms of contents and language are very
marginal in the web.

The generation of local contents should be essential in any ICT project that aims to benefit
rural or marginalized urban communities,and it should be built-in since the very inception of
the project, not as a complement that may (or, more likely, maynot) be implementedas the
telecentre develops. A good example of telecentres that really care about providing
appropriate information to their constituency is the network known as Village Knowledge
Centres", set up by the SwaminathanResearch Foundationin Chennai (India). The concept
is articulated around community needs, not the opposite. "Information shops" have been
placed in various villages, and a "value addition centre" is in charge of building web pages
with informationthat is relevantto local needs, such as market prices or local weather reports.

The core concept is to build a "local web" that specifically caters the needs of local
communities,in terms ofcontents, culture and language.

The issue of technology, which has actually been the focus for most of the institutional
projects, should be also taken into consideration. Critics have said that often telecentres are
like Cadillacs in rural areas. The image is meant to symbolize the fact that sophisticated
hardware and software is planted in places where no other basic services are available. Is
Prometheus riding

a Cadillac instead of a

bicycle? Haven't we learn anything from the
barefootdoctors or the Green Revolution"?It seems that appropriatetechnology is only in the
jargon

of those involved in rural development, and not well acknowledged by the

ICT

newcomers.

The world of development has known too many failures during the past 50 years and we
should learn from them at least in relation to appropriate technologies. Sometimes,
technology that is not appropriate can do more harm than good to development and social
change.What kind of technologyis necessaryand justifiable in rural telecentres?Should rural
telecentres be equipped with the same technology than urban telecentres? Should
telecentres oriented towards community participation, development and social change be
equipped with similar technology than commercial telecentre initiatives? Why is it that while
there are efforts to develop the Simputer (a computer that will cost less than 200 US$), the
investments in new rural telecentres are so high? What kind of technology can be locally
maintainedand sustainableover the years?

Theissue of communityparticipationadds to the above as a key componentof telecentresfor
development and social change. As it happens with any development project that is
originated with external inputs, sustainability can only be assured through the commitment
and participationof the communityof beneficiaries.This is not related only with the issue of
funding. Many development projects have failed in spite of having external support during
many years, becausethe community never developed a sense of ownership over the project
or programme, and remained alien to it. Community participationis not something you can
build after a telecentre has been already planted: it should be an essential conditionto start a
telecentre.

A good example of this are the telecottages that CRESTV has supported in rural areas of
North-western Romania. CREST won't start a telecottageif the communityhas not proved full
commitment,which often translates into providing the land, constructingthe building to house
the telecottage and organizing groups of volunteers to run the activities. It is interesting to
note that several countries of Eastern Europe are using the term telecottageto establish the
distinctionbetweentelecentresas commercialventures and those that have developmentand
social change objectives.
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The policies that are neededto empower women in rural areas should thus be
qualitativelyand quantitatively differentfromthose neededto empowerwomen in
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was startedin Kizhurin 1998. Intended as apilot, itsgoal was to takecomputers to villages
and use them for generating local knowledge andinformation needs. Research prior to the
start of the pilot showedthat villagers wanted information on agriculture and grain prices,
general and reproductive health, and government programmes for welfare and services for
those living belowthe povertyilne.
Content is created at the villagecentres. There is detailed documentation on sugarcane cultivation: a guidebook on application of bio-fertilisers in ricecultivation: a how-to documenton
herbalmedicines for minor disorders amongchildren, and on local religious festivals.

The project, iniltatedby the Chennai-basedMS SwaminathanResearchFoundation (MSSRF)

husker

In Kizhur village, 21km west of Pondicherry, three women huddle around a computer
inpuftingdata on the self-help group project. The keyboard has English characters, wlth a
template of Tamil (one of the Union Temtory's official languages) characters. From the
adjoining room comes the sound ofchildren playing, and rice being cleaned in a mambo

Box 23: NGOs Take lCTto Rural Women
It isn't every day that village women and men sit downto a personalcomputer, log in, arid
download data that is useful to them. But in six villages in the Union Territory of Pondicheny
in South India, where the income level of villagers is less than Rs 43 per day (about $US1),
this is happening.

• Asian Women in the Digitsi Economy

Phillips Young
UNDP Resident Representative (Malaysia)

This monograph on women in the digital economy is a followupto the GKII Women's
Forum and the ensuingfinal forum report entifled"Transcending the GenderDigital
Divide." By commissioning this work, UNDP wishes to not only highlightthegender
challengesof the digital economy, but also to offer viable policy solutions based on
experiencesfrom the Asian region. Dr. Swasti Mifter has cogently articulated the
need for policies to be geared towardsinfrastructure, work arrangements, education
and training, challenge of content, and regulatoryenvironmentif women are to be
empoweredto partiapatein the digital economy. Following on the research work we
have carned out on Teleworking in Malaysia,this monographs represents UNDP's
ongoing commitment to offenng innovative policy solutions that not only address the
negative impacts of globalization and newtechnologies,but alsothe unprecedented
opportunitiesthat they bring.
We wishto acknowledgeour counterpart, the Economic Planning Unit in the Prime
Minister's Department,for the financial contribution towards the production and
pnntingofthis monograph.

particularthe Internet, has had a profoundand transformativeeffecton society and
the economy, fromthe way we live, work and interactwith each othertothe way we
conductbusiness, But while these new information and communication technologies
(ICT) offer vast and unparalleled opportunities in terms of business development and
job prospects in the emerging and rapidly grovaing digital economy, they are also one
of the contributingfactors to disparities among differentsocial and incomegroups.
This disparity, coined as the digital divide, is one of the most critical development
issues emerging as a result of the rapid but extremely uneven advancementand
diffusion of ICT over a very short span of time. But social and income disparityis
only one aspect of the digital divide; there is also the gender-based aspect.
At the Global Knowledge II Conference held in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia,March
2000, the Women'sForum, sponsoredby Malaysia's National Council of Women's
Organization and UNDP, brought to the fore the gender dimensionofthe digital
divide. It was argued by some 130 women from around the world that the digital
divide is not just the polarization between the "information rich" of developed
countries and the "information poor" of developing countries, it is also the disparity
in terms of access, usage and benefits of ICT between men and womeneverywhere.
In most developingcountries,women representthe majority amongthose on the
margins ofsocietyand the mainstream economy. Unless the challenges of poverty,
lack of access to resources and opportunities, illiteracy, lack of basic computer skls,
or language barriers are addressed, the vast majority ofwomen'MM continue to be
excluded from participation in the digital economy. Rather than reaping the benefits
of ICT or opportunities thatthe neweconomybrings, they vali befurther marginalized
from the mainstream. These developmental challenges were recognized and stated as
obstaclesto the full implementationof the Beijing Declarationand the Platform for
Action.

Foreword
The convergence of computing and telecommunication technologies, and in
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Information and
Communication Technology
and Poverty:
An Asian Perspective
M. G. Quibria and Ted Tschang
January2001

The emergenceof Information and Communication Technologies
(ICTs), in particularthe Internet, has generated new enthusiasms
about the development prospects for poor economies. Many now
think that new technologies can provide afasterroute to better
livelihoods and improved quality of life thanthe one afforded bythe
standard process of industrialization. The opposing viewholdsthat
the focus on ICTs will detract attention from the more fundamental
task ofaddressing the basic problems of economic development.

Thispaper attempts an even-handedevaluation of issues relating
to the directandindirect, yet broader economic impacts of ICTs.
Thisis done by evaluatinga selection of "case stories" on the
directuses of ICTs to alleviate poverty, and an analysis ofthe
broader issues of ICTs in relation to economic growth,and ofthe
determinants of technology adoption. The paper showsthat as far
as directimpacts are concerned, the use of ICTs holdssignificant
promise, but existing data do notafford afull-fledged cost-benefit
assessment. Similarly, whileICTscan also positively contribute to
the broader economy,the realizationofsuchbenefits requires a
physical and social infrastructure well beyond that existing in many
poorcountries.

ADB INSTITUTE
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ICT to Provide Market and Other Information for Improving Livelihoods: ICT
can be an important sourceofmarket information. It can provide consumers with infonnation
on the lowest prices ofproducts or on the lowest and different sources ofsupply, help reduce
transaction costs and barriers to entry, and improve market efficiency. Following the lead of
developed countries, but understandably to a considerably much lesserdegree, ICTs are being
used in various states of India as well as in other developing countries to increase the
availability of market information to consumers and producers. This helps improve the
efficiency ofthe markets in whichthe poor participate and, thereby, improves their economic
prospects. A few examples include:

•

Information centers: A number ofsuch information systems exist in India. First, the M.
S. Swaminathan Research Foundation (MSSRF) in Chennai has established village
information centers to provide rural farmers with dataabout agricultural practices. These
were set up with support of the Canadian International Development Research Center
(IDRC) and other aid agencies, to provide poorvillagers with various types ofinformation
through the Internet in order to enhance their economic well being. This information
includes the cost andavailability offarming inputs (fromdistant suppliers), grain and seed
prices, healthand life insurance, welfare opportunities,and other aspects of their work and
daily lives (see case story 4 in Appendix 2). Another such project is the Warana Wired
Village in Maharashtra, which has set up information kiosks in 70 villages to allow
villagers access over the Internet to agricultural as well as medical and educational
information (Bhatnagar, 2000). Third, on a much larger scale, states such as Andhra
Pradesh and Karnataka are, through private sector investment, equipping thousands of
villages with infonnation kiosks that can access government and other information (see
casestories I and 2 in Appendix 2).

•

E-Marketplaces: In India, the Internet is being used to market the produce of poor
communities. Two examples are particularly notable. First, a US-based nongovernment
organization (NGO), PEOPLink, has linked producers of commodities in poor
communities in Tamil Nadu to potential markets through the Internet (PEOPLink, 2000).
One village in Tamil Nadu—Kizhur——whichexcels in making traditional cottonsarisand
other cotton garments, sells its produce through PEOPLink's Web site to consumers all
over the world. These types of innovations have the potential of substantially reducing
transaction costs by eliminating the layer of intennediaries who often absorb a large
chunk of the profits (see case story 6 in Appendix 2). Second, similar functions are
performed by an indian NGO, the Foundation of Occupational Development (FOOD),
which promotes the sale of rural women cooperative's products through the Internet.
However, success in such efforts is not likely to be easy or immediate as there are
insurmountable barriersto Internet commerce, such as trust (between buyers and sellers),
payments, security and distribution (see case story5 in Appendix 2).

• Milk cooperatives: One successful application of ICTs has been the use oftechnology
to enhance milk collection in Gujarat milk cooperatives, India (Bhatnagar, 2000).
Electronic technology is used to measureand transmit the quality and quantity of milk
that farmers are delivering. This system makes the collection and evaluation process

these provides a systematic analysis of how ICTs can provide intormahon services that affectthe poor at the
projectlevel nordo they explore theirmacroeconomic implications.
5

implied that income earned through the VP was a supplementto householdincome earned from
other sources,mainly from nonagricultural activities.
However, it is important to note that VP operators were carefully selected among GB
members based on a set of stringent criteria such as having a good loan repayment record,
experience ofrunning a profitable small business (preferably a village grocery store), being
literate or at least having children who can read and write, and residing near the centerofthe
village. These criteria were set to assure the success of the program at the beginning period.
Nevertheless, they imply that VP operators are not necessary the poorest ofthe poor and are
doing better than average GB members. It is expected that future VP operators will come
from poorer-than-average households in the village. Yet, it is reported that in terms of social
indicators the VP operators' households seem to be leaders in literacy, child immunization
rates, use ofsafe drinking water and sanitary latrines thanksto their long membership ofGB.
Although the VP program has provento be a successful wayto generate income from
it
lCTs, is not easy to replicate in many poor communities around the world, such as with
other GB microcredit programs that have been successfully replicated. This is partly due to
the fact that the majority of customers of GB phone operators in many Bangladeshi villages
are migrant workers working abroad or in other regions of the country - who need to
communicate with the family members at home. Without such sources of "demand", the
overall demand for usingtelephones in many poorcommunities may be too small to generate
sufficient revenues for VP operators to survive.
Source: TeleCommons Development Group, Grameen Telecom's Village Phone Programme in Rural
Bangladesh: A Multi-Media Case Study, Final Report for CIDA, prepared by Don Richardson,
Ricardo Ramirez and Moinul Haq,2000.

Case Story 4: PondicherryVillage IT Project (M. S. SwaminathanResearchFoundation)
MSSRF—a nonprofit foundation in Chennai (Madras) dedicated to improving rural areas
through a "pro-nature,pro-poor and pro-women," as well asjob-led growth strategy—hasbeen
involved in a research/pilotproject to investigate the opportunitiesthat ICTs can provide to the
rural poor. A similar project that developed an online supermarket based on local information
centers was implementedby another Chennai-basedNGO, FOOD (see case story 5).
The MSSRFproject developedfive telecenters—called information centers—in the
Pondicherry region of India, with IDRC funding. One called the hub or VAC collected and
filtered information for the other four centers. The total population of the villages was about
11,000, of which 4,700 residents were illiterate. Somevillages had only one public telephone
and, at most, a few private telephones. On the other hand, the villages had anywhere from
dozens to hundreds ofTV sets.
Both MSSRF and FOOD projects note that connectivity alone is not sufficient
(PANAsia, 1999). On the other hand, connectivity was not much of an issue, given that
commercially available hardware could be usedto equip the centers for no more than $4,000
for the hub, and $750per center(with two PCs per center).
An independent report basedon a site visit identified 24 success stories from villagers.
Surveys of villagers were conducted to determine their needs. The Information needs ranged
from agricultural commodity prices to fishery weather information, lists of government
welfare programs, references, discussions and daily news. In a sense, some of this
information replaced what would normally have been released in newspapers, government
documents, radio and other media. Locality-specific databases were created, some with the
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help of local professionals (e.g., doctors) and domain experts. The value of the information
was in thetimeliness and relevance to thevillagers'local livelihoods.
The operation ofthe VAC was considered by MSSRF to be a key component in the
whole operation, because the staff—consisting of graduate-level MSSRF employees trained
in development and village volunteers—were dedicated to the finding of information relevant
to the needs ofvillagers around all five centers.
Other characteristics considered important by MSSRF were the use of local Tamil
which
most villagers could read, and the participatory development scheme used, i.e.,
script,
the communities' provision of space. and staffing of centers with local volunteers. The

volunteers possessed a mixture of lower-to-middle secondary schooling. They helped
illiterate villagers or those who could not undertake their own searches, while MSSRF staff
ensured that the equipment was operating properly.
Villages were selected for participation based on their willingness to support the
centers in kind, as well as to subscribe to the ethical principles outlined by the Foundation.
Somevillages were removed because they failedto meet or maintain those principles, suchas
through damage to equipment or irregular operating hours.
The information centers were contrasted with Internet-only or traditional telecenters,
such as some earlier operations in Africa, which appear not to have been designed with
village users' requirements in mind. The looseness of operations in such centers apparently
contributes to theirreduced usefulness. In contrast, the local needs addressed by MSSRF and
the business-like approach by the FOOD centers ensure that the centers continue to be used
by the villages. In fact, there were a total of 10,656 users of the MSSRF centers between 1
January 1999 and 31 March2000, ofwhich 2,985 were repeatusers, 309 were illiterates and
2.581 were assetless families. There were about nine users per day per center. Of the data
accessed, 33 percent were government data, 20 percent were education data, 14 percent were
agricultural and fisheries data, 10 percent were health data, and 3 percent were employment
and training data (MSSRF material).
In sum, the main benefits from the centers were improved access to information,
which helped make livelihoods more secure, sustainable (profitable) and safe; and
development ofskills. The skills developed included simple information seeking skills, while
others were more complex, e.g., some volunteers learned Hypertext Markup Language
(HTML) (needed for Web site development). This may be the first sign of progression to
higher levels of technological sophistication. The access to opportunities, skills and
information also illustrated the value ofICTs—as a means ofputtingsome people on the path
to careers with greater incomes.
In the future, more sophisticatedschemes maybe developed and tested, such as formal
distance and other learning programs. health services. etc. The remaining issue concerns the
scalabilityofthe project. i.e., whether wholeregions could be scaled up with the same degree of
care, whether these regions would exhibit network economiesofscale and scope. and whether
coordination problems would be overwhelming. Further, MSSRF acts as a strong supportive
intermediary that may be hard to duplicate consistently. There is also an issue of whether
sustainablegrowth inuser capabilitiescan be achieved.Thatis, at some point, users may need to
take matters into their own hands and start to create and structure the content. Last, while
sufficient funding for other village information centers may he available theoretically (e.g.,
through the reallocationofexisting developmentbudgets). ICTs mayhave lowerprioritizationin
themeantime until basic needsofrural developmentare met.
Source:

Based on field research, MSSRF Website reports. PANAsia (1999).
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Harnessing the powerof information and communicationstechnology
for sustainable partnerships
Seizingthe extraordinwyopportunitiesofthe digitalrevolutionis one ofthe mostpressingchallenges we
face."
Kofi Annan
Secreter-GenereI, United Nations

Introduction
The creative use of Information Technologyfor developmentremains one of the key
challenges in the digital age. While developmentassistancehas always been provided
with sustainabilityin mind, all too often technology has lagged behind in this effort. The
goal to realistically and practically transfer technology from north to south remains
elusive. The Johannesburg Summit offers a useful opportunity for reflection and
hopefullywill generate some innovativethinking on the use of technologyfor achieving
sustainability.

The Case for Partnerships
ThePrepComsleading up to the summit have includedsome healthy debates on a wide
range of economic, social and environmental issues, with the underlying agenda of
poverty alleviation and the need for global consensus and action. The reaffirmation in

Bali to encourage business and industry to showcase sustainable development
partnershipsis a golden opportunityfor the private sector to do concrete projectson the
ground to bridge the north-south divide. The commitment of the scientific and
technological communities to improve collaboration between scientists and
policymakersprovides real impetus for progress. While aid is an essential component
for helping the 2 billion plus men, women and childrenwho live below $2 per day, there
is growing consensusthat sustainabilitydependsin large part on trade, investment, and
transfer of technology.
The multi-stakeholder dialogue for World Summit for
Sustainable Development (WSSD) underscored also the importance of good
governance and accountability, protection of human rights, democratic participation,
especially for women in the decision-making and capacity-building process. The
SecretaryGeneral of the Summit, Mr. Nitin Desai, expectsthe summit to focus on the
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) adopted by 147 Heads of State and
Government, and 189 Member States in total in the Millennium Declaration.
Key expected outcomes of WSSD will be political declaration from heads of state, a
plan of implementationthat builds on the achievementsmade since Rio and commits
governments to undertake concrete measures and actions ("Type I"), and finally "Type
II" partnerships and initiatives, involving business and other sectors of society,
translating the "Type I" commitments into specific actions. It is clear that these two
types of outcomes of the WSSD are closely interrelated, and that one cannot go without

the other.

internationalagencies, the private sector, foundations,nongovanmental organizations
and country partners under the principle of ensuring equitable access to health
information. http://www.healthinternetwork.org

OneWorld'sAIDS Radio portal offers services and networking for broadcastersand civil
society organisations who are interested in using radio/audioto promote awareness,
news and public education on HIV and AIDS. Radio reaches more people than any
other communicationmedium - unrestricted by borders, litelacy or gender - and, in the
The OneWorld
fight against HIV/AIDS, is a hugely important communicationtool.
RadioAIDS Networkaudio exchangeis a platformforthe free exchangeof programmes
between stations and organisationsacross the world, offering acess to a wide variety

of excellent

programmes

www.oneworld.netlradio/aids

addressing

many

aspects

of AIDS

awareness.

India Health Care Project makes use of IT for delivering quality health care to the rural
population. It aims to reduce or eliminatethe redundantentry of data prevalentin paper
registers, generate automatically Auxiliary Nurse Midwives (ANMs') monthly reports,
and make data electronically available for further analysis and compilationat higher
levels of the health care system. It will train the health workers in the use of Personal
Digital Assistance(PDAs) to process data with ease. The PDAs are designed to cater
to the semi-literatelevels of the health workers. The 40-60% reduction in time for the
health workers to process the data can be used to deliver quality health care. CMC
Limited is partnering with Apple Computer Inc. USA, the Centre for Diffusion of
Information Technology (CDIT) the Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, vemment of
India and the World Bank.
LNIOTh

AgncuIture
The M. S. Swaminathan Research Foundation's
Information Village Research Project (IVRP) in the
Union Territory of Pondicherry aims at delivering
electronic knowledge to the poor. So far ten
villages near Pondicherry in southern India have
been connected by a hybrid wired and wireless
network consisting of PC5, telephones,VHF duplex
radio devicesand email connectivitythrough dial-up
telephone lines. This facilitates both voice and data
transfer, and have enabled the villagers to get
information that they need and can use to improve
their lives. Areas covered include agriculture,
health, education, cattle and feed. The project
emphasizes an integrated pro-poor, pro-women,
to development and
pro-nature orientation
community ownership of technologicaltools against
personal or family ownership, and encourages

-8-

collective action for spread of technology. The bottom up exercise involves local
volunteers to gather information, feed it into an Intranet and provide access through
nodes in different villages. All centres evolved themselves to meet the information
demands made by the community. The project is supported by the International
Development Research Centre (IDRC), the Canadian International Development
Agency (CIDA), the Ford Foundationand the Department of Science and Technology,
Governmentof Pondicherry.www.mssrf.org
The World Agricultural Information Centre (WAICENT) established by the Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO) for agricultural information management and
dissemination, in an effort to fight hunger with information. WAICENT is a strategic
programme for improving access to essential documents, statistics, maps and
multimedia resources to millions of users around the globe. The information includes:
full-text publications and technical documents on agriculture, fisheries, nutrition and
forestry; data, including maps and charts, obtained through the FAO online statistical
databases,containing records covering internationalstatistics in the area of agricultural
production, trade indices, food supply, land and food aid. WAICENT is one of the
world's most comprehensivesources of agriculturalinformation, providing access to the
accLnlulated knowledge and expertise of FAQ, improving the capacities of decisionmakers, professionals and the public-at-largeto obtain and use information essentialfor
achievingsustainable agriculturedevelopmentand helpingto combat hunger.
www.fao.org/waicent
Geographicdata are vital for the execution of development projects. Using ICT, a
number of UN entities (CartographicSection of the Departmentof Public Information,
the Department of Political Affairs, the Department of Peace-keepingOperationsand
the Office for the Coordination of HumanitarianAffairs) are putting together a global
geographic database, consisting of basic cartographic elements and toponymic
information, which will be made available to users through the Internet In addition, a
strategic plan to fully implementthe databasewill be devised, as well as the creation of
a geographic data clearinghouse. This project is a crucial capacity building effort for
developingcountriesthat otherwise cannot afford such technology. Geographicdata in
the form of digital maps and satellite imagery are fundamental and indispensable for
environmentalassessmentand monitoring.
The Rural Agricultural Development Authority (RADA) is developing an Agricultural
Business Information System (ABIS) to providestakeholdersin the industry with data on
crop production and marketing, a 'one stop shop' computer-based system for
agriculturalinformation. The ABIS's primary objective is to develop the capacity nd
competitiveness of Jamaica's agricultural sector through the use of information and
communicationtechnologies. Funding for the developmentand implementation of the
system is being provided with grants from the Ministry of Agriculture, the International
Institute for Communication and Development (llCD), and the European Union (EU)
through the EasternJamaicaAgricultural Support Project (EJASP).

-9-
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J Leveraging IT for India's
development - Part II
It is said that everyrevolution hasits winnersand losers.

When it comes to the digital revolution, enough has been
said aboutwinners—the Bill Gates'and the JeffBezos' or
closerhome, the Narayana Murthysand theAzim
Premjis. But what are the implications ofthe digital
revolution forthosewhoare not a part ofits mainstream?
As the clockspeeds of our PCs increase, will they leave
behind the vast majority ofthe worldthat has no access
to thiswonderful new technology? Is it possible to
harness this very sametechnology to benelitthe poor?
Atthe Indian Institute of Information Technology,
Bangalore we haveset up the Information for
Development (InfoDev) Centre to studythese issueson a
long-term basis.

It has often been said that information is a new form of
currency. Accessto this currency is however restricted to
thosewho havetheeducation levels required to operate
it and also thewealth neededto own one. Those who are
a part ofthiselite go on to become theBill Gates' of our
era. However, accessto information is a new form of
wealth,the natural corollary is that lack of access to
information is a form of poverty—InformationPoverty.

if

Privileged minority
This scenariois vividlypainted by ProfessorKenneth

Keniston ofthe Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(http://www.kken.net] in his talk titled, "Politics, Culture
and Software."Using the metaphorof a "bad dream"
Keniston questionsthe impflcations ofthe fact that almost
one-sixth of the world's population are excluded from the
Information Age. "[This] raises questions about politics,
culture, and softwarethat are important not only to India,
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butto the entire world," he adds.
"In the not-too-distant future,theentire world will be
effectively controlled by a small group ofindividuals
whomwe can identify,for the sake of convenience, by
four simplecharacteristics: they are all computerhterate;
they all have an Internet address and/orwebsite; they all
possess a cellulartelephone (probably with direct
satellite linksin thefuture);and they all understand—and
speak and write—Englishas their first, second, or third
language," he says.
He addsthat this new rulingclasswill be concentrated in
thenationsoftheso-called North, butits members will
also be found in the major metrosoftheworld,jet from
continent to continent; and communicate instantaneously
with eachother in English.Their culture "will be inspired

and perhapsdominated by Disney, Sony, Murdoch, MTV
(suitably adapted to conditions

in Delhi or Buenos Aires), McDonald's, CNN, Mitsubishi,
Nike, Philips, Levi's, Nestle,Microsoft, Intel, and
corporations as yet to be invented. Faced with the power
ofthisnew electronicculture, traditional,non-Englishspeaking, ancient, non-electronic cultures will stagger
and perhapsbe overwhelmed.
Keniston adds, "The remaining 99 percentofthe world's
population—notcomputerliterate, not fluent in English,
without Internet websitesand cellularphones—willbe
gentlyruled by thisnew globaltelectronicruhng class, the

new digiratr.

Digital divide
Unfortunately, there are veryfewpeople whoare aware
ofthedangersofthedigitaldivide. The world'sIT
industry (and India is no exception) is a smugand highly
self-congratulatory industry that makes politically correct
noises about the digitalhave-nots but doesvery little
about it. Like it or not, Information Technology is like a
swordthat dividestheworld into haves and have-nots
because every newtechnologyis appropriated by the
elite for their own advancement. The momentous
OctoberRevolution in 1907 that createdtheUSSR and
marked the beginning ofthis millennium had as its
slogan,"Turn swordsinto ploughshares." In other words,
the peasants who revolted againsttheoppression ofthe
wealthy demanded that capital be distributed more
evenly, leadingto the development ofthe communist
movement. The USSR ultimatelydisintegrated butthe
ideals that gave birth to the movement—theideal of the
equahty ofmankind—havehad a lasting Impact on our
history. Similarly, can the swordofinformation
technology be turnedinto ploughshares?

Need for information

Page 2 of
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It is a fact of life that the need for information pervadesall
aspects of our lives. Whetherone is a farmeror a

stockbroker, accessto timelyinformationdetermines
whetherone loses or gains wealth.Todaythe benefits of
information technologyare, as Professor Keniston points
out, restrictedto a westernised, urbanised elite. However,
there is no reason why this should be so. Projectslike the
MS Swaminathan Research Foundation's Info Village
(http://www.mssrf.org/) projectare demons-trating that
information techno-logy can "reach the unreached."

Thefoundationstates that, TMThe ongoing Information
Technology Revolution has opened up uncommon
opportunities for providing low-cost accessto information
as well as to interactive, distance-learning in rural India.
Computer-aided knowledge dissemination mechanisms
helpto reach the unreached and foster new voicesand
new leaders.A pilot study undertaken by MSSRF in
villagesin the Union Territoryof Pondicherry has yielded
encouraging results on the impactof IT on rural
societies."

Ifprojectslike theInfo Villageare replicated on a national

level,IT could becomean enablerofeconomic
development that indeed reachesthe poorestofthe poor.
Bill Gatesled a revolution with his ambition of putting a
PC on everydesk. But ifthis industry wantsto be really
great, it hasto put thepowerofinformation technology
into thehandsofthosewho cannot even afforda desk.
Thatwouldbe the finest example of leveraging IT for
India'sdevelopment.
Prof. Venkatesh Hariharan is a facultymemberofthe
Indian Institute ofInformation Techno-Iogy, Bangalore.

He can be contacted at venkyvenky.org
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Veerampattinam, India -- Each morning, scores
offishermenin this seaside hamlet line up to
listen to eight loudspeakers blaring out detailed
reports on weatherand tide conditions before
launching their rickety canoes into the Bayof
Bengal.

The information emanates from a 20-by-30-foot
room near the shore with five computers where
data is downloaded from a U.S. NavyWeb site.
Such reports can be a matterof life and death for
these fishermen, who live six miles south of the
southern city of Pond icherry. Twoyears ago, five
villagers drowned after an unforeseen storm
engulfed their tiny vessels.
"I have a natural sense if the weatherwill be bad,
but this is betterbecause it's always accurate,"
said 35-year-old fisherman S. Sakthivel.
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Veerampattinam and hundreds of other "evillages" nationwide are part of an ambitious
effort to bring the information revolution to India's
600,000 villages, where morethan two-thirds of
the country's billion inhabitants live. The idea is
not simplyto offer Internet access and e-mail but
a range of agricultural, health, education and
government services.
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Closing the urban-rural divide has become a high
priority for many nongovernmental and private
companies -- including PaloAlto's HewlettPackard -- and is winning increasing supportfrom
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The government "intends to take all possible
measures to ensurethat benefits of this
technology reach the common man, even in the
remotest part of the country," said Pramod

P

Mahajan, minister of information technology.

In wired villages, peasants are logging on to find
the latestmarket prices for crops and fish, to
strengthen their position with greedymiddlemen.
They are also participating in videoconferences
with experts to help treat crop and animal
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India starts hookingup villages with Internet/ Access to servicestouted as benefit, but ... Page 3 of4
e-villages in much the same fashion as a city
cyber cafe.
Coupled with wireless technologies that can
extend telephonesignals from urban hubsto farflung areas withoutexpensive wiring,
Swaminathan's approach has made it possible for
rural communities to hookup to the Internet
cheaply.
"You don't haveto be a super-duper engineerto
bring down the price of technology," said Subbiah
Arunachalam, seniorsupervisorfor the
foundation's e-village project.

The Swaminathan foundation, which relies
heavily on funding from such international
sources as Canada's International Development
Research Centerand the Ford Foundation to
support its mostly free services, is widely
considered to be the pioneer in bringing the Web
to the countryside.
But it has been followed by a number of other
ventures, which chargefor services.
"Every project that is not based on a profit model
will fall apart as soon as the aid behind it is
withdrawn," said Ashok Jhunjhunwala, who
founded his n- Loguewirelesscompany in 2001.
"If youwant to get this (Internet) everywhere,

you haveto showthat it can make money."
In the pastyear, n-Logue has brought the
information highway to 38 villages in the southern
stateofTamil Nadu, most ofwhich are turning a
profit, and plans to wire 500 more nationwide in
the nextthree years, Jhunjhunwala says.
N-Logue first identifies a villagerwho shows a
knack for learningcomputer technology before
lending him or her $1 000 to provide the
necessary equipment.

The designated villagerthen agrees to pay the
firm $15 a month for the use of its wireless
technology as well as coverthe average $40
monthly utility bills. He or shecan then charge
from 20 cents to 30 cents for most services,
which many residents can afford.
In the southern state of Andhra Pradesh, some
officials have teamed up with Seattle's World
Corps and Hewlett-Packard to wire several
villages.
World Corps, a nonprofit organization, trains
operators and raises startup fundsto get evillages off the ground. Hewlett-Packard provides
equipment while the state government offers lowinterest loans. So far, the results have been
encouraging -- five villagers in the district of
Kuppam are online, and officials plan to expand
the program throughoutthe state.
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(WSIS)

Putting Gender on
the 'A2enda of WSIS
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witzerland and the secondin2005 in
PrepCom
planning and preparatory
inGeneva July
1-5, 2002. IWTC
Tunis,Tunisia.
mechanisms at alllevels;
in
the
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• Ensurethe participation ofnational
In theweeksleading up to the first
with otherwomento findways
to place
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gender and gender perspectivesonto the
NCOsandthe UNsystemgender
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agenda.
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focal points;
to
WSIS
Background
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In 1998, the International
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United Nations Administrative
Committee onCoordination (ACC).ACC
agreed with the idea and decidedthatthe
World Summitwouldbe held underthe
highpatronage oftheUN SecretaiyGeneral,withITU taking the lead role in
preparations.

TwoWorld Summits
In 2001, the ITU Council decidedto
holdtheWorld Summit intwo phases
with the first phase to beheldfrom 10 to
12December2003, inGeneva,
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Information Village project of the M S
Swaminathan Research Foundation, Pondicherry
Inanexperiment inelectronic knowledge deliveiytothe
poor, the M.S. Swaminathan ResearchFoundation setup
knowledge centers in tenvillagesnearPondicherryin southern
India and connected thembyahybrid wired and wireless
network— consisting ofPCs,telephones,VHF duplex radio
devices,spread spectrum and email connectivity throughdialuptelephone lines—thatallows bothvoice anddata transfer.
Thisset up allows the villagers to get information theycanuse
to improvetheir lot. All theknowledge centers are opentoall,
irrespectiveofage,sex,religion, caste, and levelofliteracy and
education. The entireproject is based inthe holistic philosophy
of Swaminathan, whichemphasizes integrated pro-poor,prowomen, pro-Nature orientationto development and
communityownership oftechnologicaltools against personal
or family ownership,and encourages collective actionfor
spread ofinformation and technology.
Information providedin the villageknowledge centres is
locale specificand relates toprices ofagricultural inputs(such
as seeds,fertilizers,pesticides)and outputs (rice,vegetables,
sugarcane),market, entitlement (the multitude ofschemesof
the Pondicheny government), healthcare (availabilityof
doctors and paramedicsin nearby hospitals, women'sdiseases),
cattlediseases,transport(roadconditions, cancellationofbus
trips), weather(appropriatetimefor sowing, areas ofabundant
fishcatch, waveheights inthesea), etc. Unique toourproject
is the factthat most information is collectedand fed in by
volunteers from thelocal community itself. The centresare
operated bylocal volunteers,mostlywomenthus givingthem
statusand influence.All centres weresetupbecause of
demands made by the community.
Localvolunteers gatherinformation, feed it into an
intranet-type networkand provide accessthrough nodes in
different villages. Information ismade availableinthelocal

VHFtwo-way radio,Internet, Spreadspectrum antennaandsolarpanelsat
Villianur

language (Tamil),multimediais used (to facilitate illiterate
users),and local peopleactively participatefromthebeginning.
Information from the computers inthis area, wherepeople
live inthatchedmudhuts, has savedthelife ofa milk cow
named Jayalakshmiand routinely warns fishermen of stormy
weatherthatcan claimlives.
Some monthsback, Subrayan Panjaili, awomanwho
cannot read orwrite,satinthecourtyard ofhersmall homein
thevillageofKizhur, inPondicheny,withthe family's only
milk cow, Jayalakshmi.For five days and nights, thecow
moaned whilein labor.Something had gone wrongand she
was unableto deliverhercalf.MrsPanjaiigrewever more
fearfulthat thecowwoulddie. "This is the onlygoodincome
we have,' she said,explainingthat thefourgallons ofmilk the
cow producedeach daypaid the bills.Word of Mrs Panjaii's
woebegonecow soonspread toGovindaswami,a publicspirited farmer.The village'scomputer, obtained through the
Swaminathan Foundation, is inthe anteroom ofhis home. The
computer isoperated full timeand forno paybyhis 23-yearold,college-educateddaughter, Ezhilarasi, whoused it tocall up
alist ofarea veterinarians.One doctor arrived thatnight and,
bythelightofabare electricbulb, stuckhis arm into
Jayalakshmi,pulled out the calf's spindly legand tiedaropeto
it, then draggedthe calf into theworld.
The ValueAddition Centre at Villianurdeliversdaily images
obtained from aweb site runbytheUS Navy ofthe predicted
waveconditions intheBay ofBengaltothecenters at
Veerampattinam and Nallavadu.The villagers thereare
fisherfolk, and thesea conditions areofcrucial interest for their
safety.The information issocritical that thevoice reportfrom
Vilhianuristransmitted at thecoastal villagesovera public
address system to the fishermenasthey preparetheirboatsin
the earlymorning. 9tsaves lives',said one respondent when
asked aboutitsusefulness.

strengthen networking among women'sgroups and
organizations: this is wheremuchNGOand development
agency efforthas beenfocussedinthelast decadewith
manylocal, national, regionaland global communications
networks beingset upinall parts ofthe world, such as
WomenAction, formedto lobby intheBeijing+5 process
(www.womenaction.org),and theAPC Women's
Networking Support Programme.Such networks havedone
muchin termsofstrengthening women'ssocialand
their participation in
political advocacy,and
the political process.It strengthening
hasalso helped themtobecomeless
isolated and to find alliesacross communities,nationsand
regions.

Todate,much lessemphasis has been placedon
looking at the role ICTs can playin assisting women
living in poverty to increasetheir economicproductivity.

Therewould seem to be two mainways inwhichICTscould
be used forthis purpose:
(1) to providewomenwithinformation on productive
technologieswhichcanbe used toreduce theburden of
their domestic chores orincrease the productivityand
qualityoftheirenterprises. IWTC and UNIFEM,founding
members ofOFAN,have beeninvolved in a seriesof
programmesgoing backto 1990 on 'Disseminating

Information providedinthevillageknowledge centres is
locale specificand relates to pricesofagricultural inputs(such
asseeds,fertilizers,pesticides)and outputs(rice,vegetables,
sugarcane),market, entitlement (themultitude ofschemesof
thePondicherty government),healthcare (availabilityof
doctors and paramedicsinnearbyhospitals,women'sdiseases),
cattlediseases,transport (road conditions,cancellationofbus
trips), weather(appropriate timefor sowing,areas ofabundant
fish catch, waveheights in the sea),etc. Uniqueto our project
isthe fact thatmost information iscollectedand fed inby
volunteers from thelocal community itself. The centres are
operated bylocal volunteers,mostlywomen.
From: Reaching the unreached: How canwe useICTsto
empower the rural

Information onTechnologiesto RuralWomen'. While some
progresshasbeenmadeusing traditional forms of
communication, it is nowtimeto see iftheadventofICTs
can speed upthis process byhelping womento find
information on basic needs technologies such aswater
pumps, oilpressesand grinding mills, alongwith
supporting technical and financial information.Therehas

poor in thedeveloping world
throult enhanced access torelevant information
BySubbiahArunachalam* and Connecting rural India tothe world", Celia
Dugger, The New York Time28May2000.
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in Le-soto, South Africa. A blurring ofboundaries between application fields also occurs in the case of
EnvironmentallGeographicalInformation Systems, i.e. the InformationVillage in Pondicherry, and in the
caseofsupport for micro and small businessactivities, e.g., the informationkiosk at WaranaNagar, India or
the MultipurposeCommunityTelecentre in Mamelodi, SouthAfrica.
Integrated techno-educationalstrategies in Jamaica65
In the EduTech Programme pedagogy, technology, emerging educational methods,
learner-andgroup-centredproblem solving areintegrated inordertoco-evolve learning
and skill development among children andteachers alike in Jamaica.

In the case of India, there are six examples of initiatives in the education sector that involve the use of
software and three examples of the use of library and information service software in poor communities.
Local governmentor the private sector has funded all but one ofthese initiatives. Approximatelyhalf of
them, includingall ofthose that have been funded by the private sector and one that has attracted foreign
funding, have the potential for connectivity to the Internet. Although they are designed so they can be
linked to the Internet, there is little information about whether this facility is actually in use. Some
initiatives are in the early stage of development and the educational initiatives generally are orchestrated
within broad programmes. There is limited information about Internet use across schools within such
programmes.

In Jamaica,most ofthe six educational initiatives, one of which could alsobe classifiedas an example of
software use for library and information services, are designed to support Internet connectivity; they are
locally funded and involve the participation of the Jamaican Computer Society Education Foundation
(JCSEF). Five of the seven initiatives in the education and library information services sector in South
Africa (five educational initiatives and three examples of software support for library and information
services — due to the fact that some software is used for both library services and education) have been
funded either wholly or in-part by foreign donors. Available information suggests that six of these
initiativesinvolvedsome use ofthe Internet.
Most of the initiatives can be clustered around a technology-focusedor a community-focusedpole. The
technology-focusedinitiativesdisplaythe followingpredominantcharacteristics:

•
•

a concentrationonthe supply ofcomputerhardware and Internetservices forpoor communities
limitedefforts to integratesoftware into local communitypractices

The community-focusedinitiatives, in contrast, display characteristicsthat suggest more attention is being
given to the social,cultural and organisationalfeaturesofsoftwareuse. Thesefeaturesinclude the factthat:

•
•
•
•

65

implementationisone element in an overarchingpedagogicalphilosophy
applicationsenable the provisionofeducationalas wellas local communityservices
extensiveefforts are being made to integratesoftwareinto educationalpractices
beneficiaries include members of the local community as well as the staff and students
educationalinstitution
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This entry concerns the product Jal-Chitra. Jal-Chitrabuilds on and extends the capabilities of an earlier model SimTañkathat is discussed under GIS entries
that are being used in Uganda.
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Annex 1: Taxonomy of Community Software Use in India

data and informationsharing between organisationsand individualsin India was serving as an impediment
to applications development. Thirdly, there was believed to be undue secrecy and restrictions concerning
the use of particular kinds of data and information, and finally, there was believed to be a lack of
understandingand an unwillingnessto adopt GIS applicationsamong politicians and bureaucrats.
Waisham and Sahay, two academic researchers, have argued on the basis of case study evidence of GIS
designed for district-level administrationsin India, that 'GIS technologyinscribes the values ofits Western
developers,which are to some extent at odds with Indian values, in at least three dimensions of rational
decision making, a map-based culture and co-ordinated action'.81 They assert that these differences,
combined withanmabiity to establisha stable networkoflocal stakeholdersin GIS at the local government
level, impede the wider diffusion ofthese applicationswithin India. They recommendthe introductionof
simple map-based applicationsand substantialpolitical support for co-ordinatedand collaborativeactivity
within and betweendeveloper institutionsand governmentdepartments.
Based on an examination of Vietnamese and Jamaican GIS technology transfer initiatives, Coiner, a
representativeofthe Remote Sensing and Information Systems company based in the United States, has
drawn attention to similar factors that havecontributed to the absence of Enterprise GIS applications,i.e.
applicationsused by a variety ofagencies includingdifferentministries and departmentsin a governmentor
within anorganisation,inJamaica.82 Barriers were found to include the absence ofagreed standardsfor data
communication,a lack oftechnical resources and funding, and the absence ofa commonbase map in the
case of Jamaica.Together with the predominance ofvendor-drivenactivityfuellingtheperception that it is
n
possible to profit from the sale of GIS data and concerns about data ownership, these factors have
combinedto inhibit data sharingandco-ordination. These activities are necessaryifGIS applicationsare to
be implementedandused in ways thatbenefit poor communities.
The analysis ofEIS/GIS applications in use highlightsthe importance ofapplicationsthat are responsiveto
the needs oflocal communitymembers, that support extensiveuser training, and are custoniisedto provide
simple userinterfacesand to support local languages.

3.4.2 The Information Village, India
According to the M.S.Swaminathan Research Foundation (MSSRF),M a major investor in telecentre
facilities in Villianur, Pondicherry, they are enabling the ruralpoor to access informationrelevant to their
survivalneedsintheir local language. Theprojectconsists ofone central centre at Villianurandthree local
village InformationShops. The Vihianur centre has facilities for dial up access to the Internet. Trained
shop operators use the Internetto obtain informationto meet the informationneeds ofcommunitymembers.
Meteorologicalinformation,water, pestand diseasemanagement,marketinginformation,informationabout
women's health issues, etc., is translated from English into Taniil and stored in databases and GIS
applicationsat the Villianursite. These infomiationsources are accessed (usingshort-waveVHF radio) by
bulletin board systems that are supported by PCs at InformationShops in village centres. Trained local
81

Walshamand Sahay (forthcoming1999),Draft availableat
litir:
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Coiner (1997), Paperavailable at http.
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Coiner (1997).
The M.S.SwamjnathanResearch Foundation is a pro-poor, pro-women, pro-nature non-political
Trust that aims to promote scientific and technologicalapplications for sustainableand socially
equitable development,see http://www.mssrf.org.sg/inforniation_village/index.hun
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operators convey the information to local communitymembers. The trained pool of local operators has
been found to be critical to the sustainabilityofthe InformationVillageconcept. Inselecting local trainees,
preference isgiven, whereverpossible, to educated,literate, local womenand to membersofpoor families.
This initiative appears to be supportingcapability building for those who work atthe telecentreand forthe
communitiesthat are served by it. This example draws attention to the needfor software initiativesto be
relevant to community concerns, in this case, primarily, sustainable food production, if they are to be
integrated into the lives ofpeople within the community. The location ofthe centre within a networkof
information suppliers, information processors (value adders) and the community is shown in Figure 1. It
appears to operate as a geographically distributedmultipurposecommunitytelecentre. The importantrole
of intermediariesin enabling external sources of informationto be transformed into useful knowledgefor
communitymembersis particularlyevident inthis example.

Information
Providers

1

Figure 1 The Information Village
The InformationVillage conceptin Pondicherryhas received international funding from the International
DevelopmentResearch Centre (IDRC) and is supported by a wireless network in the local areas that is
connected to a fixed telecommunicationlink providingaccess to the Internet. Accordingtothe Foundation,
the InformationVillage initiative is the most elaborated EIS/GIS-basedmodel in use in India. Based on
documentationavailable from the Foundation and personal communicationsseveral features appear to be
contributingto its success.

3.4.2.1 Local Preparedness
Pondicherry was selected for this initiative for three main reasons: 1) the availabilityofa general level of

infrastructuresupport including roads, markets, and hospitals in the region, was reasonably adequate; 2)
there was continuity ofgovernance inthe region; and 3) the pre-existencein the region ofa complementary
Foundation sponsored technology-based poverty alleviation programme, the BioVillage Project. The
opportunity for building synergiesacross these two programmeswas considered an asset. There appears to
have been a strongdegree oflocal preparednessthat would favourthe successofa software initiative.

85

data regarding the implications of the initiative for community poverty are being
collected but are not yet published. However, the MSSRF have given positive accounts of the
Pondicherry initiative. See also notes from lecture given by Subbiah Arunachalam, MSSRF,
BrightonUniversity, 17May 1999.
Systematic
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3.4.2.2 In-depth Planningand Analysisof Social Networks
The Foundationundertookstudiesofthe existing informationand communicationnetworks being used by
villagers in the region. The results ofa detailed survey by MSSRFof 10 per cent ofthe resident population,
revealed trends that were expected to enable the strategic positioningofthe InformationVillage concept.
This study showed that village information flows typically were confmed to the supra-locality,that is,
information was exchanged between the shopkeeper,marketplaceand members ofruralpoor households.
In addition, the perception was that the sources ofdevelopment-relatedinformationavailable to the public
were ineffective. As indicated in Table 10, despite the poverty in the region, the use ofelectromc media
was reasonablywell-established.
Village

Sorapet
Vambupet
Sellipet
Thondamanathan
Ramanathapuram
Pillayarkuppam
Olaivaikkal
Oussudu
Uruvaiyaru
Mangalam
Kizhur

No.

No.

TVSets

Total No. of

Telephones
(Public)

(withcable

Families

2
2
2

Telephones
(Private)
3
0
0
2
2

1

1

1
1

1

0

1

01

1

4

connection)
300 (150)
100 (10)
110(50)

50 (50)
50 (50)
75 (50)
15 (0)

25 (0)
50 (50)
75 (30)
30 (30)

4
1
2
3
Source: Adapted from MSSRF, June 1998, http://www.mssrf.org/table5-l.htm#top

626
160
424
472
356
421
106
444
531
569
400

No. Families
Below
PovertyLine
264
118
313
51

50
54
12

5
45
268
120

Table 10 Reach ofTelephony and Cable TV in Rural Areas ofPondicherry
On the basisofthese studies, and in orderto ensure that attemptsto operationalisethe InformationVillage
concept would maintain a demand-driven perspective, the Foundation decided that Information Shops
initially should complement the functions of existing local networks of information exchange and then
extend these in order toprovide value-addedinformation.

3.4.3 Jal-Chitra and SimTanka, India
The EIS/GISapplicationthat is being developedandtested in India by The Ajit Foundationis aninnovative
and complex technology-drivensolution to helpvillagers meet their needto managetheir water suppliesby
using multiple sourcerainwaterharvesting systems. The Jal-Chitra(water-map)provides communityusers
with a simple-to-use,icon-driven, interactive map of village water supplies. The bespoke, stand-alone
software application has been built by the Vikram Vyas at the Ajit Foundation on the basis ofextensive
scientific and technologicalresearch. It will be made available as a 'free' open sourcemodifiable software
package in June 2000.
Jal-Chitra is an extension ofanother GIS application,SimTanka,also designed and built byVikram Vyas at
The Ajit Foundation. SimTankamodels the adequacyofsingle source rainwaterharvesting systems using
covered storage tanks. SimTankais suppliedas a free software package. Althoughmany institutionshave
downloadedthe software from the Ajit Foundationwebsite,onlyone instanceofits use in Uganda has been
reported by the systemdeveloper.
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ISSUES OF DIGITALDIVIDE IN SOUTH ASIA:
'IT FOR PEOPLE' EXPERIMENTS IN THE REGION
Partha Pratim Sarker
Bytes for All, Bangladesh

Abstract:
This paperis aimed at examining the causesand consequences ofdigital divide in South
Asia, a region that is often considered to be an area of major contributor to ICT
developments. Development of major software-hardware industries, programmers, IT
training schools, telecommunication businesses etc. that often get synonymous with
South Asia, is also a region where a significant majority did not even hear a dial tone.
The article will underline the scenarios that are contradictory and will review its
relationship to social divides. Our idea is to focus on different access realities, policy
issues, infrastructure etc through which this divide is being widened or entertained and to
analyze the consequences that are natural to grow with this divide. But amidst this dismal
backdrop the article will also focuson some alternative ICT initiatives that are directed to
common people and to bring about a qualitative change to their lives. The article also
recommends an outline on whichICT initiatives should be builtup in order to bridge the
gap that is already overwhelming in between information rich and poor.
Introduction:
Thefacts of 'DigitalDivide' is not any surprising classfication to South Asiaand is rather
a manifestation of other divides& disparities that already exist within the societies and
have to be examined both in tenns of technology ownership patterns and of resource
distribution modes of our societies. Many other factors such as, lack of education,
electricity and other infrastructures, language barriers, costly access to computers, lack of
pro-poorICT policies have also added morecomplexity to this situation. Butunlike any
other divides, digital divide deals directly with an economy that is entirely knowledge
and information driven. In this economy the productivity and competitiveness of units
and agents depends heavily on the capacity to generate, process and apply efficiently this
Information itself has become the product of the
knowledge-based information.
1
production process. As a result, the relationship betweeninformation and development
stands in a way where it can be assumed, (a) information leads to resources; (b)
infonnation leads to opportunities that generate resources; (c) access to information leads
1

The New Economy:Informationalism. Globalization, Networking: TheRise ofNetworkSociety, ManuelCastells, Page78
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(such as soybean and wheat) and information on welfare services
available in the district. The cyber-cafes can be accessed easily
since their locations are often at the roadside ofthe central villages
where people normally pass. Farmers can also get daily updates on
marketprices oflocally produced food grains and vegetable crops
such as potato, maze, tomato or soybean in various markets around
the district for Rupees Five.

In addition to these services, villagers can also file complaints to
top officials of the district administration about non-delivety of
public services such as absences of teachers, malfunctioning
pumps, irresponsible officials or poor seed/fertilizer provided by
certain traders. These complaints can be sent through an electronic
form online and replies are guaranteed within sevendays.
Another remarkable feature of the project is its financial
sustainability and customer orientation. An initial fund of Rs.
2,500,000 (equivalent to $55,000), borne by the elected village
councils, was invested in the whole network of21 cyber-cafes—an
upshot of the decentralization drive embarked on by Madhya
Pradesh. The selection of services, operators, and the design and
testing of the network were all performed through regular
consultations with the local villagers prior to operation. The
operators (called soonchaks) selected by the council were mostly
youths from the village and a government employee. They were
trained at their own expense to run the cafes (equipped with a
computer, a modem and a printer) at their own cost. Each has to
pay the councils 10 percent ofthe income earned through userfees.
(Project Description has been collected from ADB Institute
Working Paper on 'Information and Communication Technology
and Poverty: An Asian Perspective' By M. G. Quibria and Ted
Tschang,A Social Investor'sGuide to ICTs for Development By
Aditya Dcv Sood, The Stockholm Challenge Award Information
on Gyandoot

httj±.LJJILc)

Name ofthe Project:
Country ofOrigin:
Categories:
Supporting URLs:
ContactingAddress:

M S Swaminathan Research Foundation
Chennai, India
Rural Telecenters
http://www.mssrf.org
Third Cross Road, Taramani Institutional Area, CPTCampus,
Chennai (Madras) 600113, India
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Project Description: M S Swaminathan Research Foundation is one of the pioneers in
developing participatoty Village Information Centers (or Telecenters) in the rural areas of Southern India. This foundation has
established five centers (in different villages of Pondicherry) that
can communicate with each other as well as to the Internet. A
hybrid of technologies is used-wired with wireless for
communication and solar with mains for power supply. The hub
provides connectivity to the Internet through dial-up telephone
lines, and the staff there creates locally useful content. The village
centers receive queries from the local residents and transmit
information, collected from the hub, back to them. An important
feature of this project is the strong sense of ownership that the
village communities have developed towards the village centers.
The other key feature is the active participation ofrural women in
the management of the village center as well as in using it. A
system ofclose consultation betweenthe project staff and the rural
users has been evolved, so that information needs are realistically
assessed. Quantitative data are collected on the use patterns, and
stories ofderiving benefit have beer chronicled. These centers have
also made some interesting mixing of offline-online information
deliveiy methods. Like for example, in one of the fishermen's
villages in Pondicheny, MSSRF tele-center downloads regular
weather information via US commissioned spy satellites and
transfer these in local language for local needs. This information is
then transmitted via loudspeaker to the bay or lagoon areas from
where fishermengo intodeep sea.
The main benefits from the centers were improved access to
information, which helped make livelihoods more secure,
sustainable (profitable) and safe; and development of skills. The
skills developed included simple infonnation seeking skills, while
others were more complex, e.g., some volunteers learned
Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) (needed for Web site
development). This may be the first sign of progression to higher
levels of technological sophistication. The access to opportunities,
skills and information also illustrated the value of ICTs—as a
means of putting some people on the path to careers with greater
incomes.
Although the project displays outstanding sensitivity to local needs
and has conducted pioneering participatory experimentation and
documentation, it has not developed a strong economic model to
ensure its financial sustainability.For this reason, the project could
notbe expanded or scaled up to otherareas ofthesame region.
(Project Description has been collected from ADB Institute
Working Paper on 'Information and Conununication Technology
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and Poverty: An Asian Perspective' By M. G. Quibria and Ted
Tschang,, A Social Investor'sGuideto ICTs for Development By
Aditya Dev Sood, Assessment of Impact of Information
Technology on Rural Areas of India, MS Swaminathan Research
Foundation, http://www.msstf.org)
Name ofthe Project: Kothmale Internet Radio Experience
Country ofOrigin:
Kothmale, Sri Lanka
Categories:
Community Radio with Internet Connectivity
URLs:
Supporting
http://www.unesco.org/webworld/netaid/comlsrilanka.html
ContactingAddress: Kothmale FM Community Radio Riverside,
Mawathura, VIA GAMPOLA, Sri Lanka ph (61)(08) 350 421
Email: kc radoa cmi cunl

1j?±hicjct

a

Project Description: Kothmale Community Radio experiment is unique experience of

serving the community through radio means and of marrying
Internet with that of traditional technology such as radio. The
Kothmale community radio serves a target areaof almost 8000 sq.
kin, which includes a number of rural settlements such as
Gampola, Nawalapitiya and Thispane. Radio programs are
broadcasted mainly through FM channels and are listened by a
large numberof rural audiences. The Kothmale community radio,
connected to the Internet, serves as a link between this powerful
source of information and rural populations. The radio team
browses the Net for infonnation requested by the audience,
translates it into the local languages and then broadcasts it in a
daily programme. If requested, it also provides printouts of the
downloaded information. The community radio also develops its
own computer database compiling information from the Internet
that is often requested by community members. Much of the
information on this website is available in local languages. This
database attempts to solve the problem of non-availability of
packaged information on the Internet adapted to rural needs. In
addition, a collection of CD-ROMs will be made available at the
community radio for public use.

In parallel, local communities are provided with free Internet
access. Besides its own Internet Café, the community radio has set
up two free Internet access points at Gampola and Nawalapitiya
community libraries. This has a big advantage forrural users, since
even those of them who may have access to the Internet have to
pay a long distance telephone call each time they use it, a luxury
that only very few can afford. The access points are also used as
direct links to radio station to produce and air live broadcast
programmes.
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Social Capital and Access
by Mark \Narsct uer -- University of California, Irvine
Abstract
Physicalaccess to computers does not guarantee access to the informationsociety.

To help ensure that the firsttype of access translates into the second, it is necessaryto
pay attention to how computer and Internet use can enhance social capital. Drawingon
examples from technology projects in India andother countries,this paperexamines the
concept of social capital andits relationshipto informationand communication
technology,focusing on the role of both micro-leveland macro-levelsocial capital.

Keywords
Access, social capital, communityinformatics,communitydevelopment,social
development
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in theirlives. For example,a software programcalledChoices (2001) helps people
reflect on andresearch the kinds of careers they are interestedandthe types of
preparationthose careers require.8

In summary,Cyberhood is notan endin itself. As the director of Bresee
explained:

"We don't just teach people computers,it's notjust about developing skills — it's
about connections with people and buildingrelations. This communitylacks the
kind of mediatinginstitutionslike good schools, churches,andparentsinvolved in

the schooling. Our technology programs work together with all our other
programsto help people develop these kinds of relationsthat are often missing.

In this waywe can be a gatheringplace andhub for the community".9
MS SwaminathanResearch Foundation.A ruralcounterpartto the work of Bresee
is that of the MS Swaminathan ResearchFoundation(MSSRF)in southern India.'0
MSSRFhas been carrying out economicandenvironmentalprograms in communitiesin
PondicherryandTamil Nadu since 1991. MSSRFworks with the neediest groupsin
order to simultaneouslycombat both rural povertyand environmentaldegradation. Its
strategy in rural India is to help landless laborersand small farmersdevelop the skills,
resources,andorganizationthey need in order to obtain much greater value from their
labor. As a centerpieceto this, they have developedtwo model biovillages,where
8

Information on Choices availableat
http://www.careerware.com/products/us/choices.htm. There is also an Internet version
called eChoices,with informationat http://www.echoices.com.
9lnterview with Jeff Can,Director of BreseeCommunityCenter, April 2001.

'°Infonnation on MS SwaminathanResearch Foundationprojectscomes from a visit to
their headquartersand rural projects in July2001 and interviewswith membersoftheir
staff. Further information is availablefrom theirWebsite at http://www.mssrf.org.
25

agriculturallaborerscan come to observe environmentallysustainablefarming processes
first-handandlearn new skills, techniques,andknowledge. Projects at the biovillages
center on aquaculture,mushroomandflower cultivation,fodder cultivation,horticulture,
conservationofrainwater, composting,rope-makingfrom coconuts,pestcontrol, and
dairy farming.
MSSRF later developedtheirVillage KnowledgeCenters,a network ofcomputer
kiosks in rural villages, to serve this broader socio-economic developmentproject.
Content from the bio-village projects is made available throughoutan intranetthat
connectsthe centers. Even ifthe farmersthemselvescan'tread it, the center staff can
share informationabout bio-farmingwith them. With funding from the Commonwealth

ofLearning, a local farmers' group is furtherdevelopingthis content into databasesto
assist rural developmentcampaignsthroughoutIndia. In addition,MSSRFis helping
women's collectives learn computer skills neededfor micro-financemanagement, so that
they can better work to obtain and manage their bank credit in carryingout sustainable
agricultureprojects.
One ofthe more excitingoffshootsofthisprogram is Oddanchatrammarket.com,

an c-commerce Website and campaignstartedby a local fanners' association. In order to
enhance demand —farms in the area lay fallow40% ofthe year because of lack of a
market for the goods — the local small farmers' associationwent to the suppliers and
offered to announcetheir goods on a Website. The intentionis to increase national
demand for local products, thus providinggreater income forthe suppliers, farmers,and
agriculturallaborers alike. The suppliers will pay a nominal fee for the service,thus
providingadditional fundsfor the farmers' association.
26
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Information Technologies to Serve the Poor
How Rural Areas Can Benefitfrom the Communications Revolution
Georg Caspary

Modem informationand communicationstechnologies(ICTs) hold great
promises for developingcountries. However, if they are to benefit the poor their
introduction must be carefully examined. This article showsseveral modelsof
affordableaccess to lCTs which have been tried in various parts of the
developingworld

Common wisdom has it that the advent of modem information and communication
technologies (1Cm) such as telephonyor the internet hold unprecedented
opportunities for developingcountries. Academics, policymakers and entrepreneurs
alike frequently claim that ICTs represent one of the most powerful tools in the
struggleagainstpoverty.

There appearto be good reasons for such claims, too. After all, there are a number of
ways— someobviousand some not-so-obvious ones — in which lCTs may servethe
development process. For instance, private entrepreneurs benefit because ICTs help
to improve access to markets or supplychains and providea broaderbasefor
decision making, thus makingrisk more calculable. Moreover, many local
communities have experienced that ICTs have increased civil society participation in
political decisionmakingprocesses and may expandthe reach and accessibility of
government servicesand public infrastructure. In the Indian state of AndhraPradesh,
Internet-based Integrated Citizen Service Centres allow for electronic bill payment,
issuing of certificates, permits and licenses; or accessto public information.
Nevertheless, a word of caution is in order. There is as yet little systematic empirical
evidenceof the supposed enormous ,developmental' impacts of lCTs. Moreover, in
many— especially rural— areas of developing countries, the private sector is so far
less than keen to invest in ICTs becauseof lack of experience with rural developingcountrymarkets or low purchasing power of the local population. This means that, if
ICTaccess is to be expanded, publicmoneywill haveto be spent— which in turn
means that there are important trade-offs to be considered. In manyareas, there are
seriousquestions about how much money policymakers should spare for the build-up
of ICTs instead of investingfurther in educationor healthcare.
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Given such trade-offs, there is a need to identifywhich kinds of ICT access deliverthe
best value for money in developing countries, and how the limited resources that can
be spenton it can be made to best suit the particularneeds of the poor. A numberof
,models' for affordable access have so far been tried.

One of the most famousprojects ones is the Grameen Village Phone system,
undertaken by Grameen Telecom (a memberof the Grameen Group). The project
aims at ultimately spreading phone access to the over 100 million inhabitants of
Bangladesh who are so far 'unwired', made possibleby combining the Grameen
Bank's expertise in village-based micro-enterprise and micro-credit with the latest
digital wirelesstechnology. The aim is to have selected member borrowers of
Grameen Bank purchase the phonesunder a lease programme and make the phones
available to all users in the village on a fee-payingbasis.
Benefits to rural households
Recent research by the consultingfirm Telecommons Development Group has shown
that the Village Pay Phone Programme yields significant positive social and economic
impacts, including relatively largeconsumersurpluses and immeasurable quality of
life benefits. The consumersurplus for a single phone call from a village to Dhaka, a
call that replaces a physicaltrip to the city, rangesfrom 2.6 to 9.8 per cent of mean
monthly household income. The cost of a trip to the city rangesfrom 2 to 8 times the
cost of a single phone call, meaning real savings for poor rural people of between 132
to 490 Taka ($ 2.70 to $10) per call.

Another model of ICT provision in rural areas of developing countries, and one which
attempts to combine phone access with access to other lCTs (in particularthe
Internet), is that of so-called telecentres. A telecentre is a common point of accessfor
multipleusers (often an entire community), providing a range of ICT services including
Internet, fax, word processing, and even specialised information retrieval or
applications (e.g. distance education).

Telecentreshave been established widely in the developing world, and vary in their
service provision and means offunding. In Peru, the establishment of numerous
,Cabinas PUblicas' has lead to one of the highestconcentrations of public internet
access and a significant reduction in prices. Nevertheless, the experience with
telecentres has so far been a mixed one. In numerous cases, usage, particularly of
PCs, has been lower than expected or commercial viability was not attained. Of the
over 70 Community Telecentres established since 1997 by the South African
Universal ServicesAgency, only 40 per cent remainopen today, with only 3 per cent
makingenough money to cover costs. Many other telecentres failed to servetheir
particulartarget groups(some telecentres are, for instance, being used
disproportionately by tourists).
Telecentres exist in various kinds, eachwith their respective merits. First, one might
distinguish between small, private sector telecentres on the one hand and bigger,
donor-funded telecentreson the other hand. Smaller, privately-run telecentres are
often financially self-sustaining — but are thus usually restricted to areas where they
expect to be viable (usuallyurban centres)and are usually neitherwithin physicalnor
financial reach of the poor. They are also unlikely to be able to provide local content. —
By contrast, larger, often externally fundedtelecentresare rarely financially
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sustainable but can focus more on specific 'development' — aspects, including access
specifically targeted at rural communities and the poorest in general, as well as a
focus on training.

A seconddistinction one might make between telecentres is according to the

institutional contextthey are embedded in. This often has a significant influence on
the 'developmental impact' of telecentres. Commercial telecentres and commercial
franchises(usuallyresembling Internet Cafés of the kind that exist in many
industrialised countries) are usually closest to commercial viability but, as mentioned,
are unlikely to have an impact on rural areas and on the poor. Telecentres run by or
with the involvement of developmental NGOs are more likely to target poor and
marginalised communities and focus on much-needed additional services (training,
contentcreation, provision of publicgoods)without which ICT access provision would
be of limited developmental use. Telecentres in schools and universities have the
significant advantagethat for their establishment an existing physical infrastructure
only has to be extended to accommodate the telecentre, and some of the ICTrelevant training can be cost-effectively integrated into the mainstream curriculum of
the educational institution. At the same time, telecentresin universities have obviously
little impact on those with little formal education, and hence on the mass of the rural
poor. Moreover, most universities in developing countries are in urban areas.
Generally, it is importantto connect these types of telecentres with the rest of the
community, e.g., by opening their doors to the publicat the end of the school day.
Finally, communitytelecentres are usually not attached to any outside institution and
can thus focus on access and trainingto targetedmarginalised communities. At the
same time, however, they cannot benefit from the same synergies as telecentres in
schools and universities.

Electronic mail systems
forindividual villagers
The 'Village Phone System' and Telecentres are possiblythe two mostfamous but
not the only promising examples of low-cost ICT access. One further idea are Virtual
Telephonesor village voice mail systems, as have been set up in Brazil. These can
provideindividuals with their own telephone number and accessto a voice mailbox. In
otherwords, the individual need not possess a telephone but can receivecalls to a
voice mailboxusing his!
her personal PIN. Extending this idea to text e-mail access, a South African company
assigns e-mail addresses to every Post Office box address in the country, thereby
providing electronic mail indirectlyto around eight million South African households
through public internet terminals located in post officeswhich users can acess with a
personal identification number. Finally, Internet Kiosks are are small stores fitted with
phone lines. Individuals visit a kiosk and dictate an e-mail message over the phone to
the closesttelecentre againsta fee payable to the kiosk owner (who will, in turn, have
to pay the telecentre). Some telecentres even provide voicemail services for 24-hour
access, and provide a service in which incoming e-mail servicesare dictated back
over the phone to the kiosk owner, to be delivered to the appropriate customer. E-mail
is therefore availableto anyone with access to an internet kiosk, and small operators
can enterthe telecentre business with a minimum investment. When a kioskscheme
was set up in India, around 50 telephone booth operators enrolled in it. However, the
scheme has hardly been a roaring success so far. The end-users seemed to find it
difficult to adapt to voicing an e-mail message on a telephone. Trafficvolumes did not
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achieveexpectations, and ofthe 50 originalsubscribers, around 10 remainin the
scheme, servicing only a handful of messages weekly.
Whatever the model chosen, there are a number of featurespertaining to those ICT
access projects that are particularly successful from a ,developmental' viewpoint
(even thoughof thesefeatures can probablybe more easily implemented with some
access modelsthan with others): The overriding and most general of thesefeatures is
that successfulICT access projects have managed to extend service in a meaningful
way. This means, for instance, to somehow convey the relevant (local) content
providedthrough internetaccess to the largely illiteraterural populations of
developingcountries in local language. The Kothmale Community Radio in Sri Lanka
is exceptional in this respectsince it has combinedcommunity radio and Internet
access. It has a leased line connection to the Internet, and in the so-called process of
'radio browsing' programme presenters browsethe Web in the studio on behalf of
listeners (who provide requests/input through phone or post). Relevant 'experts' from
the community (lawyers, doctors etc.) then interpret the information for listeners. — A
particularly good exampleof the creation of relevant local content are the 'Infoshops'
in Pondicherry, India. After information requirements had been identified during a trial
period, volunteers from the village created a local database comprising government
programs for low income rural families; cost and availability of farming inputssuch as
seeds and fertilisers, grain prices in differentlocal markets; a directory of insurance
plans for cropsand families; pest managements plans for rice and sugar cane; a
directory of local hospitals, medical practitioners and their specialities; a regional
timetablefor buses and trains; a directory of local veterinarians, cattle and animal
husbandry programs.

A second important feature of successful ICT access programs is the link between the

access program and more general assistance to the communityconcerned. A
particularly interesting case of this is the link some projects make betweenICT access
and microfinance programs, thus reapingsynergies betweenthe two kinds of projects.

Need of training
Finally, the successfulness of an ICT access project to a large extent depends on the
inclusion of an element of training. Luckily, training in ICT access points can usually
capitalise on the multipliereffect through training of future trainers, as long as the
trainers be equipped to keep up with rapid developments in the field. One example of
an ICT access project that contains substantial trainingaspectsis the MS
Swaminathan Research Foundation (MSSRF). Here, work in village telecentres
includes the training of villagers, especially young people andwomen, in how to
operate the telecentres and training in the production of locallyrelevant material from
genericinformation.

All this means that it is highly probable that ICTs do hold some significant potential
gains for the developmentprocess, leading to a widely-perceived risk of some
developing countries being bypassed by the ICT revolution if they do not invest into
this sector. Yet, just as great is the danger of exaggerated expectations from ICTs for
development leadingdecision-makers to expendscarce publicresources where this
little hardevidenceto justify such steps. Until further systematic evidence on the
precisedevelopmental impact of different ICTs on differentcommunities exists, or
until there is substantially more private investment in this sector, maximisingthe use
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from lCTs for developingcountries will require an understanding not only of the
opportunities ICTs present, but also of the trade-offs involved — and of the particular
ways in which ICT access has to be tailored if any developmental benefits are to be
reaped.

Georg Caspary is a Policy Analystat the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD). The background research for this article was conducted at the
OECD Development Centre.
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SUMMARY

The impact of innovative and appropriate technologies on the livelihoods of
the poor and the disadvantaged in developing countries has been the concern

of DFID for some time.
Modern Information and Communication
have
the
Technologies (ICTs)
potential to play a substantial role in poverty
but
further
reduction,
knowledge and work on realising benefits and
the
understanding
impact of lCTs is needed.
This paper looks at examples of both types of intervention and their potential
impact on poverty. It presents several methodologies for impact assessment
and assesses their relevance and usefulness to ICT based projects,
particularly in thefield of enterprise development.

• Section 1 of the paper introduces the way ICTs can be linked to poverty

•
•
•
•

alleviation and enterprise development
Section 2 addresses the issues and needs for impact assessment within
ICT based projects
Section 3 outlines some approaches to impact assessment
Section 4 gives practical advice as to howto design and implement impact
evaluations on ICT based projects
Section 5 concludes with the thoughts that much more impact assessment
is needed in the field of ICTs, both qualitative, and quantitative. The cross-
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2.

Assessing

the impact of ICTs in development:

issues and needs

The effects of ICTs

2.1

Recentexperiments show that ICTs can have very positive impacts among

the poor.

The Grameen Bank's Village pay phones programme, for instance, has shown
an average net profit of 277 takas (f3.60) a week per phone for selling phone
services to villagers. Further, the innovative usage of the mobile phone
resulted in alternative means of communication, empowerment of Muslim
women and the mobility of poor people in the village. ICTs are bringing
market transparency and relief from life threatening situations at local levels.
The lnfoVillage programme of M S Swaminathan Foundation in Pondicherry is
able to deliver daily images obtained from a web site run by the US Navy of
the predicted wave conditions in the Bay of Bengal at Veerampattinam. The
villagers who are fisher folk are able to learn the sea conditions and decide
whether or not to go fishing on a given day. This information, that is so crucial
for their lives, is transmitted verbally across a public address system, from
loud speakers, to these fishermen as they prepare their boats in the early
morning.

The impact of ICTs is witnessed in many aspects of the day-to-day lives of the
poor.

• ICTs can have a major role in reducing the impact of natural disasters on
the poor in low-income countries. The WorldBank's hazard management
programme in high risk areas of Andhra Pradesh, India involves ICT
components in cyclone warning, communication and response, awareness
raising, education and community involvement in hazard reduction
activities.

• ICTs can improve the efficiency of government through public finance

processes by reducing opportunities for corruption. The Automated
Systems for Customs Data (Asycuda), developed by UNCTAD, is now
used by over 70 developing countries to manage tariff collection and
reduce frontier corruption. The system speeds up goods movement,
reduces transport expenses, and only costs US$ 2 million to install.
(Kenny et a!, 2000).

•

Use of rural radio and teleconferencing education has shown tremendous
impact on the lives of children. In Mexico, over 700,000 secondary-school
students in remote villages now have access to the Telesecundaria
program, which provides televised classes and a comprehensive
curriculum through closed-circuit television, satellite transmissions, and
teleconferencing between students and teachers. Studies have found that
the program is only 16 percent more expensive per pupil served than
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In 1997 DFID spelt out its policies to achieve sustainable development in
developing countries by addressing the poverty that those populations face
(DFID, 1997). The International DevelopmentTargets, DFID believes, can be
achieved by promotion of human rights and fundamental freedoms of

individuals and communities. The human rights approach of DFID is based on
three cross-cutting principles, which, in the example below, have been applied
to the InfoVillage Project of M S Swaminathan Foundation in Pondicherry
PRINCIPLES

EXAMPLES AS APPLED

TOICTs
Participation enabling people to
realise their rights
to participate in,
and access
information relating
to, the decisionmaking processes
which affect their
lives

FACTORS TO TAKE INTO
ACCOUNT

The InfoVillage Project of M S

The following learning points
have come fromdeveloping
Swaminathan Foundation in
this database:
Pondicherry, India, has
• Available information is
developed an 'entitlements
database' with the help ofthe
often buried in offices and
authorities
and
the
files
government
local people there. The
• Identification of the right
database enables people to
information that should go
access information on various
onto the database is
needed
government programmes for
the poor and realise immediate • Disbursement of
benefits suchas subsidy loans
government benefits
fromthe bank, unemployment
quickly to the needy and
allowance, widow's pension
the pooris increased
etc.
• The chances ofcorruption
are highly reduced

Inclusion - building While negotiating with the
socially inclusive
community the Infovillage
societies, based
project has made it mandatory
on values of
that the project should be
inclusive ofwomen, the
equality and nondiscrimination,
marginalised (locally the Dalit)
and children. The project has
through
morefemale staff members
development
which promotes all than their counterparts
human rights for all
people

•

Maledominated

•

communities were not
receptive to this idea. But
the project ensured that
this would happen.
It is equally important that
the men realise that the
project is beneficial to the
community.

Women also used the scheme
to access a previously
confidential government list of
families eligible for low-income
assistance

•

Fulfilling
obligations strengthening
institutions and
policies which
ensure that
obligations to
promote human
rights are fulfilled
by states and other
dutybearers

Government is willing to
participate in collating of
information for the
database
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International Perspectives
Grey E. Burkhart, Seymour E. Goodman, Arun Mehta, Larry Press

The Internet in India: Better
Times Ahead?
I
a

ndia: The world'slargest
democracy; focal point ofcompetitionbetweenrival
empires—localand foreign—for
more than 4,000years; the world's
secondmostpopulous nation, after
the People's RepublicofChina.
The numberofEnglish-speaking
professionals, large middle class,
and extensive communityof
Indian expatriates working

prospects forgrowth success.The
centraland somestate governments
have chosen basic route todevelopment:buildthe infrastructure
and national wealthshall follow.

future ITdevelopment.

hereare 300,000 to 400,000
Internet users in India today

T

and an undetermined number ofemail users withoutfull
TCP/IP connectivity. S. Ramani,
director ofthe NationalCentre
for SoftwareTechnology,estimates thereare 312,000Net
users inIndia with full IP
access from anypublic or

and studying in North

Americaand Europesuggest India should be as
well-developed as a producer and user ofinformation technologyas
China. However,although
India is world &mousfor
softwareexports,including
code, finishedproducts, and
brainpower(body-shopping),
the country lags behind its large
neighborin virtuallyevery other
sector, including Internet connectivity [4].
For example,India has had
Internet connectivitysince 1989,
butChina, whereconnectivity
began in 1993, alreadyhas twice
the number ofhosts and three
times the number ofusers.In
India, per-capitause and the number of networkdomainsand hosts
havedevelopedslowly (Table1).
TheIndiangovernmentand
peopleexpectthis situationto
improvein the nearfuture;we
examine the basisofthis beliefand

out theInternet as fundamentalto

special-purposeservice
provider.

India's plan for a fully
realizedITsector

Specifically, the centralgovernment

recently announced major initiativesin the IT sector, basedupon
thebeliefthat IT at onceforms a
necessarybasefor most other forms
ofdevelopment and isone ofIndia's

notablestrengths.The Indian
NationalTask Forceon IT and
Software Development has singled

Four government
organizations currently
provide connectivity: the
Educationand Research
Network (ERNE'I) India
society,servingthe academic
and research communities;the
National InformaticsCentre
(NIC), whichprovidesIT services
to governmentagencies; Software
Technology Parks ofIndia (STPI),
business incubatorsfor software
developmentcompanies; and
Videsh SancharNigam, Ltd.
(VSNL), the government'smonopoly internationaltelecommunications service provider(see
wwswsnl.net.in).
ThefirstInternet networkin
India, ERNET (wwdoe.ernet.in),
was establishedin 1986 with
assistance from the UN DevelopmentProgramme(UNDP). The
National Centre for Software
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grew at an annual rare of250%
this year, prior to therecent decisions that willliberalizeservices in
the near future. Should many new
ISPs sprout up, with the concomitant increase in quality and availability ofservice and lowerprices,
the growth rate in subscribership
mightquickly double [3].
Other promisingfirst steps
includethe development ofmultilingual software and the establishmentofdevelopmentprojectswith
a centralrole for the Internet.
Earlier this year, the DoE
announced that Indian-language
softwarewas available, free of
charge, on the Internet (see

with a detailed surveyof the
region, including an analysis of

acre jointventure betweenthe
governmentofAndhraPradesh
communication patterns and
andLarsen & Toubro(L&1), India's largestconstructioncompany.
infrastructure,in an effort to
establish requirements.Basedon
TheifiT is anothergovernmentthis background information,
industry joint venture.Itopens
informationshops are being
this year with 50 students,and is
established in six villages to colexpectedto grow to 600 underlect and distribute agricultural,
graduateand 650 graduatestudents by 2004.
health,and entitlement information to improve the local farmers'
Companieswere invited to
their datacentersand trainlocate
productivity.
facilities
on thecampus. IBM,
Theuse ofIT in government,
ing
started by the NIC, is being
Oracle,Microsoft, Metamor,and
refinedin Hyderabadby the Chief Satyam Computershave accepted.
Minister ofAndhra PradeshState, The universityhas acorefacult
ChandrababuNaidu,who is a
butwill rely upon theindustrial
of
nationallyrecognized supporter
training staffas adjunctprofessors.
IT
develinfrastructure
www.doe.gov.in/—doe/new.hrm).
aggressive
Perhaps the most encouraging
Two word processors for "major
One
hears
opment.
Bangalore
sign is thecreation ofthe National
Indian languages"have been
referredto as the "Silicon Valleyof Task Forceon ITand Software
India," but Hyderabadis recogposted on the Web site ofthe
Development (it-tasklbrce.nic.
Center for Developmentof
nized as an up-and-comingcenter in/it-task force). The National
Advanced Computing in Pune.
for IT. In 1996,Naidu initiated
Agenda for Governance issued by
The initialfocus of thedevelopthe developmentofan Executive
the newlyinstalled Bharatiya
mentoflocal-language software
InformationSystem(EIS) for
Janata Party (BJP) in March 1998
has been Hindi and the Devanathe
of
said that "Indiacan bea software
monitoring
progress govon
which
Indian
ernmental
and
gari script,
many
programs
covering
superpower," and that anational
are
based.
44
law
and
informatics policy leading to that
areas,
order,
languages
Hypertext
including
Internet
educamark-up languages,
familywelfare, hospitals,
goal would beannouncecLThe task
force was created inMay 1998, and
browsers, and email havebeen tar- tion, and electricalpower. Naidu
for
to
network
the
entire
state,
geted early indigenization.
plans
subsequentlypublished aBackRural developmentis getting
and envisions improvedgovernground report (it-taskforce.
increased attention, and some
mentefficiency and bringing gov- nic.in/it-taskforce/bgnew.html),
ernment service to the people
comments on which were solicited
interesting projects, suchas the
Wired Villagesproject in Mahaworldwide, andan Action Plan (itelectronically.
rashtra and a pilot project by the
Naidualso sees IT as a pathto
taskforce. nic.in/it-taskftrce/
M.S. SwaminathanResearch
developmentand investment.In
infplan.htm), approvedby the
Foundation (www. mssrLorg)in
March 1998, he met with Bill
cabinet within a few weeksof
the Pondicherryenclaves, hold
Gates,and subsequentlyMicrosoft publication. The next step, publioutthe hope for increasing the
agreed to locateits Indian software cation ofa national inft)rmatics
reach and benefitsofthe Internet
developmentcenter in the HITEC policy draft, is expectedto be
beyond urbancenters. With over City complexin Hyderabadand to completedbeforethe end of
70% ofthe population in rural
establisha training facilityat the
this year.
TheAction Plan features108
areas, the Internet must reach the new Indian Institute for IT (1111).
HITEC City and lilT exemplify
recommendationsfor removing
villages if it is to decrease the
bottlenecksto IT developmentto
pressure for urbanmigration. The projectsthat may lead to rapid
"facilitateIndia'semergenceas an
Pondicherryproject is distinexpansion ofIndian IT and netIT Superpower," under three genguished by the fact that it began working. HITEC Cityis a 175I
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Telecentres and Information Programmes in India

The Concept
Rural villagesare often disempowered as a result ofthe
lackofaccessto telephony or other sources of
information technology. Localityspecific information
can providea wealth ofbenefitsand advantages to
farmers and fishermanwhose livelihood and survival
may be dependent on such information. Generic
information is thus tailoredto the specific needs of
individual locations, and is disseminated to a central
point withinthe localities from whichit can be easily
accessed by all members ofthe community. The
individual localitiesthemselves identifythe nature of
the information that is most useful. In addition,
genericinformation regardinga range ofservices is
madeavailablefrom these points. These centres can
provideadditionalservices such as trainingand literacy
in computeruse, thus furtherempoweringcommunity
members. The community, throughvarious
mechanisms, assumes ownership ofthe project, which
becomes a mechanism for developmentwithinthe
community.

India is characterised by extremely
low access to telephony and
informatics, in both urban and rural
areas. This may appear incongruous
with the fact that the country is the
second largest producer of computer
software behind the United States of
America. However, the latest
government figures place national
teledensity at 2.20, with rural
teledensity at approximately 0.4.
Cellular technology is of very limited
significance in the country, with
cellularteledensityestimated 0.128.
These figures indicate the very
limited access to voice telephony that
the majority of the Indian population
has, especially in rural areas. The
access to information is even more
limited. Two particular projects in
India are attempting to challenge this
restricted access. The MS
Swaminathan Research
Foundation (MSSRF) and the

Foundation of Occupational
Development (FOOD) have initiated
a number of projects that engage
rural villages in the delivery of tailored
information.

_______________________________________
Research Foundation

2.1

The M.S. Swaminathan

The MSSRF is a non-profit NGOestablished in 1988 by Dr, MS Swaminathan as a science and
technology research body. The organisation is involved in a number of programmes including
coastalmanagement systems, education and training, communications, biodiversity and
biotechnology, ecotechnology and sustainable agriculture, and capacity building. The
geographical focus is primarily on rural villages, situated in the Chennai and Pondicherry areas in
the south of India. The offices are situated at the ChennaiCentral Polytechnic campus, with
satellite and programme management offices in the various areas in which projects are
implemented.

In 1990 the MSSRF initiatedthe VillageKnowledge Centreor Information Shop project, as part of

the Knowledge System for Sustainable Food Security Programme. There are currentlyfour

village information shops, and one value-added centre which serves as the information hub for
the project.
Priorto the implementation of the project, the Foundation undertook a comprehensive needs
analysis and potential user survey in approximately twenty villages surrounding the proposed hub
in the Pondicherry region. Not only did this enable the MSSRF to assess the existing
infrastructure in the area, but also entailed the use of various community participation
mechanisms including Participatory Rapid Appraisal (PRA). This ensured that the perceived
8
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needs of the community were not imposed by the project staffand rather that the communities
were themselves able to identify the specificneeds that might be met. Of these, a total of six
villages wereselected in which to pilot the programme. The findingsof the infrastructure
component provide an indication of the low levels of teledensity, in the region at least, and are
reflected in Table One. While no concrete criteria exist for the selection of the specificvillages, a
number of de facto criteria were used. Factors such as the perceived need for the different
services; the willingness of the community to engage as partners with the Foundation, rather than
recipients; and the willingness (and ability) to meet various potential contractual obligations were
used to select the villages. These contractual obligations included the provision of a safe,
suitable space in which the shop could be housed, at no charge, the provision of free electricity,
and the recruitment of volunteers (half of which were to be women) from the villages to run the
shop. Cognisance was also taken of the dynamics and politics within each village, and within the
village leadership. In order to pilot the project within a rangeof environments, the economic base
of the villages was also considered. This led to the selection of both agricultural and fishing
villages. The hub, or value-addition centre was established in Villianur, and the various shops
were established in Kizhur, Embalam, Veerampattinam, Pillayarkuppam, Mangalam and
Nettapakkam. These villages havean average population of 15 000, with illiteracy rates of
between 50 and 67%.

8
Table One. Existing Communication Infrastructure in Pondicherry9
House
holds

/illage

Poverty Populatio
Hholds**.
n

Telephones
Public

Private

TV Sets
Total Cable
300
150
100
10

Post
Office

626
160
424
472

264
118
313

3,052
786

1*

3
0

1,899

2

0

110

50

51

2,394

1

8

300

45

y
y

Ramanathapura

356

50

1,613

1

3

59

59

n

Pillayarkuppam
Olavaikal
Oussudu

421
106
444

54

2058

1

1

75

50

y

12

733

1

0

14

0

n

1*

0

25

1*

4

433
400

2,513
2,095
2,095

1

4

30

1*

4

50
75
30

0
n. a.

n

Uruvaiyaru
Sathamangalam
Kizhur

5
45
268
120

2,227

531

y
y

4,373

1,300

21,465

12

27

1,129

Sorapet
/ampupet
Sellipet

Thondamanatha

1

y
n

m

m

Totals

30

n

424

* not

working
**poverty is taken to be where the annual household income < 12,000 Rupees (=— US$300).

2.1.1

THE VALUE-ADDITIONCENTRE(HUB), VILLIANUR

The value addition centre at Villianuris equipped with a full duplex single channel trunk controller
and EPABXsystem,utilising a hybrid of wired and wireless technology. The full duplexsystemis
capableof a transfer rate of 14.4 kbps, and has two PSTNwired lines and two internet dial-up
connections. The PCsare connected via a local area network utilising Windows NT. The hub is
powered by a hybrid solar power system, that can supportthe centrefor up to eight hours in the
case of electrical outages. The hub itself functions as an information centrefor the village, as
well as providing a room that can be utilised for small meetings. Generic information is collected
at the centre, and is transformed into the locality-specific format required by the various village
shops. Information collected includes commodity prices, weather, governmentannouncements
and daily news. This information is sourced from the internet, and from local marketsand
newspapers. Information is translated into the Tamil, which makes it accessible to the local
communities, the majorityof whom cannot understand or read English. Staff at the centre has
recently started recording voice clips of certain information, which are attached to the electronic
format before being distributed to the various information shops. Thus the visible form of the
weatherwill include a sound clip detailing the information. This makes the information available to
those that maybe sight or hearing impaired, as well as those that maybe illiterate, a huge
consideration given the high levels of illiteracy rates within the villages. Some information, such
as the news and weather, is updated on a daily basis, and is distributed to the shops by midday.
Images of the wave and sea conditions are downloaded daily, as are images tracking the location
of fish schools. Other information and databases such as different government schemes and
support, local emergency contact information and local sector expertcontactsare updated
regularly. Information on health care and medical issues provide a platform from which more
Source:M.S. SwaminathanResearchFoundation, June, 1998:
0! g
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Functions ofValueAddition Centre
>
>
>
>

Gathering and transmission ofinformation including commodity

prices,weather,government announcements, daily news
Generating data: surveys, libraryreferences, discussions
Issue ofbulletins
Creationlmaintenance

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ofLocality-specific databases:

Localhospitals/doctors
Trainingprogrammes
Highschool/college courseguidance
Government welfareprogrammes/entitlements

comprehensive Telemedicine services can
be developed10. Daily
information such as
bus timetables and
doctors consulting
hours are also updated
frequently.

The flow of information

is a reciprocal process.
Information is fed back
thecentre from each
to
Transport
of
theshops on a daily
Local sectorexperts
basis.
This may
Governmentorganograms and contacts
include the type and
Officiallistof families below povertyline
nature of the
Soil/agronomy/weather/cropping patterns
information required by
> Relayingqueriesto sourcesandreceivingresponses
the village, as well as
> Training for villagevolunteers
requests for specific
information that is not
available at the shop.
If this information is not
available at the centre,
the staff utilise the
broad networks
developed in order to
source the information. Thus if a specific crop diseaseis identified by a farmer, and information is
not readily available, staff at the centre locate experts throughout the region that can provide the
required information, and then direct it back to the village shop. This process is generally
completed within a day, and at most mayrequire a coupleof days beforethe information is
available to the villagerrequesting it. The type of information sought by villagers is also reported
backto the centreon a daily basis, and thus the trends and needs of thedifferentvillagescan be
tracked.

2.1.2

THE VILLAGEKNOWLEDGE/INFORMATION S;OPS

While six village shops were initially established, two have been closed down as a result of
damage to equipment and irregular operating hours. Further, in the process prior to the
establishment of the shops, several villagesthat were potential partners were excluded by the
Foundation as various negative dynamics resulting from internal politicking, and a lack of
willingness to meet their obligations, were identified by the MSSRF. A memorandum of
understanding is formulated with each village, and is renewed on a quarterly basis. This
stipulates the obligations from the villages as well as the guarantees of access and protection.
Thefacility serves all sectors of the community, including Dalits (previously the untouchable
caste), the illiterate, and the disabled. The shops located in each of the villages comprise two
Pentium PCs, a modem, deskjetprinter, a phone line, and the same hybrid solar powersystem
utilised at Villianur. The solar power package utilises half the number of cells as Villiariur,and
can provide adequate powerto keepthe shop operating for four hours. One PC is allocated for
training, while the other is connected to the intranet and is utilised for information collection and
dissemination. The equipment is housed in a speciallydesigned container to protect it from
'°

During the period of the visit to India, the first Tele-medicine surgical procedure utilising telecentres in
India was conducted.
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rodents. A numberof differentcommunity 'ownership' models are being tested. The
memorandum of understanding formulated between the villages and the MSSRF stipulate that
the village provide the accommodation for the shop. In two villages, the shop is located in a room
belonging to the local temple. In the third village the shop is in a private household, and is run by
a young woman and her brother. In the final model, the shop is housed in a room belonging to
the local PanchayatU. This room is utilised by the community structure every Sunday. This does
not effectthe functioning of the shop as all the information shops close on Sundays.
Each shop is staffed by two volunteersfrom the village. These volunteers receivetraining at the
Villianurin MS Office programmes, the use of Tamil fontswith a standard Windows 95 keyboard,
MS-Exchange, Way. files, Zip and Unzip utilities and REALAUDIO, as well as MS Explorer. The
time taken to train volunteers is lower than might be expected: reported time taken for training in
basicWindows 95 operations is two weeks; to transactdata on wireless equipment, 3 sittings; to
gain preliminary understanding of HTML, one week; Word 97, two days; PowerPoint, one week;
and Tamil fonts, ten days. While a minimum educational level of a high school pass is required,
volunteers are generally computerilliterate priorto training12.

The Foundation stipulates that at least 50% of the volunteers must be women. In the case of
three of the four shops, the staff consistof one male and one female; in the case of the fourth
shop, the staff consistof four women who work shifts around their household activities. The
gendercomposition of the staff is significant, not only in terms of the representation of the gender
breakdown of the communities, and those trapped within poverty, but also in terms of the
accessibility of the information to women in the communities. For example, the centre that is
staffed wholly by women record more women users than the otherthree centres, despite the fact
that the gender composition of the community is not significantly different. This implies that
women are morewilling to utilisethe shops that are staffed by women themselves. There is also,
apparently, a gendercomponent to the information that is sought. It is reported that women seek
more information on health and welfare, while men tend to require more information on technical
issues, meteorology and economic opportunities.

Given the high levels of illiteracy in many of the communities, alternativemechanisms have been
established for disseminating the information that is received at the shopsfrom the centre. Thus
the ability to utilise a computer is not a prerequisite. Not only are sound clips attached to certain
information, much of what is considered (by the community) to be essential is written in Tamil on
a board outside the centre. In one fishing village, the weathersound clip is broadcastdailyon
speakers that have been positioned throughout the village.

The village shopsalso provide a telephone for use by the community. This provides a means of
accessing emergency services should the need arrive. As such, it provides a source of some
securitywhere none previouslyexisted. A token fee is charged for telephone usage. Services
such as typing of documents are also provided by the shop staff. Staff workingat each shop are
also free to conduct project, or non-official work, utilising the equipment, as long as this does not
interfere with the functioning of each shop. The focus on information as a means of
empowerment should, ideally, create the opportunity for enhanced, sustainable economic and
social development, following which, or as partof which, increased access to everyday voice
telephony should be evident.

The financial sustainability of the project is something which is yet to be established. The project
has been implemented with financial and technical supportfrom the International Development
Research Centre (IDRC), who remains the primary donorto the project, with some sub-cost
charging by MSSRF. However, the information services have been provided to the communities
free to date. The objectives of the programme stipulatethe need for medium to long term
sustainability of the project, following the withdrawal of the project donors. The project
2

The Panchayat is a local government body.
The staff at the value-addedcentreall havea minimumofa first university degree.
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managementteam are thus currently in the process of establishing the degree to which each
shop shows potential to start recouping operating costs. This is considered, correctly, to be a
necessary precursorto profit generation. However, while the village shops have the majority of
the direct customers, it is the hub that incurs the primary operating costs, including the production
of the information itself. The generating of information, and the tailoring of it to local needs, is
generally not profitable in itself, which might pointto the need for additional, profit-generating
activities.

As a means towards establishing the feasibilityof financial sustainability, the actual usage of
differentfacilities at each shop are recorded on a monthly basis. Thus any income generated by
typing, the usage of information material, any non-official work, telephone calls made, and
computer training, is recorded. It is envisaged, given that the value of the services has already
been established by the community, that the community will be willing to pay what will initially be
a token amount for the services. The process of achieving any degree of financial autonomyis
seen to be a medium term process, during which the donor agencies gradually withdraw as the
community becomes increasingly responsible for the financial sustainability of the shop. Such a
process cannot be completed over a period of months, but rather over a five to seven year period.
Ideally, the project should become whollyable to support itself financially over this period.
However, given the constraints imposed by the economic profile of the population served, it is
likely that donorsupportwill be reduced, rather than totally withdrawn. During this process,
financial management will, however, remain primarily located at the value-added centre in
Villianur.

The impactof the centreto this pointhas primarily been measured by the utilization of the
services, as recorded in the user log books. However, whilethis does provide one means of
assessing the impact, it does not accurately assess the impact on the generally well-being or
difference made within the communities as a whole, as opposed to individual users. An
evaluation of the programme has recently been undertaken by the IDRC and the PANTLEG
mission. However, it is suggested that benefits may be reaped from an impact assessment of the
communities surrounding each of the village shops, exploring the specific impacton qualityof life
and economic benefits that the project mayhave provided.
2.2

Foundation ofOccupational Development(FOOD)

The Foundation of Occupational Development is a NGO that has been established for over
twentyyears. The focus of the organ isation in the past has primarily been the development of
small enterprises and the creation of employment opportunities. Overthe pastfour years,
however, the focus has evolved to include the role of an ISP and networking agent for other
NGOsand CBOs. The objectives of the organisation are detailed in the following text box13.

13

These are derived from Roger Hams's draft evaluation report of the PANTLEG mission to India,
November1999.

